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DOING JOBS EVERY DAY THAT METALS ALONE CAN'T DO

BUILT TO STAND PUNISHMENT
Using iough, lightweight CONOLON 506

Solar Aircraft Company engineers were faced with a problem . . . how to

aerodynamically enclose the "Mars" gas-turbine engine auxiliary

electric-power generating units (APU's) to be mounted on Convair C- 1 3 1

B

aircraft. The C-13 lB's so fitted were to be used for the in-flight

testing of advanced airborne electronic equipment.

Housing the APU's required an aerodynamic pod built in two parts

with multiple compound curvatures and drastically sharp bends.

The materials problem presented was complex. The material selected

had to withstand . . . temperatures of 400 F or even higher . .

.

contact with a special synthetic lube fluid for the turbine engine .

high lead content exhaust fumes . . . ground handling abuses . .

.

aerodynamic wind loads . . . and severe abrasion because the pod

was to be mounted only 12 inches above the runway.

The material that satisfied all these requirements'?

Conolon 506 ! Pods were assembled of this highly-formable

Conolon 506 on low cost tooling and weighed less than

83 pounds each . . . another illustration of how Narmco's

high performance products are doing jobs every day

that metals alone can't do.

THICKENED EDGES
0.250" THICK

(25 LAYERS)

EXHAUST AREA
FINISHED IN HIGH
TEMP ENAMEL

FINISH WITH
FILLER PRIMER i
ALUMINUM
LACQUER

ESEARCh

Write today for specific performance,
design, and fabrication data on CONOLON
506. Narmco technical field representatives

throughout the United States and Canada
can assist in solving your structural design

problems quickly, efficiently, economically.

NARMCO RESINS & COATINGS CO., Dept. 26 600 Victoria Street, Costa Mesa, California

Los Angeles . . . Seattle . . . Fort Worth . . . Dayton . . . Tulsa . . . Philadelphia . . . Toronto
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NORTHROP

NEW BUILDING

NEAR FINISH

Full Occupancy
In Late Summer

{HAWTHORNE, CALIF.) Partially occupied

now, the new Northrop Engineering

and Science Center at Hawthorne,

latest step in a gigantic moderniza-

tion and expansion program, is

almost completed. Engineers and

scientists of the Northrop Division of

Northrop Aircraft, Inc., are ready

for the big move into this beautiful,

multi- million -dollar, glass and steel

six-story building in late summer.

Architect's rendering of the Science

Center is pictured above. Every con-

venience and facility will be provided

for human well-being and comfort, in

keeping with Northrop's theory that

an engineer can do his work most

efficiently in pleasant surroundings.

Northrop has long maintained that

an airplane or missile is only as good

as the engineers who design it.

When fully completed, Northrop

will have one of the most advanced

test and experimental facilities in the

entire aircraft industry. The Engi-

neering and Science Center is the

nucleus of this extensive development

program. A four-unit Test Complex,

which includes a Test Building, a

high-performance, sub-sonic Wind
Tunnel, a jet engine Test Cell, and an

Environmental Test Laboratory, is

now fully operative. Here, in these

dramatic, modern buildings, North-

rop engineers and scientists will con-

tinue with their never-ending study

of airborne guidance, nuclear energy,

the thermal barrier, aerodynamics,

human engineering and other areas

of missile and jet aircraft research.
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MISSILE
ENGINEERS

Many new positions are being created at Northrop Aircraft

for missile engineers in a wide range of activity: control,

guidance, servo, computers, recording, optical, reliability,

electro-mechanical, telemetering and electronics. There's

an interesting position for you, at your own experience

level, with attractive remuneration and steady advance-

ment, in one of the following groups:

GUIDANCE AND CONTROLS, encompassing research

and development of advance automatic guidance and

flight control systems for both missiles and piloted air-

craft. Specific areas of development include: radio and

radar systems, flight control systems, inertial guidance

systems, instrument servo systems, digital computer and

magnetic tape recording systems, airborne analogue

computer systems, optical and mechanical systems, and

systems test and analyzer equipment.

FLIGHT TEST ENGINEERING SECTION, which plans the

missile test programs and establishes test data require-

ments in support of the programs. The data requirements

are predicated on the test information required by the

engineering analytical and design groups to develop and

demonstrate the final missile design, and are the basis

from which instrumentation requirements are formulated.

The analysis work performed consists of aerodynamic,

missile systems, dynamics, flight control, propulsion and

guidance evaluation. The Flight Test Engineering Section

is also responsible for the field test program of the

ground support equipment required for the missile.

FLIGHT TEST INSTRUMENTATION SECTION, which in-

cludes a Systems Engineering Group responsible for the

system design concept; a Development Laboratory where

electronic and electro-mechanical systems and compon-

ents are developed; an Instrumentation Design Group for

the detail design of test instrumentation components and

systems; a Mechanic Laboratory where the instrumenta-

tion hardware is fabricated; and a Calibration and Test

Group where the various instrumentation items and

systems are calibrated and tested.

For 17 years Northrop Aircraft has pioneered in missile

research and development. As a member of this forefront

organization in this growing field, new opportunities for

full expression of your initiative and ability will always be

yours at Northrop.

If you qualify for any of these attractive positions, we

invite you to contact the Manager of Engineering Indus-

trial Relations, Northrop Aircraft, Inc.. telephone ORegon

8-9111, Extension 1893, or write to: 1015 East Broadway,

Department 4600- L. Hawthorne, California.

NORTHROP
NORTHROP AIRCRAFT, INC., HAWTHORNE, CALIFORNIA

Producers of Scorpion F-89 Interceptors and Snark SM-62 Intercontinental Missiles

5-A-83
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NOW all emergency flotation gear can be inflated at optimum
speed with LYNDON'S new lightweight, self-contained jet air

pump system.

This-another LYNDON design accomplishment- is the result of
utilizing select materials, such as fiberglass shields, lightweight
metals and an EXCLUSIVE air entrainment throat which reduces the
volume of the stored air cylinder to a minimum in size and weight.

Actuation is by switch or manual pull cable. Deflation is made
simple too-by providing a bleed valve in a readily accessible
position.

LYNDON'S jet air pump system is unaffected by operating tem-
peratures from -100° to + 275° F.

Write, phone or wire for more
information relative to

your application.

LYNDON AIRCRAFT, inc.
substdiary of SCOVILL MANUFACTURING COMPANY

west coast representative - R. M. BRUNSON & ASSOCIATES, inc.

132 North Acacia Avenue
Solana Beach, California

east coast-LYNDON AIRCRAFT, inc.

140 C Clifford Street

Newark 5, New Jersey
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How is your expansion

program doing? Has it been delayed?

Is it scheduled to begin soon? Regard-

less of the time factor, Parsons'

Technical Planning Services* plus

designt, procurement and construc-

tion are available to Industry and

Government ivith the future in mind.

By taking advantage of these services

now, your facilities will be ready-

when you want them— where you

want them—the way you want them—

to put you one step ahead of the field.

*Technical Planning Services include Eco-
nomic Studies and Appraisals, Geological

Surveys, Raw Material Investigations, Site

Selection, Master Planning, Research and
Development, Pilot Plant Studies, and Crite-

ria development.

^Process, Mechanical, Electrical, Structural,

Civil and other engineering services.

THE RALPH M. PARSONS COMPANY

ENGINEERS* CONSTRUCTORS
LOS ANGELES
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Avco today

Avco's Lycoming

powers

new directions

in flight

Now, in the lungs of Lycoming's advanced turbines developed

under the sponsorship of the U. S. Army and U. S. Air Force,

the gas turbine principle finds new usefulness for a variety of

military and commercial aircraft applications. New vertical

take-off and landing planes, helicopters, and other types of

aircraft are capitalizing on the design advantages of Lycoming's

low-weight, high-performance T53 and Too turbines:

compactness, versatility, ease of maintenance, ruggedness.

long life, and low production and maintenance costs. Lycoming's

growing turbine family offers government and industry a

centralized source of turbine power in the 800 to 2000 hp range.

THIS IS AVCO

Avco today is a diversified organization whose products

include aircraft power plants and structures, electronics for

defense and industry, and specialized home and farm

equipment. Avco's divisions and subsidiaries are:

Lycoming . . . American Kitchens . . . Crosley . . . New Idea and

Ezee Flow . . . Research and Advanced Development Division . .

.

Crosley Broadcasting Corporation . . . Moffats, Ltd. (Canada)

Scientists interested in unusual opportunities

for advancement can grow with Avco.

Avco Manufacturing Corporation

420 Lexington Avenue, New York, N.Y.



NEW

VICKERS INCORPORATED
DIVISION OF SPERRY RAND CORPORATION

Aero Hydraulics Division

Engineering, Sales and Service Offices:

ADMINISTRATIVE and TORRANCE. CALIFORNIA
ENGINEERING CENTER 3201 Lomita Boulevard

Department 1470 P.O. Bo* 2003

Detroit 32. Michigan Torrance, California

Aero Hydraulics Division District Sales and Service

Offices:

Albertson, Long Island, N.Y., 882 Willis Ave. • Arlington,

Texas, P.O. Box 213 • Seattle 4, Washington, 623 8th Ave.

South • Washington 5, D.C 624-7 Wyatt Bldg. • Addi-
tional Service facilities at: Miami Springs. Fla., 641 De

Soto Drive

TELEGRAMS: Vickers WUX Detroit

TELETYPE: "ROY" 1149 • CABLE: Videt

OVERSEAS REPRESENTATIVE: The Sperry Gyroscope Co.,

Ltd.—Great West Road, Brentford, Middx., England

Engineers and Builders of Oil Hydraulic Equipment

Since 1921

Dickers

HYDRAULIC PUMPS
3000 psi . . . CONSTANT DISPLACEMENT

These new miniaturized hydraulic pumps were developed by

Vickers for limited life applications such as missile and ram air

turbine driven hydraulic systems . . . also for motorpump assemblies

supplying emergency power on aircraft.

A distinctive feature is adaptability to manifolding and special

mounting. This permits integration with the balance of a "packaged"

hydraulic system to provide hydraulic power in the most compact and

lightweight form yet devised. Some sizes are capable of delivering

more than five horsepower per pound of weight.

Available in four size series, this miniaturized pump has the same

basic characteristics as the standard Vickers piston type pump

which has been establishing outstanding performance records on

aircraft since 1 940. Ask nearest Vickers Aircraft Application

Engineer for further information.

Write for New Bulletin A-5216.

A large expansion program now in its early stages means large opportunities for additional engineers at Vickers. Write for information.
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IN ENGINEERING, THE
BEST OPPORTUNITIES
ARE IN AVIATION

IN AVIATION THEIH JT\ W 1 JT\ I 1 I lr III mm

BEST OPPORTUNITIES
ARE AT

TEMCO
MICROWAVE AND ANTENNA
ENGINEERS

Experienced microwave engineers

are required to perform research,

development, and design on anten-

nas, radomes, and microwave com-

ponents. System engineers are

needed for system development

related to microwave receivers,

Electronic Reconnaissance, Coun-

termeasures, Radar and Trans-

ponder Systems. The work will be

accomplished in the Radiation Lab-

oratory in relation to prime missile

and airframe contracts.

MISSILES AND AIRCRAFT

ELECTRONICS ENGINEERS

Engineers with experience in tran-

sistor applications, pulse and video

circuits, servomechanisms, general

circuit design, guidance and radar

system analysis, audio circuits,

electro-optical transducers and

optics are needed to perform sys-

tem and detailed circuit design on

guidance, radar, and television sys-

tems for guided missiles and high

performance aircraft.

INSTRUMENTATION
ENGINEERS

To plan, calibrate and evaluate

instrumentation for flight test

(including telemetry) and high

temperature structural test. B. S.

and/or M. S. degree and at least

three years experience required.

SERVO ENGINEERS

To plan, conduct and report on

developmental evaluation and qual-

ifications tests of servo components

and systems. Three years experience

and applicable degree required.

AIRCRAFT CORPORATION Dal/as, Texas

MR. JOE RUSSELL, Engineering Personnel

Dep't 170-G, Room 7, Temco Aircraft Corp.

Box 6191, Dallas, Texas

Please send me complete details of the Temco story of unusual

opportunities for creative engineers. I am especially interested in

NAME

ADDRESS
.

CITY . STATE

.

August, 1957



For Precision Switching . . .

. . . try this Rugged and Reliable,

featherweight squib-actuated switch

Designed for use in guided missile and special weapons circuits, the "OM-300 Series"

Squib Switches are now available for general use wherever there is need for a compact,

reliable device to open and /or close up to four electrical circuits simultaneously.

The actuating squib is more sensitive than a delicate relay, yet switching action is

faster and more positive than that of a massive solenoid switch.

The OM-300 Series includes all possible combinations of normally open and normally

closed contacts in the four pole switch illustrated above. Switches of this series will

solve many problems for designers of warhead fuzes, missile control systems, aircraft

emergency systems, and missile telemetering systems.

• Size: J^" x J^" x %Y%" (Terminals extend Is") (Non-delay)

Weight: 280 grains (.64 oz.) (Non-delay)

Number of Poles: 4, any combination of open and closed

Current Capacity, Closed Pole: 25 amperes continuously

200 amperes for 100 milliseconds

• Voltage, Standoff, Open Pole: 500 Volts minimum
Energy to Actuate Switch: With carbon bridge squib— 500 ergs at 50 volts

(Minimum values recommended)
With wire bridge squib— 5,000 ergs at 6 volts

(Minimum values recommended)

•Switch Actuation Time*: Less than 5 milliseconds
*Actuation Times as short as 0.1 millisecond and as long as 20 seconds will be available.

Write today for additional data on this effective device.

TLAS POWDER COMPANY
PARKE THOMPSON ORDNANCE SECTION

1 SAINT LOUIS 19, MISSOURI

problem •

•
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editorial

Space Flight Without Red Tape
America's first space flight attempt is to be an Air Force

venture using Army hardware and Navy methods. Industry and
private scientists will put the vehicle together and instrument it.

First of all, this is indicative of the fact that a unified group of

our foremost research establishments must be coordinated into

one central agency for successful pursuit of the astronautics chal-

lenge. Project Far Side is only the beginning. In scope, however,
the project is more sophisticated than Project Vanguard. And in

terms of politics it is far more interesting.

Space flight is not a glamorous little game that can be played

by anyone just for glamor's sake. The Defense Department can-

not arbitrarily choose any single individual or any single one of

the services to supervise this country's overall aims to conquer
the black yonder of space. The significance of such programs is

too important in terms of expenditures and prestige. American
industry certainly would not compliment the Defense Department
if DOD should fail to make a thorough canvass of possible uni-

fication of efforts, talents and funds.

The Air Force Office of Scientific Research is to be com-
mended for undertaking Project Far Side. Obviously, AFOSR
recognizes the necessity for coordination and unification as essen-

tial ingredients for the project's fulfillment. Most important, how-
ever, is that the industry and military enthusiasts behind Project

Far Side are aiming to penetrate outer space without political red

tape—by picking the best methods and hardware available with-

out caring which Service made them.

Project Far Side is simple. It is worthwhile. It is indicative

of what a coordinated military and industrial effort can and will

achieve with a minimum of expenditures and complexities. It uses

off-the-shelf military hardware. No basic component for the rocket

vehicle has to be redesigned, nor re-contracted. No expensive pre-

flight tests are required. It does not cut into existing programs.
When the first Far Side rocket is fired some time next month, the

vehicle will be "live."

Far Side represents thousands of dollars rather than millions.

Here we are working with simple, solid-propellant rockets instead

of a combination of intricate liquid systems requiring five, six or

more propellants or combinations of propellants.

Project Far Side makes the Vanguard project look like a

hydra-headed monster. This also applies to such timid matters as

releasing information to the public. The taxpayer, who is im-
mensely intrigued by the idea that we are about to challenge outer

space, does not understand why he- cannot get the information on
Project Vanguard.

But he does not know that every single word to the public

must be cleared by all of these: the prime contractor; Naval Re-
search Laboratory's Technical Information Office; the Chief of

Naval Research; Office of the Chief of Naval Information; Office

of Public Information of Department of Defense (including repre-

sentatives of Army, Navy, Air Force and DOD ) ; the Central In-

telligence Agency; State Department; National Science Founda-
tion; and the National Academy of Sciences (U.S. Committee for

the IGY). This web of red tape on information is the big talk

and the top sarcasm of the industry.

It is good that the Air Force is set on proving that we can

spend less of the taxpayer's money and cut down the red tape on
.this country's first space flight project. And that there is no politics

involved. It will pay. The public will expect the Air Force Office

of Scientific Research to continue to pursue the space flight chal-

lenge in the future . . .

Erik Bergaust

August, 1957



Rocket Logic in Retrospect

i

X» it the Deacon finished the cme-hoss shay.

Now in building, of chaises, I tell you what,

There is always somewhere a weakest spot,

—

Iu hub, tire, felloe, ill spring or thill,

In panel, or crossbar, or floor, or sill,

In screw, bolt, thoroughbrace,— lurking

still,

Find it somewhere you must and will,—
Above or below, or within or without,—
And that 's the reason, beyond a doubt,

That a chaise breaks down, but does n't

wear out.

But the Deacon swore (as Deacons do,

With an " I dew vum," or an " I tell yeou ")

He would build one shay to beat the taown
'N' the keounty 'n' all the kentry raoun'

;

It should be so built that it could n' break
daown:

"Fur," said the Deacon, "
't 's mighty plain

Thut the weakes'
strain;

W the way t' fix it, uz I maintain
Is only jest

T make that place uz strong uz the rest.

So the Deacon inqui

Where he could fin
"

That could n't be sj

Oliver Wendell Holmes never dreamed of

intercontinental missiles orthermal thickets

when he penned "The Wonderful One-Hoss

Shay". Yet, a hundred years later, no

sounder logic exists for the designer of

rocket cases. In the ideal rocket design,

where a pound less weight can mean miles

more distance, all sections should be ex-

actly of identical strength. No part should

be one iota stronger or weaker than the rest.

Fulfilling Dr. Holmes' "picture of the im-

possible" to the ultimate degree has been

M. W. Kellogg's aim from the time it began

designing and fabricating rocket cases for

the Navy Department in 1951. Since then

the company has continued to participate

in the research, development, and produc-

tion of a wide range of missile and rocket

propulsion systems.

Organizations interested in putting the

Kellogg team to work on their specific rocket

problems are invited to write.

mus

DEFENSE PRODUCTS DIVISION

THE M. W. KELLOGG COMPANY
711 THIRD AVENUE, NEW YORK 17. N. Y.

A SUBSIDIARY OF PULLMAN INCORPORATED
The Canadian Kellogg Company Limited, Toronto • Kellogg International Corporation, London
Companhia Kellogg Brasileira, Rio de Janeiro • Compania Kellogg de Venezuela, Caracas

Kellogg Pan American Corporation, New York . Societe Kellogg, Paris

KELLOGG
W,
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IMPORTANT ENTRIES INTO

AN IMPORTANT FIELD

Houston fearless produces: Two New Precision Rocket Components .

THE TURBINE WHEEL—A highly complex

unit cut out from a single block of steel to precise

dimensional requirements. Manufactured by

Houston Fearless designed automatic tools.

These turbine wheels are produced for

various guided missile power plants.

THE SPIRAL BLADE IMPELLER -Intricately

designed to meet the most rigid military

specifications, the spiral blade impeller

has a variety of applications within commercial

installations. These pumping units for guided

missiles are manufactured by Houston Fearless

designed variable pitch generating machines.

Houston Fearless Also Manufactures These

Highly Important Rocket Components:

HIGH PRESSURE PNEUMATIC REGULATORS

-

Designed for self-contained starter systems and

for pneumatic ejector systems.

ROCKET ENGINE MOUNTING FRAMES -Tubular
weldments are available for any size of power plant.

PRECISION DUCTING- Engineered for test

installations or for power plants.

TRI-AXIAL NODAL POINT CAMERA MOUNT

-

Designed for ribbon frame cameras and used

in conjunction with recording missile flight.

Covers a full hemisphere.

For further information on any or all of these

components, send in attached coupon today.

HOUSTON FEARLESS, Department

11801 W. Olympic Blvd., Los Angeles 64, Calif.

Please send me detailed information on:

Turbine Wheel Tri-Axial Camera Mount

Spiral Blade Impeller Rocket Engine Mounting Frames

High Pressure Regulators Precision Ducting

Name

Company .

Position

Address

City Zone State

August, 1957



the AeroSWITCH
A unique control device for monitoring pressures under extraordinarily

severe conditions of temperature,

vibration, and explosive

pressure surge.

The AeroSWITCH monitors fluids between -2Q7 and +5000°F,
sustains pressure transien ts up to 8,000,000 psi/sec

without damping, and withstands vibrations

up to 2000 cps

at 40 g.

Unequalled for ruggedness, reliability, and response, the AeroSWITCH
has been proved in seven years of service

on missiles and aircraft. It is one of the

precision components designed

and mass-produced

h

CORPORATION

A Subsidiary of

The General Tire & Rubber Company l!lj'.
M

J 'ill
1

'
'
U ° M

Your request for detailed information is invited.

Write: Director of Sales, Aerojet-General Corp.,

Azusa, Calif.

*Pat. applied for. Switch shown here actual size.
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Meeting the stringent requirements

of today's Missiles and Jet Aircraft

ACTUATORS
are now in use in the majority of our

latest aerial weapons

Type: D-925 Rotary Actuator for Missile

Fin. Output: 400 inch-pounds @ 64 RPM,
24 volts, 27 amps. Duty Cycle: 1 minute

on, 10 minutes off; Gear Reduction: 135

to 1 in 2.25" length; Weight: 6.75 lbs.

Meets Mil. Specs.: MIL-A-8064 for actu-

ators, MIL-M-8609 for motors.

Type: D-892 Power Package; Size: 7%"
x 4%" x 2%". Output: 28 volts D.C.,

1390 RPM at take-off shaft, 18 inch-oz.

torque. Weight: 3% lbs.; Operative in

ambient temperatures to 250° F. Meets
Military Specifications: MIL-A-8064 for

actuators, MIL-M-8609 for motors.

Type: D-607 Transport Door Actuator;

Weight: 4.5 lbs. Stroke: 6.25"; Operating

Load: 450 lbs.; Ultimate Static Load:

7150 lbs. tension; Speed of Stroke:

under 450 lb. load — 0.3" per second.

Size of Power Section: 2%" x 4J4" x

8%". Meets Mil. Specs.: MIL-A-8064 for

actuators, MIL-M-8609 for motors.

)JL=M EMCO's low-weight, high-

power linear and rotary actuators are

designed and engineered to give con-

sistent, top-efficiency performance

under the most extreme environ-

mental conditions. The widespread

use of these rugged components can

only mean that the entire aircraft

industry recognizes their built-in

accuracy and reliability. EEMCO, in

turn, recognizes the importance of

adhering to strict production sched-

ules, and will continue to assure

prompt delivery.

Type: D-818 Leading Edge Flap Actuator;

Weight: 20.5 lbs. Normal Operating Load:

6,000 lbs.; Maximum Operating Load:

12,000 lbs. Ultimate Static Load: 24,000
lbs.; Stroke: 3.15"; Rate of Travel: .33"

per second; Amperes: 3 amps at 480
cycles on 200 volts at the 6,000 lbs. load.

Meets Mil. Specs.: MIL-A-8064 for actu-

ators, MIL-M-7969A for motors.

Type: D-868 Rotary Actuator; Weight:

9% lbs. Power: 200 volt, 400 cycle, 3-

phase motor. Ambient Temperature
Range: -65°F. to +400°F.

;
Shaft

Torque Limit: Adjustable. Load: 1,650
inch-lbs. maximum to approx. 2 RPM on

1.5 amps. Meets Military Specifications-.

MIL-E-7894 and Mlt-A-8064.

Type: D-822 Trailing Edge Flap Rotary

Actuator; Weight: 35 lbs. Normal Oper-

ating Load: 26,000 inch-lbs. Maximum
Operating Load: 52,000 inch-lbs. Ulti-

mate Static Load: 75,000 inch-lbs.;

Travel: 45 degrees at .625 RPM; Am-
peres: 4 amps at 26,000 inch-lbs. at 480
cycles on 200 volts. Frequency Range:

380 to 420 cycles. Meets Mil. Specs.:

MIL-A-8064 for actuators, MIL-M-7969A.

VG E

M

CO)) ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING & MANUFACTURING CORP.
4612 Wesf Jefferson Boulevard, Los Angeles 16, California — Telephone REpublic 3-0151

DESIGNERS AND PRODUCERS OF MOTORS, LINEAR AND ROTARY ACTUATORS ... EXCLUSIVELY

!
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ERCO SUPPORT FOR ALL %im WEAPONS

FROM SPECIALIZED EQUIPMENT

TO COMPLETE SUPPORT SYSTEMS

From the smallest critical component to the trailerization of a complete missile tes

and check-out system — this is the range of ERCO's abilities. Successful projects

have been designed both from basic and creative concepts. ERCO engineers have

broken with the past in creating products or systems which have fulfilled the

national defense need.

A major activity of ERCO's weapon support program is weapon transportation.

In this area, ERCO has designed and mass-produced equipment ranging from space
|

saving, highly mobile shipboard dollies, trucks and skids, to versatile and

highly specialized transports of larger and more sophisticated construction. Some od

these transports carry weapons weighing 12 tons over the most rugged terrain.

Another important phase of ERCO's program is the design and manufacture of compl

electronic and electro-mechanical test and check-out equipment as support

for missile launching and flight guidance systems.

ERCO - a leading supplier of aircraft simulators, offers its extensive engineering an

production facilities and experience to assist you in accelerating the training

program vital to the effective introduction of new weapons systems.

If you have the weapon and need the complete support system or highly specialized

engineering on separate equipments — write today Dept. MS, Riverdale, Md.,

for ERCO Weapon Support Brochure and learn how ERCO can help you.

DESIGNED AND BUILT BY R. *Z
NUCLEAR PRODUCTS - ERCO DIVISION,

QCr INDUSTRIES INC., RIVERDALE. MARYLAND

QCr INDUSTRIES INC., DIVISIONS -

AMERICAN CAR AND FOUNDRY • AVION • CARTER CARBURETOR • SHIPPERS' CAR LINE • W-K-M
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Lacrosse, Army's lightweight

tactical missile nmv in produc-

tion, rests on its launching rack

aboard an Army truck. The
ground-to-ground weapon is

poivered by a Thiokol solid

propellant rocket motor and
will be used to supplement air

or artillery attack on enemy
strong points in the field. La-

crosse is Army's most sophisti-

cated missile and utilizes a

command guidance system in

conjunction with a forward
observer. See articles on pages
112 & 121.
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fast fuel transfer

FOR MISSILES

10*

Modern Missile technology has developed a vast

number of new fuels, each requiring special handling and storage.

The problem of safely and quickly transferring

these fuels from the storage areas to the missiles

is one which requires special equipment.

Fast Fuel Transfer systems (FFT),

developed by Flight Refueling, Inc.,

to increase range and payload of airplanes,

lend themselves admirably to these new applications.

The experience which Flight Refueling, Inc.,

has gained in research, design and production of

the FFT systems used on modern military aircraft

is already being applied to solve the complex problems

of split-second preparation of missiles

for operational use with greatest safety.

If you have a perplexing missile or aircraft fuel transfer problem,

Flight Refueling's engineers will be pleased

to discuss it with you and suggest methods

of applying the proved FFT principles.

ATTENTION ENGINEERS
Unusual career opportunities for engineering

personnel are available in new projects for

developing new fuel transfer systems. Write

Engineering Manager for details.

18

REPRESENTATIVES

Ylight Refueling, Inc.

FRIENDSHIP INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT Boltimor. 3, Maryland

West Coast: William E. Davis, Box 642, Inglewood, Calif,

Dayton: Fred J. Kendall, Box 622, Far Hills Sta., Dayton 9, O.
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toiler

MMM. READS JET ENGINE SPEED to

GUARANTEED ACCURACY of

RPM in 10,000 RPM (=£0.1 % )

The inter-relation of RPM to efficiency and thrust in jet engines is

fundamental. Proper adjustments for maximum thrust, maximum engine

life and maximum safety of operation can be made only upon accuracy

of instrumentation. The Takcal tests to guarantee that accuracy.

The new B & H Takcal incorporates a refinement of the frequency

meter principle. It operates in the low (0 to 1000 cps) range, reading

the frequency of the tachometer generator on a scale calibrated in

percent RPM corresponding to the engine's RPM. It reads engine speed

while the engine is running with a guaranteed accuracy of ±0.1% in

the range of to 110% RPM. Additionally, the Takcal circuit can be

used to trouble-shoot and isolate errors in the aircraft tachometer

system, with the circuit and tachometer paralleled to obtain simultaneous

reading.

The Takcal's component parts are identical with those used in the

J-Model Jetcal Analyzer. They are here assembled as a separate unit

tester and for use with all earlier models of the Jetcal Tester.

The Takcal operates accurately in all ambient temperatures from
—40°F. to 140°F. Low in cost for an instrument of such extreme

accuracy, it is adaptable to application in many other fields.

For full information write or wire . .

.

B & H INSTRUMENT Co., INC.

3479 West Vickery Blvd. • Fort Worth 7, Texas

CHECKS TACHOMETER
"SYSTEM" ACCURACY,

ADAPTS TO ANY FREQUENCY PROBLEM!

Explosion-proof Takcal

for special applications.

Measures 200 to 7500
RPM,. direct reading, with

B & H makes the JETCAL 8 Analyzer

and TEMPCAL- Tester

Sales-Engineering Offices:

VALLEY STREAM, L. I.: 108 S. Franklin, LO 1-9220 • DAYTON, O.: 209 Commercial Bldg., Ml 4563 • COMPTON, CAL: 105 N. Bradfield St., NE 6-8970

Circle No. 8 on Subscriber Service Cord.



letters

Praise for in r

First Special Issue

To the Editor:

Belter and better! Suggestion: The
coverage on missiles in the July issue

was good. How about a future feature
covering the available research missiles,

such as Aerobee-Hi, Dan, X-17, etc. This
should be as complete as possible, in-

cluding size, weight, e.g., cost, etc. It

would be even better if the page layout
allowed margin for cutting out, for in-

clusion in notebooks.
Second Suggestion: A continued

series on missile components; for example,
solenoid valves, turbine pumps, telemetry

r

packages, gyros, and so on. Basic theme:
a system can be no better than its com-
ponents.

R. P. Haviland
General Electric Co.

3198 Chestnut Street

Philadelphia 4, Pennsylvania

Thank you. A missile component is-

sue is coming up.—Ed.

To the Editor:

Congratulations on the color spread
entitled "To Probe Tomorrow" in last

month's edition of Missiles And Rockets
magazine. This functional use of color
vividly portrays the research tools in GE's
Aerosciences Laboratory.

Incidentally, I believe your readers
should know that the Aerosciences Labor-

atory was initially established to provide
research for the development of Air
Force Ballistic Missiles under the direc-
tion of the Air Force Ballistic Missile
Division, commanded by Major General
B. A. Schriever, in Inglewood, Calif.

J. C. Hoffman
Manager-Product Information
GE MOSD

3198 Chestnut Street

Philadelphia 4, Pennsylvania

To the Editor:

Is it possible to obtain 25 copies of
Dr. Wernher von Braun's article "Space
Travel and Our Technological Revolution"
as published in your First Annual Engi-
neering Progress issue?

J. M. Schneider
The Cincinnati Shaper Co.

Hopple, Garrard, and Elam Sts.

Cincinnati 25, Ohio.

Reprints are in the mail.—Ed.

To the Editor:

Your July m/r guest editorial,

"Science and Common Sense" could not
have been more appropriate for your
engineering progress issue. Also appro-
priately, it was written by the world's

Checking m/r galley proofs: Dr. Theodore
von Karman, right, with m/r's exec, editor.

greatest exponent of the subject "science
and common sense"—Dr. Theodore von
Karman.

Only too often the work of the
theoretical physicist is not implemented
by the engineer due to the lack of tech-
nological intuition on the part of the
business executive who authorizes and
directs the activities of the engineer.

Those who profess to have manage-
ment expertise have singularly failed to
provide a program of technical enlight-
enment for the business executive. It is

typical of Dr. von Karman that he would
have the wisdom and common sense to
discuss this problem.

I have the temerity to suggest that

you run a series of articles on the subject.

Andrew G. Haley
Haley, Wollenberg & Kenehan

1735 DeSales Street N.W.
Washington 6, D.C.

To the Editor:

I am writing to tell you of my appre-
ciation of m/r's recent coverage of Army
missile activities and particularly to the
activities of the Corps of Engineers in

support of various missile programs.
The article "Missile Progress by the

Corps of Engineers" by Major General

AXIAL-FLOW
BLOWERS

FOR MISSILE APPLICATIONS

EFFICIENT-, continuous research
WITH MODERN FACILITIES PLUS EXPERIENCE RESULTS
IN GUARANTEED PERFORMANCE FOR THE MINIMUM
HORSEPOWER.

RELIABLE _ each blower is vibration tested
TO INSURE A STRUCTURALLY SOUND UNIT. COMPLETE QUAL

IFICATION FACILITIES WITHIN THE DEAN AND BENSON PLANT.

• LIGHTWEIGHT _ wrought aluminum alloys
HEAT TREATED AND AGED PROVIDE A MAXIMUM STRENGTH

Inquiries regarding existing or future
applications are welcome and should be
sent to:

RESEARCH

DEAN & BENSON RESEARCH, INC.
It RICHMOND STREET CLIFTON, NEW JERSEY

Phone: GRegory 1-1600

1

20 Circle No. 39 on Subscriber Service Card.
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MOTOROLA RADAR
IN THE "DEW-LINE

Stretching 3,000 miles across the Arctic, special

Motorola radar systems stand alert, ready to sound

a warning at the first indication of an air attack

over the polar cap.

The urgency of this distant early warning system

called for a "crash" program for both development

and production. Working in turn with the Lincoln

Laboratories at M.I.T., Bell Telephone Labora-

tories, and the Western Electric Company, Inc.,

Motorola engineers came through with radar sys-

tems for the complete line within a 14-month period.

This is only one example of the military electronic

equipment being developed and produced by

Motorola for the varied military applications.

Positions open to qualified Engineers and Physicists

MOTOROLA
MILITARY ELECTRONICS DIVISION

Chicago Area Center • 2710 N. Clybourn Ave. • Chicago, III.

Western Area Center • 8201 McDowell Road • Phoenix, Arizona

August, 1957 Orel* No. 9 on Subscriber Service Card.



ENGINEERED FACILITIES

FOR HIGH RELIABILITY

RESISTOR PRODUCTION ONLY!
(Environmental production testing optional, but recommended I

• Hermetically Sealed Deposited Carbon Resistors • Sealed Resistor Networks

• Encapsulated Precision Wire Wound Resistors

MEPCO INC., MORRISTOWN, NEW JERSEY
Circle No. 41 on Subscriber Service Card.

Specialists in the Unusual

Aluminum 1/JtAe

To fill a need for high temperature

insulation in a high conductivity wire.

Precision drawn to close resistance

control in the smaller sizes.

BOOTH 3305

WESCON
SHOW

Write for List of Products

David H. Tulley, and the accompanying
editorial box, in the July issue will do
much to give industry and the public a

better understanding of the Army Engi-
neers' part in the missile program.

E. C. Itschner

Major General, U.S. Army
Chief of Engineers

Washington 25, D.C.

To the Editor:

Since m/r first appeared last year
many of us here at Maxson have watched
it carefully.

The July issue contains a terrific

amount of information, particularly the

First Annual Guided Missile Encyclopedia,
beginning on page 123. This round up is

the best job along these lines that we
have yet seen. We wonder if reprints

of this section are available. If so, we
would appreciate having ten copies for

distribution to our key personnel and
engineering staff.

Keep up the good work.

S. H. Goldstein,
The W. L. Maxson Corp.,
Contracts Division

475 Tenth Ave.
New York 18, N. Y.

Thank you. The reprints are in the

mail.—Ed. ,

To the Editor:

I was very pleasantly surprised to

find in your July 1957 issue the "Guided
Missile Encyclopedia."

I am an instructor in the U.S. Army
Ordnance School and have spent count-

less hours trying to compile something

similar for use in my instruction.

Is it possible to get about five re-

prints? We can sure use them.

Cutt R. Wild
Lt., Ord. Corps
U.S. Army Ord. Sch.

Box 195, APG, Md.

In the mail.—Ed.

To the Editor:

I have just returned from a trip to

many of the Air Force Research and

Development Command centers located

throughout the nation. It was interesting

to me to note the many copies of Mis-

siles and Rockets that I saw on desks

while visiting scientists at these various

development centers. I think this is more
than adequate proof of the job that m/r
has done in covering this most important

field . . .

Joseph C. Groth, Jr.

Executive Assistant to the President

Winzen Research Inc.

8401 Lyndale Avenue South

Minneapolis 20, Minn.

To the Editor;

I congratulate you on your excellent

magazine. As a laboratory technician in-

terested, but not yet connected with rocket

propulsion in England, I find m/r of great

interest and value. I also very much ap-

preciate the advertising sections of this

periodical, which presents in one issue

more interesting information on missile

components and developments than in

several months of British aeronautical

magazines.
This is, of course, due to the very

high level of security on guided missiles

in this country. Consequently British lay-SIGMUND COHN CORP.
121 SOUTH COLUMBUS AVE., MOUNT VERNON, N. Y.

Circle No. 40 on Subscriber Service Card.



"Swifter than arrow from the Tartar's bow'

wings the modern-day research rocket on its

mercurial mission. Plunging through the heavy

atmosphere at supersonic speeds,

the Grand Central Rocket Co. ARROW
is demonstrating amazing versatility and

reliability in all phases of

ultra-high speed research.

Employment inquiries invited from qualified engi-

neers and scientists. Confidential handling assured.

SOLID PROPELLANT POWER FO R • M I SS I L ES • R E S E A RCH VEHICLES •

BOOSTERS • SLEDS • SOUNDING ROCKETS
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• So basic are Eckel
contributions to the field of

small solenoid shut-off valves

that it is impossible to

match Eckel performance

without using Eckel features.

ILLUSTRATED:
High pressure ethylene oxide

valve for missile applications.

ENGINEERING BROCHURE
showing recent "made-to-
measure" Eckel valves,

on request.

VALVE COMPANY
1425 First Street, San Fernando, California
Eastern Rep: Aero Engineering Co.

Offices in Principal Cities
Western Rep : The Walter J. Hvatt Co.

Box 943. Beverly Hills.Calif.

Circle No. 43 on Subscriber Service Card.
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men have had to look to other quarters
for their literature. Apart from the journal

of the British Interplanetary Society very
little information is available on current

missile developments in this country. How-
ever, you have stepped in and very nicely

filled the gap. I wish you every continued
success.

Raymond A. Harraway
38 Waldeck Street

Reading, Berkshire,

England

Publication of
Considerable Impart
To the Editor:

I would like to take this opportunity
to compliment you on your publication.

As an organization with eleven plants and
laboratories actively engaged in missile
work, we have followed the magazine
from its very beginning. It is quite ap-
parent that it is a publication of consid-
erable impact . . . and might well have
even more significant importance in the
future . . .

The check list of special selections

which you published this year is, I think,

a very fine idea and one which should be
repeated at intervals.

Alan Craigue
American Machine & Foundry Co.

1101 North Royal Street,

Alexandria, Va.

Pirtures Suitable
for Framing
To the Editor:

Minneapolis-Honeywell Regulator
Company, Aeronautical Division, has re-

cently completed construction of a new
plant here in St. Petersburg. This plant
has been set up for research and develop-
ment on inertial guidance controls.

Because of our field of interest, we
are most anxious to obtain pictures of
missiles to place on the walls of various
departments. We don't know where to go
for pictures of this type and are wonder-
ing if perhaps you could help us. Any
information as to possible sources would
be most appreciated.

Mrs. Virginia Batchelor, Librarian
Minneapolis-Honeywell

Regulator Co.
St. Petersburg, Florida

Most companies in the missile busi-

ness probably will be happy to provide
you with glossy photos etc. Write to their

Public Relations departments. Also, try

General Astronautics Corp., P. O. Box
26, Oyster Bay, N. Y.—Ed.

Wants NACA
Terhniral Note
To the Editor:

We are subscribers to your publica-
tion and we read in the June issue, page
100, an article regarding the new method
of manufacturing by the NACA.

Could you be so kind and ask this

Committee to send us their technical note
No. 3827 referred to in the mentioned
article: we do not know the address of the
NACA.

Jean Gallay
Usines Jean Gallay S.A.

Chemin Frank Thomas
Geneve, Switzerland

Address of the National Advisory
Committee for Aeronautics (NACA) is

1512 H St. N.W., Washington 25, D.C.
—Ed.

Many other one-shot and
rechargeable designs

available

SILVER-ZINC

BATTERIES FOR:

• MISSILE

• DRONE
• aircraf;

Design - Production

of contemporary
Electro-Mechanical and
Electro-Chemical equipment

WRITE FOR
COMPLETE DATA

FRANK R.. COOK! C\
36 South Santa Fe Drive

Denver 23, Colorado
j SH4-17ft3

Circle Nc. 70 on Subscriber Service Card.

TORQUE
ayylieJl the inch ounce

lilable in

lese Torque Ranges

MODEL CAPAC TY

F80-I-G 0- 80 inch grams

F8-I-0 0- 8 inch ounces

F16-I-0 0- 16 inch ounces

F32-I-0 0- 32 inch ounces

F80-I-O 0- 80 inch ounces

F160-I-O 0-160 inch ounces

Inch pound models and larger

foot pound ranges also available

|

sent on request

3f?
PA./'EifuRpEVANt'/CO.

j-ibsr ber
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on guard . .

.

the NIKE HERCULES
To guard our cities and other vital areas

the Army's new Nike is more powerful than

ever before.

Designated Nike Hercules, the ground-to-air

missile maneuvers with pin-point accuracy

at extremely high altitudes to intercept

today's most advanced aircraft.

The range and other details of the Nike

Hercules are secret. But to propel the lethal

new Nike at supersonic speed to its target,

Army Ordnance and Douglas Aircraft Co.

chose an entirely new

power plant for the missile proper

—

a solid propellant rocket system developed

by Thiokol Chemical Corporation,

one of the leaders in solid

propellant engines.

®

CHEMICAL CORPORATION
TRENTON, N. J. • ELKTON, MD. • HUNTSVILLE, ALA.

MOSS POINT, MISS. • MARSHALL, TEXAS • BRIGHAM CITY, UTAH

® Registered trademark of the Thiokol Chemical Corporation

for its liquid polymers, rocket propellants, ptasticizers

and other chemical products.

August, 1957
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Dr. Dorothy M. Simon. Technical Assistant to the President

of Avco Research and Advanced Development Division, ad-

dresses a colloquium of the Advisory Group for Aeronautical

Research and Development (NATO) in Cambridge, England.

The Science Center for Avco's Research and Advanced Devel-
opment Division, as seen in the architects' scale model, is now
under construction in Wilmington, Massachusetts, a suburb
15 miles northwest of Boston's cultural hub. Scheduled for

completion in early 1958, this ultramodern laboratory will

house the scientific and technical staffs of the division.

Avco's new research division is now offering unusual and
exciting career opportunities for exceptionally qualified

and forward-looking scientists and engineers in such
fields as:

Science:

Aerodynamics • Electronics • Mathematics • Metallurgy

Physical Chemistry • Physics Thermodynamics

Engineering:

Aeronautical Applied Mechanics • Chemical Electrical

Heat Transfer • Mechanical • Reliability • Flight Test

Write to Dr. R. W. Johnston, Scientific and Technical Relations,

Avco Research and Advanced Development Division,

20 South Union Street. Lawrence. Massachusetts.

THE NEED TO KNOW
Man has long been motivated by the need to know— to

what lies beyond the oceans, the mountains and the sky; to

what elements make up the earth's crust and what forces cc

the universe. Many questions have been answered, but a

knowledge increases and the boundaries of our space expand

questions are asked.

In the AVCO laboratories, exploratory work is under w.1

many fields of physics, physical chemistry, metallurgy, am

gineering. Basic research and development are continuing in

where we have already made contributions: high-speed ae

namics, ICBM re-entry problems, physics and chemistry (

heat transfer, electronic applications to advanced radarj

computing, and high-temperature materials.

New ideas for future work are being discussed by the cr<]

scientists and engineers who are members of this division

scope of these new problems is so broad that the joint effc

those from many disciplines are required for their solution

future promises to be challenging.

A new research and development center, designed to g

proper physical environment and to provide the facilities]

equipment needed, is under construction. The center is

near large universities to make available educational opportu|

and wide professional contacts.

In the short period of our existence as a research and devek

division, much has been accomplished— problems have

solved and we have learned to work together. Now we are \

ning to broaden the scope of our work and to add our con

tions to the technical world, thereby strengthening the po

of America and helping to satisfy man's need to know.

Dr. Dorothy M. Simon
Technical Assistant to the President

RESEARCH * ADVANCED DEVELOPMENT



Hydraulic Power Source and Auxiliary Test-

ing Units produced for Martin-Denver play

an important role in Martin's Missile Projects.

Martin-Denver uses Sun-built Hydraulic

Power Source and Auxiliary Equipment in

its important missile projects.

final

Up to the moment the "Fire" button is pressed, a missile is

still reliant on the ground support that has prepared it for

flight.

Countless tests, checks and rechecks have been made of its

power, guidance and weapons systems. Electrically, electron-

ically and hydraulically it is not yet self-sustaining—it must

depend upon unfailing auxiliary equipment which fosters its

flight.

Just as there is no margin for error in the performance of

components once the missile is airborne, so, too, must the

ground support equipment function with flawless perfection

—

the kind of perfection born only of engineering know-how

—

pride and quality of workmanship.

Sun's engineering and manufacturing capabilities are synony-

mous with critical precision—infallible performance. Whether

it be ground support and auxiliary equipment to prepare a

giant bomber, a super-sonic fighter or an intercontinental mis-

sile for its appointed mission—look to Sun for major assist-

ance in development and swift "on schedule" production.

August, 1957

Chicago Aeronautical Division: 6323 AVONDALE AVE., CHICAGO 31. ILLINOIS

Los Angeles Aeronautical Division: 6701 SEPULVEDA BLVD., LOS ANGELES. CALIFORNIA
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Simmonds
LIQUID LEVEL

SENSING SYSTEMS
keep Rockets
ready for

INSTANT
LAUNCHING

Before the "FIRE" s.gnal is given, a rocket or missile
stands ready on the launching platform, frequently for a
considerable time. Yet it must be ready to fire at any
time, in spite of the evaporation of the highly volatile
fuel and oxidizer liquids.

i

T
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eep
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el constantly "P to capacity, Simmonds
Liquid Level Sensing System senses when the fuel goes
below a prescribed level. Automatically, the System then
actuates a valve to add more fuel, shutting off when "full"

level is reached. This process is continuous until the
rocket is launched.

These Simmonds Systems have no moving parts—are
shock, vibration and corrosion resistant—operate on low
power consumption. They operate in any aircraft fuel
hydraulic fluid, jet engine oil and other liquids and
liquified gases, meeting all MIL specs. Detailed literature
on request.

immonds aerocessories, inc.
General Offices: Tarrytown, New York
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Staff Scientist Dr. J. W. Muehlner (center) discusses an advanced

;
PDM telemetering system for missile application with K. T. Larkin (left),

Telecommunications Department manager, and J. R. Danley,

Telecommunications Systems Section head.

MISSILE SYSTEMS
TELECOMMUNICATIONS
Weapon systems programs at Lockheed Missile Systems demand
advances far exceeding the current state of telecommunications. Positions

are open on the Palo Alto, Sunnyvale and Van Nuys staffs for

scientists and engineers possessing a high level of ability and interest in:

TELEMETRY — Research in various areas of physics and electronics

related to advanced telemetering projects; theoretical analysis of

advanced FM. PDM, PCM System concepts; design integration of all

phases of telemetry with weapon systems requirements; conception

and development of original high-capacity and high-accuracy systems;

development and package design of airborne telemetering equipment

capable of operating under extreme environmental conditions, including

transducers, subminiaturized subcarrier oscillators, crystal controlled

FM transmitters, solid state commutators, PDM keyers, digital storage

and conversion devices; development and prototype design of ground

telemetry equipment to include devices such as high-efficiency

decommutators, calibrators, digital encoders.

COMMUNICATIONS — Application of information theory concepts

to challenging communication link problems; analysis and design of

microwave communication link components to be utilized in most

advanced weapon systems; development and test of television

links for special projects.

Address the Research and Development Staff at Sunnyvale 7.

or Van Nuys 29, California.
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ROTARY MOTIO
SWITCH

10 AMPS @ 12S/250 V a-e

10 AMPS @ 28 V d-c IND.
15 AMPS @ 28 V d-c RES.
Simultaneous DPDT without
adjustment.

H10-7 SWITCH
(ACTUAL SIZE)

The many switching jobs done best by rotary-motion

limit switches can now be done even better! Electro-

Snap's new shaft seal gives you positive hermetic

sealing, simplifies mounting, saves weight and space,

and provides a full 50,000 cycle minimum life.

Elimination of external cranks, cams, links, and other

gear to translate rotary to linear motion (as is often

done to permit use of hermetically-sealed, lever type

switches) reduces weight, space congestion, and

the need for tedious adjustment. This simplicity gives

you greater freedom in locating interlock and in-

dicating switches on rotary mechanisms; allows posi-

tive linkage attachment.

Ice, altitude, rain, or corrosive atmospheres cannot

effect this Electro-Snap switch sealed in a dry, inert

gas. The steel case protects against shocks; prevents

loss of the hermetic seal—also permits tight draw-up

On mounting bolts without "springing" the case.

GET FULL ELECTRICAL AND MECHANICAL DATA
IMMEDIATELY — WRITE FOR DATA SHEET HI 00-6

ELECTRO-SNAP
SWITCH & MFG. CO.

4252 W Lake St., Chicago 24, III.

• A seal — not a packing — bonds shaft

to case.

• Leakage rate LESS than 1 micron per CU.

ft. per hour! Full rating up to 75,000 ft.

altitude.

• No-slip splined shaft — adjustable or

fixed actuating arm.

• Permits 120° rotary travel — a minirr'im

of 50,000 cycles!

• Long overtravel eliminates need for fine

adjustment; permits greater flexibility in

linkage action.

• Tough, drawn-steel case. Rigid two-bolt

mounting.

TYPICAL CIRCUIT

.hi
) Omotoh

1
LAMP0 OM°T0B

1-2—Remote Lamp indicates when arm is fully returned.

3-4—Motor driving linkage counter clockwise 120°.

5-6—Switch stopped motor at predetermined position.

7-8—Remote lamp indicates arm at full travel position.

30
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The finest talents and facilities in the in-

dustry have earned an outstanding position

for Douglas in the national missile program.

You will become part of a team that has contrib-

uted more to the research, design, development

and production of missiles than any other group

in the nation.

You will work on projects that challenge the

imagination . . . that stretch out far into the future

. . . that let you plan a secure and rewarding career

with Douglas. Many of these projects have their

roots in the mid-forties and are still growing.

Close coordination of missile and aircraft work

provides an interchange of experience and knowl-

edge among Douglas engineers and scientists. All

plants are engaged in some phase of this missile

program ... making possible a broad choice of

locations where you can work and establish living

conditions suited to your taste.

For complete information, write:

E. C. KALI HER.
MISSILES ENGINEERING PERSONNEL MANAGER.
DOUGLAS AIRCRAFT COMPANY. BOX 620-R.

SANTA MONICA. CALIFORNIA



when and where

DESIGNS RELAYS

TAILORED FOR AIRBORNE SYSTEMS

...relays featuring the unique capability that continuously solves

environmental problems for customers such as: Boeing • Douglas

Aircraft • Grumman Aircraft • Hughes Aircraft • Lockheed Aircraft

• Minneapolis-Honeywell • North American Aviation.

Now . . . Relays TAILORED for Flight Control • Automatic Approach • Engine

Control • Missile Guidance • Missile Stabilization • Bomb-Navigation • Inertial

Navigation • Fire Control • Automatic Flight.

Why not test Leach's ability to solve some of your toughest environmental prob-

lems? Please write Sales Manager, Relay Division or contact your nearby Leach

representative. Send for your copy of the Leach Balanced-Armature Catalog.

Teach

CORPORATIOH

LEACH RELAY DIVISION

5915 Avalon Blvd., Los Angeles 3, California

District Offices and Representatives in Principal Cities of U. S. and Canada
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AUGUST
IAS Naval Aviation Mtg, U.S. Grant

Hotel, San Diego, Calif., Aug. 6-10.
Heat Transfer Conference, Penn. State U.,

University Park, Pa. Sponsor: Ameri-
can Society of Mechanical Engineers,
Aug. 11-15.

Symposium on Liquid and Solid Helium
and the Statistical Theory of Helium,
Ohio State U, Columbus, Sponsor;
AFOSR/SRQB—Dates tentative, Aug.
15-22.

Modern Industrial Spectroscopy, Second
Annual Special Course, Arizona State
College, Tempe, Ariz., Aug. 19-30.

International Ignition Conference, Bendix
Scintilla Div., Sidney, New York,
Aug. 20-22.

Western Electronics Show & Convention,
Cow Palace, San Francisco, Calif.,

Aug. 20-23.
Int'I Science Radio Union (URSI), 12th

General Assembly, Boulder, Colo.,
Sponsors: AFOSR/SRY, NAS, NRC,
ONR, SCEL, Aug. 22-Sept. 5.

American Rocket Society, Symposium on
Transport Properties in Gases at High
Temperatures and High Pressures,

Northwestern U., Evanston, 111.,

Sponsors: AFOSR/SRQA, ARS,
SQUID, Northwestern U., Aug. 26-

28.

American Mathematical Society Meeting,
Penn State U., University Park, Pa.,

Aug. 26-30.

American Sociological Society Annual
Mtg. Shoreham Hotel, Washington,
D. C, sponsored by AFOSR, Aug.
27-29.

Experimental Aircraft Assn. annual Fly-in
and convention, Curtiss-Wright Air-

port, Milwaukee, Aug. 30-Sept. 1.

SEPTEMBER
Theory of Analytic Functions Conference,

Institute of Advanced Studies, Prince-
ton, N.J., Sponsor: AFOSR/SRDB,
Sept. 1-14.

Royal Aeronautical Society & Institute of
Aeronautical Sciences, 6th Interna-

tional Aeronautical Conferences,
Folkstone & London, England, Sept.

1-15.

Society of British Aircraft Constructors,
Ltd., 18th Flying Display and Ex-
hibition Royal Aircraft Establish-

ment, Farnborough, Hampshire, Eng-
land, Sept. 2-8.

International Union of Geodesy and Geo-
physics. General Assembly, (1UGG),
Toronto, Sept. 3-14.

American Physical Society Mtg, Boulder,
Colo., Sept. 5-7.

American Chemical Society Mtg., Hotels
Commodore, Statler, Park Sheraton,
New York, N.Y., Sept. 8-13.

Second Annual Course on Investment
Castings, Massachusetts Institute of
Technology, Cambridge, Mass. Sept.
8- 13.

Aircraft Div. of the American Society for
Quality Control, annual conference,
Mark Hopkins Hotel, San Francisco,
Sept. 9-10.

Twelfth Annual Instrument-Automation
Conference & Exhibit, Cleveland
Auditorium, Cleveland, Ohio, Sept.
9- 13.

American Statistical Association Annual
Mtg., Atlantic City, N.J., Sept. 10-13.

Biometric Society Mtg., Atlantic City, N.J.,
Sept. 10-13.

Institute of Mathematical Statistics Mtg.,
Atlantic City, N.J., Sept. 10-13.

missiles and rockets



Damage Criteria For Shock and Vibra-

tion Conference, Cambridge, Mass.,

Sponsors: AFOSR/SRD (HOST), In-

terservice Technical Committee on
Shock & Vibration, Sept. 12-13.

American Society for Testing Materials,

3rd Pacific Area National Mtg.,

Sheraton-Palace Hotel, San Francisco,

Calif. Sept. 13.

Michigan Aeronautics Conference, spon-

sored by U. of Michigan transpor-

tation Institute, Western Michigan U.
and the Aero Club of Michigan,
Alpena, Mich. Sept. 26-27.

OCTOBER
Aircraft Production Forum & Aircraft

Engineering Display, National Aero-
nautics Meeting, Hotel Ambassador,
Los Angeles, Oct. 1-5.

National Electronics Conf. and forum
on electrical research, development
and application, Chicago, 111., Oct.

7-9.

NACA Lewis Propulsion Lab. Triennial

Inspection, Cleveland, Ohio, Oct. 7-9.

International Astronautical Federation, 8th

Annual Congress, Barcelona, Spain,

Oct. 7-12.

ARDO Fifth Annual Science Symposium,
Interdepartmental Auditorium (across

street from AFOSR hqs). Host Center:

AFOSR, Oct. 8-9, Washington, D.C.
Society for Experimental Stress Analysis

Nat'l Fall Convention, El Cortez

Hotel, San Diego, Calif., Oct. 9-11.

National Noise Abatement Symposium,
Sherman Hotel, Chicago, 111., Oct.

10-11.

Canadia Institute of Radio Engineers Con-
vention-Exposition, Automotive Bldg.,

Exhibition Park, Toronto, Canada,
Oct. 16-18.

ASME Conference on New Developments
in the Field of Power, Americus
Hotel, Allentown, Pa., Oct. 21-23.

Canadian Aeronautical Institute/IAS Mtg.,

Montreal, Canada, Oct. 21-22.

Computer Applications Symposium, spon-

sored by Armour Res. Foundation,
Hotel Sherman, Chicago, 111., Oct.

23-24.

Aircraft Electrical Society annual aviation

display, Pan Pacific Auditorium, Los
Angeles, Oct. 24-25.

Aeronautical and Navigational Electronics

4th Annual East Coast Conf., spon-

sored by Baltimore Section. IRE and
the Professional Group on Aeronauti-
cal and Navigational Electronics, Fifth

Regiment Armory, Baltimore, Md.,
Oct. 28-30.

Association of the U.S. Army Third An-
nual Mtg., Sheraton-Park Hotel,

Washington, D.C, Oct. 28-30.

American Nuclear Society, Henry Hudson
Hotel, N. Y. Oct. 28-31.

NOVEMBER
Military-Industry Guided Missile Reli-

ability Symposium, Naval Air Missile

Test Center, Pt. Mugu, Calif., Nov.
5-7.

Third Aeronautical-Communications Sym-
posium, Utica, New York, Sponsored
by IRE-PGCS, Nov. 6-8.

IAS Weapons System Management Mtg.,
Statler-Hilton Hotel, Dallas, Tex.,

Nov. 7-8.

DECEMBER
ASME Annual Mtg., Hotel Statler, New

York, N.Y., Dec. 1-6.

American Rocket Society Annual Mtg..
Hotel Statler, New York City. Dec.
2-6.

ARS 1957 Eastern Regional Student Conf..
Sponsored by the Polytechnic Insti-

tute of Brooklyn Chapter, Hotel Stat-

ler, New York, Dec. 6-7.

Write today

for now

Soundcraft

Typo B

Instruments-

Hon Tap*

Brochure

REEVES SOUNDCRAFT CORP., 10 E. 52nd St., New York 22 . West Coast: 338 N. La3rea, Los Angeles 36, Calif
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EDISON'S SIZE 8 GEARHEAD MOTOR

OPERATING CHARACTERISTICS:
• Type of motor: Two phase

• No load speed

(Min. R.P.M.): 6200
• Stalled torque

(Min. in. oz.): 0.20

• Power input at stall

(Norn, watts, phase): 1.7

• Speed at max. Power output

(R.P.M.): 3950
• Torque at max. Power output

(in. oz.): 1.2

• Theoretical acceleration at

stall. 16,800 radians/sec2

• Time constant: 0.0416 sec.

• Duty: Continuous at stall

smallest diameter

gearhead available,

yet motor gives

same output

as a size 10 unit

1-

The Edison Instrument Division has met the challenge of greater

miniaturization in servo motors for aircraft and missiles.

The size 8 Gearhead Motor shown here is a typical example.

This particular Edison unit can be supplied in any gear ratio within

2% and has the smallest diameter gearhead now available.

Add to this salient feature the fact that this unit gives the same

output as a size 10 motor and you have an ideal motor

for such miniaturized projects as small panel

mounting instrumentation and small computers for aircraft.

Its light weight also makes this gearhead motor easily adaptable

for missiles work.

The Edison Instrument Division now has this unit available

in production quantities for fast delivery. Permanent tooling assures

quality production of both short run and volume orders.

The Edison Instrument Division invites your inquiry. Write or wire

for complete technical details. Mention your application.



INDICATED STATIC
PRESSURE

CENTRALIZED
COMPUTER

SURFACE CONTROL
Static Pressure

Mach No.

Impact Pressure

POSITION NAVIGATION
COMPUTER

Corrected Barometric Alt. • True Air Speed

BOMBING NAVIGATION COMPUTER
Corrected Barometer Alt. • Incremental Alt.

Incremental Mach No. • Normal Velocity

AM illustrated components are designed, developed and manufactured by AiResearch

Centralized Air Data System
This AiResearch computer system eliminates dupli-

cation of components, cutting down space and weight

requirements over decentralized systems by many
times. It can cover a wide area of functions while

meeting the most rigid specifications in regard to

accuracy and dependability. Since the great majority,

of its components are AiResearch products, both

compatibility and reliability are assured.

We are prepared to assume overall responsibility

for systems or sub-systems.

Outstanding opportunities for qualified engineers

AiResearch Manufacturing Divisions
Los Angeles 45, California . . . Phoenix, Arizona

Designers and manufacturers of aircraft and missile systems and components: refrigeration systems • pneumatic valves and controls • temperature contbou

CABIN AIR COMPRESSORS • TURBINE MOTORS • GAS TURBINE ENGINES • CABIN PRESSURE CONTROLS • HEAT TRANSFER EQUIPMENT • ELECTRO- MECHANICAL. EQUIPMENT • ELECTRONIC COMPUTERS AND CONTftOlS
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New punch (or missile propellents

High heat of reaction, other characteristics point to

magnesium for high-energy fuels

Magnesium, in its finely divided form, may well be suitable

for new types of rocket fuels. It has long been known that

a tremendous amount of chemical energy is locked within

the metal. Upon further examination, finely divided magne-
sium has many significant characteristics that are important
to the development of an efficient fuel:

High heat of reaction

Chemically reactive

High energy per unit volume

High theoretical flame temp.

Can be dispersed in various
media

Products of combustion are:

inert, relatively non-abrasive

and present no toxicity

problem

Inexhaustible raw material
supply

Magnesium's heat of reaction, for example, compares to that

of other fuel materials as follows: magnesium, 14,200 B.T.U.

per lb. of oxygen required for combustion; aluminum,

13,370; lithium, 10,980; boron, 9,670 (all at 1800°K). This

plus magnesium's high theoretical flame temperature indi-

cates that magnesium is especially adaptable for short-range

applications where high initial thrust is desirable.

In addition, magnesium can also be considered as an inter-

mediate in the manufacture of other metallic and organo-

metallic fuels.

For information about finely divided magnesium, contact

your nearest Dow sales office or write the dow chemical
company, Midland, Michigan, Department MA143SG

YOU CAN DEPEND ON

36 Circle No. 16 on Subscriber Service Card. missiles and rockets
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WITH F1LTORS, INC.
j

J
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5?/ Filtors,

smallest and lightest

hermetically sealed latching!

sub-miniature relays,

magnetically held—
no poiver drain—
and electrically reset.

2PDT, APDT and 6PDT

High shock and vibration

resistance.

All made to

MIL-R-25018 (USAF)
and MIL-R-5757C,

Dry circuit relays available

Write for catalog

Leading manufacturers of

hermetically sealed

sub-miniature relays.

FILTORS, INC.
Port Washington,

Long Island, Neiv York
POrt Washington 7-3850

Circle No. 17 on Subscriber Service Card.
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SPEED YOUR MISSILE

Precision titanium, Stainless

FROM THE LEADING PRODUCER

Let the 4500 modern machine tools and the 10,000 experiencec

employees of the Jet Division go to work for you now. The tool

and experience we have at work on components for jet engine assem

blies can produce forgings and machined parts for missile air-frame

and internal mechanisms.

Experience of the Jet Division includes the forming, welding, anc

machining of stainless steel, high-temperature alloys, and titanium

Complete heat-treating and testing facilities are available at the Je

Division. Development and engineering of any type of missile com

ponent can be handled by the Division's engineering and test sections

Call today for a sales engineer who can discuss in confident

your missile requirements. He can show you how the Jet Divisior

can augment your facilities to speed delivery, eliminate additiona

capital investment, break manpower bottlenecks.

WRITE FOR BOOKLET MR-257
which describes the experience, facilities and

personnel of the Jet Division.

missiles and rocket's



PROGRAM WITH

SteelandNigh-AlloyAssemblies
OF JET ENGINE COMPONENTS

i - ..
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NEWS AND TRENDS

Soviet IGY Rocket Program Revealed

Claim Satellites Soon; Moon Rockets by '60

In a formal statement by the Rus-

sians to U.S. IGY headquarters, the

following outline of the Red program

for launching of sounding rockets and

satellites is revealed:

"The program of the USSR for

the IGY includes studies of the atmos-

phere of the Earth by launching roc-

kets and man-made satellites . . .

"As is known, vertical sounding of

the atmosphere by means of rockets

has been in progress in our country for

a number of years.

"During the IGY we intend to

continue and develop this work . . .

"In the Soviet Union, during the

IGY the first launching of a man-made
satellite with scientific purposes will be

made.

"At present there are a consider-

able number of proposals by Soviet sci-

entists about the employment of rockets

and man-made satellites for this or that

measurement. The proposals cover

practically all the main questions of the

physics of the upper layers of the at-

mosphere and other problems.

"This research is to consist mainly

of the following:

"1) Structural Parameters of the

atmosphere:

"Measurements will be taken of the

pressure, temperature and density of

the air at various altitudes and also of

the structure of the atmosphere. To-
gether with the measurements of the

density taken by manometers, certain

data will be obtained by observation of

the orbit of the satellite . . .

"2) Optical Properties: The meas-
urements will be made of the altitude

and the brightness of the fluorescence

of individual layers of the atmosphere,
the scattering of light in the atmos-
phere ... as well as the optical phe-

nomena on the horizon.

"3) Ultra-violet and X-ray Radia-
tion: The air envelope is a filter for the

solar radiation. The atmosphere passes

light beams with a wavelength not less

than 0.29. The penetration of rockets

and satellites into the upper layers of

the atmosphere will enable us to study

the ultra-violet and X-ray sections of

the solar spectrum . . .

"4) Corpuscular Solar Radiation

and Aurorae: Corpuscular emission of

the sun calls forth sporadic violent va-

riations of the Earth's magnetic field

and disturbances in ionosphere . . .

"Solar corpuscules evince several

other phenomena in the upper layers

of the atmosphere, for instance aurorae

. . . It is intended to measure the in-

tensity of the solar corpuscular radia-

tion, to determine the nature of the

corpuscules, the velocity of their pene-

tration into the atmosphere, both at

calm and during big active processes on
the Sun.

"5) Cosmic rays: It is known that

the primary cosmic radiation, in the

main, consists of hydrogen nuclei (pro-

tons), helium (particles) and, in much
smaller number, of heavier nuclei (car-

bon, nitrogen, oxygen, etc.). One of

the properties of the primary cosmic

radiation is the similarity between the

curve of the average distribution of the

elements in the cosmos and the curve

of the distribution of the shares of the

primary component of cosmic radia-

tion. Such elements as lithium, beryl-

lium, boron, are rare in nature and the

question regarding the number of their

nuclei in the primary cosmic radiation

has not been studied by experiment . . .

"Classed with the same range of

questions should be the study of the

variations of cosmic ray intensity at

various altitudes and in different geo-

graphical regions.

"6) Ionospheric Physics: One of

the problems regarding the structure of

ionospheric layers is the determination

of concentration of ions. It has been

established by experiment that the cc

centration varies with altitude. In t

connection, of great interest are t

data on the ionization of the atm<

phere along the orbit of the satellite,

along the trajectory of the rocket.

"The study of the radiowave p;

sage through the ionospheric layers vi

in a great measure improve our kno\

edge of the electronic density, and a,

regarding the degree of radiowave it

ing. As to other ionospheric measui

ments there will be mass-spectromet:

measurements of the ionic content

the ionosphere with a view to the t

termination of its structure . . .

"7) Magnetic Fields: The short r

riodic variations of the magnetic fit

of the Earth are at present associat

with the systems of electrical currei

flowing in the upper layers of the

mosphere. Modern data says that rin

of such currents are located in Auroi

polar zones (in northern and southe

latitudes) and around the equator.

The proof of the existence of the

currents, their nature and the causes

their origin are an important task

scientific measurements to be made
the satellite . . .

"8) Micrometeors and Meteorit<

The problem of micro-meteorites is

great scientific and practical imp<

tance. On the one hand, the presen

of micro-meteorites in the upper atmi

phere predetermines a range of phy

cal processes influencing the state

the atmosphere. On the other har

micro-meteorites and meteors prese

certain danger for the satellite. Calcu

tions show that even small partic

with a velocity of 50-70 km per seco

can break through the casing of t

satellite. Therefore, it is important

know the concentration in space a

the energy of micro-meteorites . . .

solve this task instruments recordi

the impacts (impact detectors) of n

40 missiles and rocke



teorites will be installed in the rockets

and the satellites.

"9) Physical and Chemical Proc-

esses in the Upper Atmosphere: It is

intended to launch different chemical

reagents with the rockets into the upper

atmosphere and to study the processes

originating during their interaction with

the surrounding medium.

"The entire geophysical equipment

designed for the investigation of the

upper atmosphere is housed in various

containers. Some of the containers

make up the vanguard part of a rocket

with the instruments which is detached

from the rocket following a certain

time after termination of the engine op-

eration. These Containers reach the al-

titudes up to 200 km. The containers

are equipped with radio telemetry or

instruments with immediate photogra-

phic recording. In the latter case the

I containers are saved . . .

The vertical firings of the rockets

with a purpose of studying the upper

layers of the atmosphere will be con-
' ducted in three zones located approxi-

mately along the meridian 50°-60° E.

First zone—the Arctic, the Franz

Joseph Land, 80° N.

Second zone—middle latitudes of

the USSR, 50-60° N.

Third zone—the Antarctic, mainly

in the area of Mirny, 50-60° S.

The launching of the satellites will

be made from the USSR at a small an-

gle to the meridian. The satellite will

revolve around the Earth and will be

consequently observed in all the areas

I of the Earth except the central areas

f of the Arctic and the Antarctic.

Rocket Distribution by Zones
and Years

First zone—1958—25 firings.

Second zone—1957—30 firings,

1958—40 firings.

Third zone—1957-58—30 firings.

"At every firing of a rocket or the

launching of a satellite a definite vol-

ume of the upper atmosphere investi-

i gations is being covered. When the

rockets take up the containers of the

first type, the study if made of the

I structural parameters of the atmos-

phere and of its optical properties, of the

I
ultraviolet and x-ray parts of the solar

spectrum, of the ionospheric phenom-
ena and micro-meteorites.

"When containers of the other

type are taken up with the rockets, the

range of problems studied includes the

I corpuscular solar radiation, aurorae and
also the physical and chemical proc-

esses in the upper layers of the atmos-

phere. When launching the man-made
satellites the programme includes geo-

physical, physical and astro-physical ex-

I periments in various combinations, and

also other investigations such as the ob-

servation of the relativity theory effect,

the study of the shape of the Earth.

"The firing of the rockets and the

satellites will be conducted approxi-

mately evenly throughout the Interna-

tional Geophysical Year mainly on

World Days and on occasions of active

solar processes, Special World Days."

The official Soviet schedule calls

for the first research rocket activity

around the moon by the early 1960s.

This is announced by Yu. Khlebt-

sevich, chairman of the Soviet Tech-

nical Committee on Radio-Television

news and trends

Guidance of Rockets. These moon
rockets will carry no humans, only

radio and TV installations to report

data back to the Earth.

The first unmanned rocket to the

moon will be a small tank containing a

laboratory — "a tankette-laboratory,"

Khlebtsevich calls it. This can be sent

on its flight with no more than 250

tons of fuel.

"Moving upon the moon's sur-

face," explains the Soviet scientist,

"the tankette will incessantly take films

and relay them to the Earth as tele-

vision.

ike SUBMINIATURE PRECISION RATE GYRO

With Constant Damping Over
A Wide Temperature Ranged

NO HEATERS
REQUIRED i

ACTUAL SIZE

Check these
unusual,

high standard
specifications

©'1 . ) Constant damping
(0.5 ±0.1 critical from
-20" Fto +220° F)

©Subminiature size

(0.937" dia. x 2.0" long)

©Outstanding reliability

(exceeds requirements of
MIL-E-5272A Specs)

4.) High resolution

+20 +40 +60 +60 +IOO +120 +140 +160 -160 +200 +220 +240

TEMPERATURE, DEGREE FAHRENHEIT

©Extremely high natural

frequencies (up to 43 cps
for 1 radian/sec; lower if

©desired)
Variety of motor
characteristics available

(30, 20, or split \<t>; 26V©or 6.3V; 400 cps)

Wide variety of sensing
ranges (from 0.5 radians/
sec to 20 radians/sec,
full scale)

8.) Light weight; 3.7 oz.

DETROIT CONTROLS CORPORATION
CONTROL ENGINEERING UNIT

560 PROVIDENCE HIGHWAY, NORWOOD, MASSACHUSETTS
Developers and Manufacturers

DIVISION OF Amihican -Standard
of Gyros
Gyro Flight Stabilizers

Navigation & Stabilization Systems
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AF Reveals XQ-4 Supersonic Target Drone
Tha turbojet XQ-4 target drone,

partly released from security wraps,

marks an outstanding advance in the

development of high speed targets. De-

veloped by Radioplane Co., a subsid-

iary of Northrop Aircraft, Inc., the

XQ-4 will provide a more reliable

evaluation of present air defense sys-

tems.

Resembling a scaled-down Snark,

the drone will travel at supersonic ve-

locities above 60.000 ft. It has both

ground and air launch capabilities and

is recoverable by three-stage parachute

over land or water. XQ-4 is approxi-

mately 35 ft. in length and 2 ft. in

diameter. Payload volume is sufficient

to accommodate special tracking, scor-

ing and photographic or television re-

connaissance installations.

Several highly successful flight

tests have been achieved at Holloman
Air Force Base, N. M. All tests were

conditioned by the Radioplane Co.

RATO Costs Reduced
H2 2 Still Expensive

As reflected in a recent purchase

order by the Navy Bureau of Ord-

nance, solid propellant RATO costs

have taken a welcome drop. In the

order Aerojet will deliver 22,630 units

(15KS-1000) plus some spare igniters

for about $155 a piece. Thus, hard-

ware plus propellant cost for this unit

is about $1.07 lb.

On the other hand, hydrogen per-

oxide is still an expensive item. Red-

stone Arsenal purchased 52,500 lbs.

(half 90% CP-rest, 76%) for $29,859.

This represents an average of $.57 .lb

or about $.80 for the 90% material.

Martin Orlando Plant

Nears Completion
Martin Company's Orlando plant,

covering a 7000 acre tract and con-

taining 500,000 square feet in four

buildings, takes shape southwest of the

city. The plant, under construction

since April 2, will produce small

weapons, guided missiles and elec-

tronics components. Scheduled for

completion late this year, the facility

will turn out Lacrosse, Bullpup and the

Missile Master system.
USAF XQ-4 supersonic target drone shown mounted on the wing of a B-50 launch
aircraft. Except for short thin wings, it bears a remarkable resemblance to the SNARK.

ANOTHER ACHIEVEMENT

A resilient insert

rack and panel connector

Here is the new and improved Bendix Type SR rack and
panel electrical connector with outstanding resistance to

vibration. The low engagement force of this connector gives

it a decided advantage over existing connectors of this type.

Pressurization is easily accomplished. The resilient inserts

press firmly against the shell wall holding the contacts in

exact position. Insert patterns are available to mate with
existing equipment in the field.

Adding to the efficiency of this rack and panel connector
is the performance-proven Bendix "clip-type" closed entry
socket.

Here, indeed, is another outstanding Bendix product that
should be your first choice in rack and panel connectors.

17-T. 1
„ <e Xt€>
<<« <T<;

,«<»'/>-<•

fi <-

OUTSTANDING FEATURES

Resilient Insert • Solid Shell Construction • tow Engagement
Forces • Closed Entry Sockets • Positive Contact Alignment

Contacts — heavily gold plated • Cadmium Plate—clear

irridite finish • Temperature range — 67° to -}-250°F. •

Easily Pressurized to Latest MIL Specifications.

SCINTILLA DIVISION of
SIDNEY, NEW YORK

Export Sales and Service: Bendix International Division, 205 East 42nd St., New York 17, N. Y.

ii7 co . o . „.. FACTORY BRANCH OFFICES:
117 I. Providencia Ave Burbank Calif. . Paterson Building. 18038 Mack Ave., Detroit 24, Mich. . 545 Cedar Lane. Teaneck, N. J. . 5906 North Port Washington Rd., Milwaukee 17, Wise.
Hulman Building, 120 W. Second St., Dayton 2, Ohio • 2608 Inwood Road, Dallas 19, Texas . 8425 First Ave., South, Seattle 8, Washington • 1701 "K" Street, N.W., Washington 6, D. C
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Nickerson Assigned

to Panama Canal Zone
Col. John C. Nickerson, Jr., for-

mer technical coordinator at Army
Ballistic Missile Agency, Huntsville.

Ala., has been transferred to the

Panama Canal Zone where he will

have access to nothing more classified

than "confidential." Thus closes one of

the most colorful chapters in the still-

running ballistic missile serial: Army
vs. Air Force.

Col. Nickerson had been accused

of espionage, perjury and failing to

safeguard classified material. The more

serious charges of espionage and per-

jury were withdrawn, however, when

he pleaded guilty to the lesser counts.

Nickerson wrote "Considerations

on the Wilson Memorandum," wherein

he compared Army and AF progress

in missile development and detailed

why Army should have responsibility

for firing Intermediate Range Ballistic

Missiles. Little in the document would

probably have been considered by a

court of law as "classified'' from a

military security viewpoint. .Politically,

however, it was "too hot to touch."

Col. Nickerson sent copies to selected

Members of Congress, certain Wash-

ington columnists and Missiles and
Rockets magazine.

Trouble began when a newspaper

columnist caused it to be brought to

Defense Secretary Wilson's attention.

He demanded an immediate investiga-

tion by Army Secretary Brucker.

The crux of the prosecution's

case, however, was not this document.

In what was a completely unsolicited

and apparently naive effort to pro-

vide m/r with background informa-

tion on the Army's missile progress,

he mailed certain official documents

via registered mail to this magazine.

Each was clearly marked "Secret" and

was returned unread via registered

mail to the sender. Army investigators,

however, found a transcript of the cov-

ering letter from Nickerson to m/r.

The prosecution based its main case

on the fact that Nickerson sent these

documents to unauthorized persons.

Col. Nickerson was fined $1500
and suspended in rank for one year.

Huntsville citizens took up a collec-

tion to pay his fine and legal costs.

Redstone Equipment
Stored Underground

HUNTSVILLE, Ala.—A house-

cleaning operation at one of the

world's most modern scientific instal-

lations, Redstone Arsenal, has used
ancient means to achieve its purpose.

River barges and caves are being

used to store more than 500 tons of

Oil free

high pressure gas
FOR MISSILE /PRESSURIZATION SYSTEMS

Assem. No. 9200.
Tactical Diesel Engine
Driven 3-stage 6000 Psi

Compressor for Atlas Missile

MULTI-STAGE BOOSTER COMPRESSORS
compress helium or nitrogen from

a variable inlet pressure source

such as commercial gas bottles to

a higher outlet pressure.

MODEL LS-III 40 TO 80 SCFM

FOR TEST SITES — STATIONARY

MODEL SM-III TO 30 SCFM

COMPRESSION WITHOUT LUBRICATION

prevents oil contamination and
nsures highest purity of outlet gas.

• OUTLET PRESSURES TO 10,000 PSI

• INLET PRESSURES FROM 50 PSI MIN TO
2,300 PSI MAX

• CAPACITIES FROM 1 SCFM TO 80 SCFM
STANDARD

(LARGER CAPACITIES ON REQUEST)

FOR TEST SITES — SKID MOUNTED
Available with Electric Motor
or Gasoline Engine

one,
two,

three

MODEL LM-III 40 TO 80 SCFM

FOR TEST SITES— PORTABLE
Electric Motor Drive — Air Cooled

ASSEM. NO. 9315

'oeo'

1 SCFM

FOR TESTING COMPONENTS

four stage models available

for stationary, portable or

tactical use

ENGINEERING &
SUPPLY CO.

1236 So. Central Ave., Glendale 4, California
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ORIGINAL DESIGNS

MINIATURE THERMAL RELAYS

with

99.99% PLUS RELIABILITY

EXACT SIZE

NORMALLY CLOSED

EXACT SIZE

Our complete environmental testing

laboratory samples and certifies

daily production.

New NORMALLY CLOSED RELAYS NOW
available. Hermetically sealed by an
exclusive process of bonding metal
headers to high thermal, shock resistant

glass housings. Designs are based on
the "fuse burnout" principle and will

open or close a circuit positively in 0.1

second or other delay times. They can
also be safely used as a "squib" or tim-

ing mechanism.

Relays have been qualification tested

for high performance and ave being
used extensively on current production
missiles and complex electronic equip-

ment.

Withstand extreme conditions of
temperature (-100°F to +450°F),
shock (250 G's), vibration (20-3000
cps at 40 G's), and precise electrical

characteristics with the added feature

of visibility.

WHAT ARE YOUR REQUIREMENTS?

Write TODAY for new Brochure
containing detailed characteristics

and specifications.

NETWORKS ELECTRONIC CORPORATION
14806 OXNARD STREET, VAN NUYS, CALIFORNIA

Original designs for highest reliability in

glass housed miniature Relays and Resistors for all purposes.
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heavy strategic production equipment
which was shipped here following

World War II for storage against pos-

sible future needs.

The Redstone Arsenal's Tennessee

River docks were used for the first

time for outbound freight in the ship-

ment of 179 pieces of machinery, some
weighing as much as 15 tons, via a

circuitous but economical route to a

vast cave near Atchison, Kansas, for

storage. The operation is said to have

saved the Army $20,000 as compared
with the cost of other transportation.

The Redstone docks are normally

used to receive shipments of materials

from the atomic plant at Oak Ridge,

Tenn., which is upstream on the vaga-

bond Tennessee River that has its

source in North Carolina and winds up
as a tributary of the Ohio River near

Cairo, 111. The Ohio then flows into

the Mississippi. The Redstone barges

followed this route, turned up the Mis-

sissippi into the Missouri River and de-

livered their freight at Atchison above

Kansas City. Five days were required

for the operation.

The .docks at Redstone are also

used to receive shipments from the

Muscle Shoals plants of Reynolds

Metals Co.

First Redstone

Battle Group Activated
HUNTSVILLE, Ala.—The first

battle group for field operation of the

big Redstone bombardment missile will

be activated by the Army here on Sept.

9th. It will consist of about 600 men,

a battalion divided into two batteries.

Each battery will be equipped with

one mobile launcher for the 60-foot

missile.

The new group will be formed

around the 217th Field Artillery Bat-

talion which has been in training for a

year to develop field operating tech-

niques for the Redstone. The group will

also include the 630th Ordnance Com-
pany and the 580th Engineer Company.

Lacrosse Course

Concluded Aug. 6
HUNTSVILLE, Ala.—The Army

will have 150 well-trained teachers for

maintenance and fielding of the new
Lacrosse anti-aircraft and artillery mis-

sile when a special course of instruc-

tion ends here in early August. They

will be deployed immediately to White

Sands Proving Grounds, New Mexico,

to the Artillery Guided Missile School,

Fort Sill, Okla., and to the Marine

Corps where they will teach the mis-

sile techniques to other instructors.

missiles and rockets
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Far Side: Bargain Counter Space Exploration
America's first stride into inter-

stellar space will begin with the quiet

softness of a gentle Kona breeze. In

fewer than 60 days on a Polynesian

atoll in the Central Pacific, a glistening

3.750,000 cubic foot polyethylene bal-

loon will be hooked to its payload, filled

with helium and at the precise moment,

cut loose. Several hours later and 100.-

000 feet above the earth's surface, the

four first stage motors of Project Far

Side's space exploration vehicle- will

fire with a combined thrust of 160.000

pounds. The straining balloon will be

ripped assunder, and for the next few

minutes the tiny transmitter in the mis-

sile's nose will telemeter back measure-

ments of space conditions within "the

immediate environment of earth"—up
to some 4000 miles out.

This will be the first of six Project

Far Side firings planned for this fall.

Though none will include a try at the

moon, success of the series will certainly

put this next on the list. It is a coming

objective of major scientific importance.

missiles and rockets magazine

announced exclusively in its April issue

this year that AFOSR was working on

various moon rocket projects. Far Side

is the beainning. The details of this

MISSILES AND ROCKETS editors Norman Baiter and Seabrook Hull examine cosmic ray sen-

sor and circuitry to be launched with the instrumentation in Air Force Office of Scientific Re-

search Project Far Side's space exploration vehicle. This circuitry is designed under con-

tract by Maryland University, in the inset is the full instrument package with battery,

transmitter, other circuitry. Aeronutronics Systems, Inc. makes the complete unit.

QUALIFIED ELECTRO-MECHANICAL
PRODUCTS FOR THE AIRCRA
AND MISSILE INDUSTRIES

Specifically manufactured to

MIL-E-5272 and MIL-S-6807 specifications,

the JANCO line of LIMIT and ROTARY SELECTOR

SWITCHES offer duty life in excess of 1 0,000 double

cycles. Maximum protection is afforded against splashing

water, condensation, dust, fungus and oil.

Capacity ratings from 1 ampere to 50 plus (resistive

or inductive) at voltages of 26 volts DC

to 1 15 volts AC.

Let JANCO SWITCHES Ip yoi. your

ADDITIONAL JANCO PRODUCTS
• BUS ASSEMBLIES

• SHUNTS-AMMETER

• GENERATOR EQUALIZING RESISTORS

FLAG TERMINALS

JUMPERS-BONDING,

DISCONNECT POWER & ELECTRONIC

engineering application.

• INSULATION TESTER

• ANTENNA SHOCK LINKS

PHONE:

VICTORIA 9-2107

AND

THORNWALL 8-5792

JANCO CORPORATION
3111 WINONA AVENUE
BURBANK, CALIFORNIA

TWX

BRB-7358
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Here's the answer to prototype parts

and short run production . . .

DEEP DRAWING, HYDROFORMING,
SPINNING, STAMPING, PIERCING,

ASSEMBLING, SPOT WELDING,

ANNEALING, TOOL MAKING, ETC.

in—

MU METAL

BRASS

INCONEL

ALUMINUM
COPPER

CARBON STEEL

STAINLESS STEEL

NICKEL

LEAD

PEWTER
ZINC

MAGNESIUM
MOLYBDENUM
TITANIUM

SILVER

SPECIAL ALLOYS

PRECISION METAL

For AIRCRAFT . .

.

AUTOMOTIVE .

/ A

ELECTRONICS . .

.

&>
ELECTRICAL . .

o
LIGHTING... 1 TELEVISION...

Complete Service
from Design to Delivery!

Consult KAUPP for accurate metal

components in production quantities,

short runs or prototype pieces.

Precision metal-working machines
combined with a quarter century of

experience assures high speed metal

forming to closest tolerances. KAUPP
engineers will be happy to discuss

your requirements and make
recommendations on the economical

production of your precision metal

parts or sub-assemblies. New
catalogs and bulletins available now.

Request your copies, today!

Metal Craftsmen
since 192A



historic project have been confirmed to

m/r by Brigadier General H. F. Greg-

ory, Commander, Air Force Office of

Scientific Research, Air Research and

Development Command.
If Project Vanguard is costly and

encumbered in a plethora of red tape,

Far Side is pleasantly simple and might

have lifted its cost figures out of a mail-

order catalogue (see editorial, p. 11).

Consisting of 10 solid propellant rockets

divided 4-1-4-1 into four stages, the

Far Side vehicle uses strictly off-the-

shelf items.

Stage one consists of a cluster of

four Recruit rockets built by Thiokol

Chemical Corp. Stage two is a single

Recruit, and is located centrally for-

ward of the first stage. Stage three,

tacked onto the nose of number two,

is a cluster of four Arrow II rockets

made by Grand Central Rocket Co.

Arrow II is a souped up Loki. The
fourth stage, a single Arrow II, is nestled

concentrically in the third stage. Both

the Recruit and Loki were originally

developed under U.S. Army contracts.

Project Director Herbert L. Karsch, Aero-

nutronics Systems, Inc., examining forward end

of the first and nozzle of the second stage

of the Far Side vehicle. The motors are

RECRUITS. Note last two stages beyond.

The overall length of the vehicle is

about 23 feet. Its diameter ranges from

less than two feet at the first stage (ex-

cluding cruciform fins of less than 20

inches net additional total span) to

about eight inches for the second stage

and less than 12 inches for the clus-

tered third and fourth stages. The
weight of the vehicle itself is 1900

pounds. Including its launching cage,

external power supply and radio gear,

etc., the weight that will be carried

aloft by the balloon comes closer to

2300 pounds.

The balloon itself weighs another

1500 pounds and reaches a diameter of

200 feet at altitude. It was designed and

is manufactured by the Mechanical Di-

vision of General Mills, Inc.

The Far Side rocket vehicle's pay-

load will consist of an instrumented

package roughly six inches long, four

inches in diameter and weighing about

August, 1957
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three-and-a-half pounds. The main
measurements to be made will be ion

density, magnetism and cosmic rays.

All will be single-purpose measure-

ments. The entire instrument package

will be enclosed in white foam of den-

sity three pounds per cubic foot. All

circuits are 100 per cent instrumented.

Actual on-board cosmic ray in-

strumentation, including geiger detec-

tor tube, high voltage supply for the

geiger counter, scale of 64 with asso-

ciated preamplifier and emitter circuits.

Power consumption is 100 milliwatts.

In charge of this phase of the work
is Maryland University's brilliant young

news and trends

astrophysicist, Dr. S. Fred Singer, de-

scribed by AFOSR as "one of the na-

tion's leading authorities in the field of

upper atmosphere research." The in-

strumentation is being put together by

University of Maryland students under

Dr. Singer's direction.

The Ford Motor Co. subsidiary,

Aeronutronics Systems, Inc., is prime

contractor for Project Far Side and is

responsible for designing, fabricating

and firing the vehicles. Far Side Pro-

ject Manager for Aeronutronics is Her-

bert L. Karsch.

Project Monitor for Far Side is

AFOSR's Director of Advanced

We may have already solved

your flexible ducting problem
Flexible's been solving tough ducting problems in many different

fields for a great many years. And has engineered all kinds of

special shapes and tubings in a wide variety of fabrics and coatings

for unusual applications ... a starter duct for jet aircraft, for

example, as well as special ductings used in the missile field for

ground support. So it could be that we already have the answer to

your particular problem. If not, we'll put our research facilities,

including our brand-new laboratory, to work immediately. If silicone

ducting is called for, our special Silicone Department, working with

automated machinery, is prepared to meet your specifications.

To find out how Flexible can solve your ducting problems, write

us, outlining your requirements. Our engineers will be glad to put

their experience to work for you. Write to Dept. 218.

flexible Tubing
CORPORATION

Guilford, Connecticut • Los Angeles 64, California
Circle No. 51 on Subscriber Service Card.
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n X 1

th

SCOUT
for

NAVAHO

NORTH AMERICAN
AVIATION, INC.

X-10 Test Vehicle

forerunner of the

supersonic, h igh

altitude NAVAHO

IN THE X-IO,

Statham transducers gathered

pressure and acceleration data in

lorth American Aviation's program

to prove out the aerodynamic

design as well as the guidance

and control systems for NAVAHO.

WHEN THE NEED
IS TO KNOW. . . FOR SURE
SPECIFY STATHAM

Accrlc rometcrs

Pressure Transducers

Load Cells

Catalog, complete with prices,

available upon request.

LABORATORIES
LOS ANGELES 64. CALIFORNIA

Four-stage Far Side rocket plus its firing platform are mounted on a truclc prior to hook-

ing onto 3,750,000 cubic foot General Mills balloon in preparation for June test flight.

Studies, Dr. Morton Alperin. who em-
phasizes the importance of obtaining

heretofore unavailable data vital to

the AF of today and tomorrow.

The actual altitude that will be

reached by the Far Side rocket can

only be estimated. Current lack of

knowledge of the precise density dis-

tribution at ultra-high altitudes makes
reliable calculations difficult. However,
the four stages will fire for a cumula-

tive time of 26 seconds (eight seconds

actual firing time plus coasting stages)

with a maximum acceleration of 200
g's. During this period the missile is

expected to achieve a velocity in ex-

cess of 17,000 miles an hour—out

where Mach Number is a meaningless

unit.

Those participating in the project

forecast only that the final stage will

achieve a distance out from Earth of

"from 1000 miles to several times that

distance."

If current estimates of "air" den-

sity in space and of the diminishing

effects of gravity are anywhere near

correct and if the solid propellant

rockets work as they should in the

pressureless, highly ionized environ-

ment in which they will be firing—the

expected distance is calculated at be-

tween 4000 and 5000 miles. The
mean distance of Moon from Earth

is 239,000 miles.

However, at 5000 miles out, the

force or acceleration due to gravity,

is only a little over six feet per second

per second, compared to 32 on the

earth's surface, and reducing steadily

with the distance from the earth's cen-

ter. No official suggestions have been

made by AFOSR that it would take

only "a little more push" to get a

vehicle into the Moon's gravitational

field. However, some of those closely

connected with the project have ad-

mitted freely that it is not beyond the

limit of either current balloon or off-

the-shelf solid propellant knowhow to

use this method for either orbiting or

impacting the moon.

Scientists recapture first project Far Side test load after it reached 106,000 feet be-
fore dropping back to earth by parachute. First business shot is scheduled for September.
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Rocket Trends
by Erik Bergaust

MID-OCTOBER MAY MARK the "turn of the century" for U.S. missiles . . .

Complete shake-up by that time by the Department of Defense is

understood to have been ordered by the White House to eliminate

duplications and to step up efficiency in development . . . Some will

lose, some wiU win . . . Triton, for instance, might get the ax,

although this may be due to the rapid advancement in solid propellant

technology.

AIR-TO-GROUND MISSILE RACE is on. Air Force officials seem to think
Rascal-type missile (with improved range, speed) will be the next
thing for boosting our strategic retaliation capability. Tomorrow's big

bombers (including our B-52s) will become missile carriers exclusively.

Industry is now bidding on new air-to-ground bird ... In the lead,

coming down the home stretch: Lockheed and North American . . .

DID WE MISS THE BOAT IN THE IRBM-ICBM race with Russia? It is

said that had we poured the same money into a solid propellant pro-

gram, we could have had operational IRBM's and ICBM's by now.
Just as the solid Nike Hercules is replacing iVifee Ajax, we can do the

same for the IRBM-ICBM. And we probably wiU . . .

UNDERWATER MISSILE RACE is getting hotter and hotter . .. . look to

lithium as important underwater missile "fuel". If you want some capital

gains from promising chemical suppliers to the solid field you might
want to try Foote Mineral, American Potash & Chemical, or Lithium
Corp. They will be making all the lithium perchlorate which is the

hottest item to hit the solid propellant field. AmPot is the favorite

since it will also cash in on the boron fuels, though Foote is a major
lithium supplier to AEC.

RELIABLE SOURCES SAY Standard Oil Co. (Ind.) wants somebody to take
over its Seymour, Ind. activities for solid propellant work . . . American
Rocket Co. is said to be seeking somewhat smaller pile for its current
expansion program.

RED CHINA MAY BECOME SOLID ROCKET PRODUCER since they will

buy the following important rocket chemicals from Britain and Nor-
way: ammonium nitrate, cellulose nitrate, lithium compounds, potas-

sium chlorate, potassium dichromate, potassium nitrate, potassium per-

manganate, sodium chlorate, sodium dichromate,. sodium nitrate, and
sodium perchlorate . . . University of Moscow is working on the
acceleration of lithium, sodium, potassium, rubidium and caesium ions

as potential space rocket propulsion systems.

DOUGLAS AIRCRAFT ABOUT TO BECOME LEADER of U.S. missile

builders? Stepped-up NATO missile negotiations (most NATO missiles

will be Douglas birds . . . Nike, Honest John etc.) and recent success-

ful tests of AF's atomic MB-1 . . . plus BIG Nike Hercules contract

coming up . . . indicate Douglas will take missile production lead for

a good while.

COKEBOTTLE DESIGN CONCEPT (area rule) may be employed in missiles.

Army missile men are reported to be considering Marilyn Monroe-
shaped IRBM's and even ICBM's to lick early drag problems . . .
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The Vanguard Engine Passes Qualification Test
As far as power plants are con-

cerned, Project Vanguard is ready to

go. At least that's the status insofar as

static qualification tests are concerned.

Three of the four Vanguard engines

under contract to The Martin Co. have

passed with flying colors. Rumors are,

however, that the fourth company,

Allegany Ballistics Laboratory (subsid-

iary of Hercules Powder Co.), wants

out.

General Electric Co.'s long-in-

doubt first stage engine, m/r has

learned, passed its complete qualifica-

tion test "without having to replace

anything"—not one single part.

Aerojet-General, so far, has had

two second stage engines accepted—the

first on April 24 and the second on

May 16.

Grand Central Rocket Co. has not

only had its third stage engines ac-

cepted, but one has flown with "100

per cent perfect" results.

These facts remove a major factor

of doubt from the possibilities of suc-

cess of Project Vanguard's efforts to

place a man-made earth satellite in an

orbit during the International Geophys-

ical Year. Though the need for refine-

ments may become apparent as the first

and second stage engines are subjected

to actual flight tests, it must be heart-

ening to Naval Research Laboratory

and Martin that at least they work on

the ground. It's a big step towards con-

summation.

GE's first stage engine has com-
pleted between five and ten full dura-

tion tests of 150 seconds each without

any parts having to be replaced. GE
believes that this places the life of their

engine over that of any other engine of

comparable performance. Nearly all the

Ordnance Associates- F|n
«i»« rce of -

Reefing line Cutters

Today's smallest and lightest for nylon line

capacities of 125 to 6,000 #. Proven de-

signs withstand missile shocks, vibrations

and accelerations in excess of 600g's. Elec-

trically or mechanically fired. Action is in-

stantaneous or with time delay up to 20 sec.

NEW ALTITUDE CUTTER — Mechanically activated at adjustable altitudes

Ordnance Associates, Inc. 845 ei Centra street

South Pasadena, Calif.—Phone RYan 1-2873

Creator, S Manufacturer, of—TIME DELAY DEVICES • REEFING LINE 1 EXPLOSIVE CUTTERS

HIGH TEMPERATURE, HIGH PRESSURE. MULTIPLE-CIRC UIT SOUIIS • LOW TEMPERATURE GAS GENERATORS
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Differential

Pressure Switch
designed to MIL—E—5272

mm Now used in automatic pilots and
3 air to air guided missiles. Available

in single or dual control models.-

e Minimum Spread Between Operate
and Return: 1.5 inches of water

Low Level Operating Pressure: 5

inches of water

High Level Operating Pressure: 10
psi

Overall Height: 4 inches. Weight: 22
ounces. Pressure ports '/i-inch pipe
thread.

20 YEARS OF SERVICE TO THE AIRCRAFT INDUSTRY

AIRCON ENGINEERING
HYDRAULIC AND SERVO MECHANISMS

386 MOUNTAIN GROVE ST.. BRIDGEPORT, CONN. PHONE: FO 6-4791-2
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engines called for in the contract have
been delivered.

Reason for failures of the first

three engines delivered appears to be
(believe it or not) that they had gotten

rusty . . .

The fact that Aerojet General re-

ports only two engines accepted so far

indicates that this company is probably
not so far advanced as GE in produc-
tion. Development, however, appears to

have been completed. Vanguard test

vehicle TV-2 will probably be fired in a

few days and will be the first flight test

of GE's first stage. Soon thereafter,

TV-3 will be fired, including a GE first

and an Aerojet second stage. This

should occur within six weeks.

Aerojet-General, in developing the

thrust chamber for its second stage en-

gine, worked out a system of wire

wrapped aluminum tube construction

with amazing weight to size advantages.

This system is regeneratively cooled.

Assuming everything else to be in

a similar state of preparedness as these

three engines, it would seem that the

possibility of advancing the date for a

first business try at getting the 20-

pound sphere in an orbit has improved.

Statements, however, from those in au-

thority in the project continue to be

cautious
—

"in the spring of 1958; be-

fore the end of the IGY, etc."

Meanwhile, unofficial Lockheed
Aircraft spokesmen would have you be-

lieve that an upward misfire of the

third stage of an X-17 had already

placed man's first uninstrumented sat-

ellite in orbit. Concern grows lest Rus-

sia in fact places a satellite in orbit on
September 17, the 100th anniversary of

Soviet space flight pioneer Tsiolkovsky's

birth. This would be embarrassing.

Meanwhile, Air Force Office of Scien-

tific Research is piling Army rockets

together in an attempt to accomplish

man's farthest excursions into outer

space.

Recruit's and LokVs

for Outer Space

Five Recruit and five Loki rockets

will be assembled into four stages to

complete the AFOSR's Project Far Side

space flight vehicle (this issue, p. 45).

Reliability of rocket powerplants should

not be a factor threatening project post-

ponement or malfunctions during actual

launch operations. Evaluation test fir-

ings will be eliminated on Project Far

Side. All shots will be for real.

And still there is no word of what
Redstone Arsenal is doing with all its

Recruits.

missiles and roclce+s



Missile Business

By Seabrook Hull

SECRET CONTRACTS SECRETLY ARRIVED AT, lack of competitive bid-

ding and tax supported facilities for private industry are main reasons

behind current Congressional efforts to change military procurement

rules. Some figures Congress doesn't like: Of $13.6 billion total military

buying in first nine months, 1956, 92 per cent was by negotiation instead

of advertised bid; 39 per cent was negotiated in secret; and 22 per cent

required a substantial initial investment of government funds. All-told,

17 exceptions to normal procurement procedures had been invoked to

justify these actions. Congress aims to cut that list sharply. Law may pass

this year. It would hit missile procurement heavily.

Passage would make it tougher for Services to direct procurement where
they want it to go, for whatever reason. Company contracting officers

would have to get used to new rules, bid closer to the cost line and in

general become adept at more rough-and-tumble ways of doing business.

A PERMANENT ARMS INDUSTRY—anathema though it may be to tradi-

tional American concepts—may be the best answer. Business and pro-

curement methods that work best in temporary all-out conditions of a

conventional "hot war" obviously leave much to be desired over 20-to-50

years of cold war. A really comprehensive new look may be required.

FOREIGN SALES OF U.S. MISSILES will be largely handled through regular

U.S. military channels. This doesn't mean, however, that it wouldn't pay
U.S. missile makers to do a little personal salesmanship with NATO
officials in position to make decisions. This could influence NATO-wide
determination of West European missile requirements.

Two countries for sure, Britain and West Germany, and maybe Luxem-
bourg, will pay their own way and may buy directly from manufacturer.

Only missiles that have been announced as being "cleared" for export

are Nike, Matador and Honest John.

Possible big market exists for enterprising missile maker that comes up
with a low-cost "prestige" missile for sale in Middle East, South America.
These countries would like to have their armed forces geared to the

missile age but could never afford high-cost, complex birds such as those

being developed for U.S., NATO, etc.

MEANWHILE, COMPETITION PATTERN IN MISSILES develops. Japan's

applied for permission to manufacture Swiss Oerlikon-56 rockets. French
have radio-guided anti-tank SS-11, renamed it SS-22 and are trying it out

as an air-to-air missile. Norway boasts air-to-underwater Tern. Sweden is

buying Australian ground-to-air Jindiviks. Prices count abroad.

DEATH OF NAVAHO plus forecast death of Navy's Triton project carry serious

implications for "next step" development in air transport; could kill all

development on large ramjets. Similarly, one of most practical ap-

proaches to regular manned space flight involves attainment of initial

high velocity with ramjets before cutting in ion propulsion. There are

other factors, both military and civil, that leave proposed abandonment
of advanced air breathers open to serious doubt. Development of effec-

tive anti-ICBM missile will obsolete a lot of costly hardware overnight,

and cause a serious flip-flop in the balance of power—unless U.S. has
something else in its arsenal, like Navaho or Triton.
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Manned Aircraft

Incorporating

Research and

Development by

LAND-AIR, INC.

Investigate LAND-AIR ability as
Manufacturers— Engineers
Electronics Optics Avionics
X-Ray Electro-Mechanics

LAND-AIR, INC.
7445 West Wilson Avenue Chicago 31

Subsidiary of California Eastern Aviation, Inc.

Hughes Latest Falcon
Has Infra-red Seeker

The latest in the Falcon GAR air-

to-air missile series is now in operation
as a U.S. Air Force defense weapon.
New Falcon, GAR-2A, is equipped
with an infra-red radiation seeker
greatly increasing the kill rate over
earlier Falcons. GAR-2A is actually

a GAR-ID with the IF guidance sys-

tem replacing the radar system.

All-weather interceptors, F-102A,
F-89H, and F-101, will carry both IF
and radar equipped Falcons to insure

kills under all weather conditions.

Missiles will be fired in salvos of three

to six as a condition of calculated kill

probability of 80-90%. The pilot may
select the type and number of missiles

to be fired once the control system has

established the target.

Air Force officials announced that

they would continue to hold the Navy
Sidewinder in high regard as armament
for day fighters. "The Sidewinder is a

more simple weapon while the Falcon
GAR-2A is more sophisticated and
versatile". Main objection to the Side-

winder apparently is its length—requir-

ing external installation.

Test firings of the new weapon
were made at Holloman Air Develop-

ment Center, N. M. For these tests

Matadors and F-80s served as targets.

Although all tests were conducted with-

out warheads, each intercept destroyed

the target.

52 missiles and rockets
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INTERNATIONAL NEWS CY
By Anthony Vandyk

llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll

Swiss Reveal Details of Oerlikon AAM
Oerlikon has released full informa-

tion on its 5-cm and 8-cm aircraft

rockets with folding fins. These rockets

are for use not only against aircraft

but also against ground targets such as

armored vehicles, armor trains, artil-

lery. Oerlikon describes the distinctive

features of its armament as: (1) quick-

ness in action; (2) excellent accuracy;

(3) high lethal power. It points out that

the rockets are: (a) safe ^to transport:

(b) capable of being stored for an in-

definite period; (c) extremely safe to

handle.

Multiple launchers are used for

the rockets. The launchers are made in

various shapes (one was illustrated in

the July m/r, page 83) and with various

capacities according to the type of air-

craft and mission required. A typical

launcher containing 76 5-cm rockets

weighs about 660 lbs. empty or 1200
lbs. loaded. The launcher has no effect

on the flight characteristics of the air-

craft except for slightly reducing speed.

It may be dropped in emergencies.

The rockets are electrically ignited

by means of a selective triggering built

into the cockpit and can be fired singly

or in automatic fire. To avoid mutual
interference during flight when firing in

automatic fire, the rockets are fired in

pairs at time intervals of 0.1 seconds.

During a demonstration for a

foreign air force Oerlikon reports that

72 5-cm rockets with folding fins were
fired from Meteor Fighter in a series

of automatic firings from air to ground
to demonstrate the killing power and
firing accuracy of the weapon. The fir-

ing started at altitude of approximately
4000 ft. and ended at an altitude of
about 1500 ft. The total firing time
was approximately 3.5 seconds. The
rate of fire is equivalent to 1200
rockets per minute. During the demon-
stration the rockets were dispersed over
an area about 60 ft. long and 25 ft.

wide. A total of 24 hits were made on
a cloth target measuring 19 ft. by 19 ft.

The following technical data re-

ferred to the 8-cm rocket with folding

fins: initial weight, 20V2 lbs.; maximum
velocity (fired from ground), 2756 ft.

per second; weight of explosive (Hexal).

2 lbs.; thrust (approx. 1 second), 1587
lbs.; burning ends after approximately

1411 ft.; length of rocket 3 ft. 1134 in.;

armor guessing ability, 1 ft. 2Vi in.

The rocket is manufactured by
Oerlikon in the following versions: prac-

tice rocket (inert), practice rocket with

marking charge; explosive rocket with

impact fuze; and armour piercing

rocket with hollow charge.

The folding fins open approxi-
mately 0.05 seconds after leaving the
launching tube. During this period the

rocket covers a distance of approxi-

mately 10 ft.

The characteristic properties of
the rocket motor are: rocket motor
with parallel beam jet; spring actuated

folding fins in which all fins open
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SERVICE by ARWOOD

... our reputation is

built on it

... our future

depends on it

Fifty-four skilled and experienced
ARWOOD field engineers are at

your service in 20 major industrial

centers throughout the country.
They are experts in design and
production engineering, with a fund
of Investment Casting knowledge at

their fingertips, to do only one thing

—Help you!

If your design and production problems involve intricate shapes

and contours, in metals difficult or impossible to form or

machine, ask your ARWOOD field engineer to show you how
Investment Casting may offer the most economical solution.

Check these ARWOOD superiorities and compare!

• Largest field-engineering staff in the industry

• Multi-plant tooling and production facilities

• Pilot, as well as production quantities

• Finish-machined castings, complete to blueprint

• Government-approved heat-treating, X-ray, Zyglo and Magnaflux
facilities in all 4 plants

For .the name and location of your nearest ARWOOD field

engineer, write TODAY to:

ARWOOD PRECISION CASTING CORP.
311M West 44th Street • New York 36, New York

fct "Pioneers tn Investment Casting"

Plants: Brooklyn, N. Y„ Groton, Conn., Tilton, N. H., Los Angeles &
N. Hollywood, Calif.
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simultaneously by direct action; slight

twist due to guide veins inside the

nozzle; and electric ignition by means

of a contact ring at the end of the

nozzle.

Mitsubishi Electric Machinery Co.,

Ltd., has applied to the Japanese

government for permission to pay

Buehle Contraves & Company of

Switzerland for the patent rights for

the production in Japan of Oerlikon

guided missiles. A provisional agreee-

ment gives Mitsubishi all the patent

rights for the production in Japan of

the Oerlikon-56 and its fire control

system.

The Swiss firm is asking 8% as

patent rights of the Oerlikon missiles

and 5% of the revenue from sales

of launchers and firing control sys-

tem. The contract is to be valid for

15 years. It will be two or three years

before Mitsubishi can start mass

production in Japan of guided missiles

because of government permits, prep-

arations and completion of final con-

tracts with the Swiss firm.

The Japanese Defense Agency
this fall will import a complete set of

Oerlikon-56 rockets and a launcher

from the Swiss firm at a cost of $1,-

080,000 with the aim of studying and

testing the Swiss weapon.

Soviet Space Plans

Spelled Out
From the various statements by

Soviet officials and scientists, partic-

ularly from Academician Eugene K.

Fedorov, chairman of the IGY's Soviet

committee for rocket and satellite re-

search, and his associate I. P. Bardin,

we glean the following items regarding

the artificial Soviet satellite to be

launched into outer space:

There will be several such satellites,

of varying weights and sizes, but the

average diameter will be about 18

inches.

Each satellite will be launched at

a slight angle to the meridian. Its speed

will be 18,000 miles an hour. It will

complete its circle of the globe in about

90 minutes. Its orbit will cover almost

the entire globe. It will travel near but

not over the Arctic and the Antarctic.

Aboard the best of their satellites

the Soviets will install equipment to

measure the air's density; the number

and energy of micrometeorites; the com-

position and energy of cosmic rays,

electrons, gamma rays, and rays caus-

ing the Northern lights. Radio-tele-

vision will automatically relay this data

to the earth.

Since relay energy on some of

the satellites will be limited, the in-

formation will be signalled only at

certain intervals.

missiles and rockets
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IGN ACHIEVEMENTS WITH SUPRAMICA* ceramoplastic

RELIABILITY DOES NOT COST EXTRA
MYCALEX* TM commutation switches set new standards of

reliability for aircraft and missile telementry

$25,000 minute is costly time — but that is the estimated

value of the final "count-down" for a major missile test.

Telemetered information will record the vital history of the

flight and point the way to new developments and advance-
ments. To achieve complete control, absolute dependability

and long life, precision equipment is essential, both during
flight and during the "count-down" when a complete check-

out is demanded. Cleaning and adjusting commutators dur-

ing the final hours or minutes of "count-down" is expensive— and wasteful.

MYCALEX* TM commutation switches with precision molded
commutator plates of SUPRAMICA 555 ceramoplastic introduce
new standards of reliability to this important operation.

Hundreds of hours of completely unserviced life with depend-
able, low-noise-level signals is definitely attainable. Customer

evaluation tests have shown satisfactory operation of MYCALEX
TM switches for over 1000 hours at 1200 RPM with only brush

cleaning and routine maintenance.

These exceptional performance standards are possible because
of painstaking precision assembly and testing, and the use of

SUPRAMICA ceramoplastic commutator plates, which have
total, permanent dimensional stability and will withstand tem-
peratures as high as 500 degrees C. without distortion or

contact loosening.

MYCALEX TM commutation switches and SUPRAMICA ceramo-
plastics are making significant contributions to the reliability

and durability of electronic equipment for military and
civilian applications.

Write for detailed information.

•MYCALEX and SUPRAMICA are registered trade-marks of Mycalex Corporation
of America. 555 is a trade-mark of Mycalex Corporation of America.

YCALEX
CORPORATION OF AMERICA
EXECUTIVE OFFICES:
30 ROCKEFELLER PLAZA
NEW YORK 20. NEW YORK

GENERAL OFFICES AND PLANT;
CLIFTON. .NEW JERSEY

ORLD'S LARGEST MANUFACTURER OF GLASS-BONDED MICA AND CERAMOPLASTIC PRODUCTS



A latch relay that withstands 100g

shock and 30g vibration to 2000 cps

ONLY 2.0 WATTS AT NOMINAL VOLTAGE FOR EFFECTS

•KG RELAY (Pot. Pending)

ARMATURE TRANSFER

POTTER &
KG SERI

EW
BR UMFIELD
ES RELAY

The new KG magnetic latch relay was de-

signed by P&B engineers at the insistence of

leading aircraft and missile manufacturers

and their suppliers of control systems. A
permanent magnet which locks the armature

into position is the secret of the KG's dra-

matically high resistance to shock and vi-

bration.

In addition to withstanding 30g vibration

from 6 to 2000 cps, tests show the contacts

will open for no more than 80 microseconds

during lOOg shock.

72 MILLISECONDS

Armature transfer from one set of the

6PDT contacts to another can be made in

approximately 12 milliseconds with only 2.0

watts at nominal voltage. The KG is rated

for ambient temperatures from —65°C to

+ 125°C.

The KG, together with other relays in the

P&B "Star Series", has vastly increased the

realm of relay reliability for critical applica-

tions demanding positive action of all com-

ponents. Write or wire today for complete

technical data.

)TTER & BRUMFIELD. INC.. PRINCETON. INDIANA— SUBSIDIARY OF AMERICAN MACHINE & FOUNDRY COMPANY



STAR SERIES

KG RELAY
DESIGNATION: KG23DBH

GENERAL: Insulating Materials: Teflon, glass and ceramic.

Insulation Resistance: 100 megohms min.

Breakdown Voltage: 500 V. RMS.

Shock: lOOg where contact openings less than 80 microseconds

may be permitted.

Vibration: 30g 5 to 2000 cycles.

Ambient Temperature: — 65°C to +125°C.
Weight: 13 ozs.

Pull-in-Speed: 12 MS using 310 ohm coil at 24 V. DC. (25°C).

Terminals: Two 1 1 pin multiple solder headers with hook ends for 3

#20/AWG wires.

Enclosures: Hermetically sealed only.

Dimensions: 1-11/32 x 3.700 x 1-13/16 (See drawing for width, etc.)

CONTACTS: Arrangements: 6 pole double throw.

Load: Dry circuit to 3 amps, 115V. AC, resistive. 5 amps, 28 V. DC, resistive.

COIL: Power: 2.0 watts at Nominal Voltage.

Duty: Either coil may be left energized without damage to the relay.

Insulation: Teflon tape.

MOUNTINGS: Four 3
/e inch #8-32 studs on 3% x % inch centers.

COIL DATA: (EACH COIL)

Voltage: 1 6 V. DC 12 V. DC 24 V. DC 48 V. DC 1 110 V. DC

Resistance: M onms
±10% @ 25°C

|

55 ohms 310 ohms 835 ohms 1 5500 ohms

See What's New in P&B Progress at Booth 603, 604 WESCON,
San Francisco, August 20-23

Potter& Bwncfteto, cue.
PRINCETON, INDIANA

ubsidiary of AMERICAN MACHINE & FOUNDRY COMPANY Manufacturing Divisions

also in Franklin, Ky. and Laconia, N. H.

Mai! the coupon below for further engineering data on P&B's

new Star Series relays plus new compact qatalog of standard

type relays. If you need answers to a specific application

problem, write in detail.

Potter & Brumfleld, Inc., Princeton, Indiana

Attn: T. B. White, Brig. Gen. M.C. (Ret.)

Special Projects Engineer

Please send me complete data on the new Star Series

relays, plus the new compact catalog of P&B standard relays.

Name
.

Company_

Address

cay _Zone_

Russians Study

Cosmic Medicine
Cosmic medicine, Russians ex-

plain, is that new branch of aviation

medicine which deals with the effects

of heights and speeds upon man in

his future rocket flights. A recent is-

sue of Sovetskaya Aviatsia devotes an
article on this subject by V. Malkin,
described as "candidate of the medical
sciences," a physician with an advanced
degree.

Having ascended to a great height

and having overcome the force of the

earth's gravity, a rocket will "come out

to its cosmic trajectory, its motors will

cease their work," and its astronautic

personnel "will find themselves in a

state of imponderability, that is, with-

out weight." writes Dr. Malkin.

Already now, the Soviet physician

points out. in experimental flights with-

in the limits of the stratosphere it is

possible to create these conditions for

a period of two to three minutes. This

is because in such flights "made along

a parabola" the centrifugal force for

a time balances the force of the earth's

gravity. Experiments with aviators

have already shown that some men can
successfully withstand the effect.

Several tests have been conducted
where the pilot experienced the con-

dition of weightlessness for several

seconds.

Red Rockets

for Venus
Russian scientists expect to send

unmanned rockets to Venus within the

next ten years. Instruments in the

rockets, according to Radio Moscow,
will record photographs of the planet's

surface before it lands in order to

prove or disprove the existence of

life on the planet.

To ponder the question of what
plants and other low forms of life may
or do exist on Mars and other planets

involves no idle theorizing, say the
Soviets. Such discussion has a highly

practical relevance since we are on
the threshold of journeys to those
planets and our interplanetary travel-

ers of the bright tomorrow must in-

deed know what life, if any, they may
encounter on Mars, Jupiter, Saturn,

and Uranus and whether they them-
selves can survive there on landing.

This is the opinion of Professor

G. A. Tikhov of the Alma-Ata Ob-
servatory in the Soviet Kazakhstan in

Central Asia, in charge of the Astro-

botany Sector of the Kazakh Academy
of Sciences. He reveals that "one of

the basic conclusions of our observa-

tions is that Mars does have plant-life,

which circumstance we can announce
with sufficient certainty."
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ENGINEERS &

TECHNICIANS

For ideal

working

conditions

with a

dynamic,

creative

organization,

send resume

to Chief Engineer

8352 Brookhurst.

Anaheim. Caiif.

missile outbound
Small as a portable radio ... 1 /6th the size of a conventional vacuum tube

unit of equal capacity ... the Hallamore "Iron Autopilot," now in quantity

production, amplifies guidance signals to provide positive impulses directing

the missile along its flight path. Similar solid state devices are under

constant study and development by Hallamore's Magnetics Group, providing

the answers to difficult space and environmental problems encountered

in the nation's missile program. Hallamore Electronics performs contracts

for the United States armed forces and for prime contractors in the fields of

missile ground support and instrumentation systems, audio and visual

communications systems, electronic components, and magnetic products.

HALLAMORE fcSf ELECTRONICS COMPAN

a division of the SIEGLER CORPORATION
)TT



An Important
Opportunity for the

SENIOR
SPECIFICATION
ENGINEER
ICBM and IRBM
This position involves directing the

development of complete weapon
system specifications at the policy

level. The specification program
will incorporate propulsion,

air frame, guidance and
warhead requirements at levels

ranging from top specifications

to detailed component and
sub-system specifications.

This activity is an important aspect

of Ramo-Wooldridge's over-all

systems engineering and technical

direction responsibility for the Air

Force Ballistic Missile program.

Please address inquiries

regarding this technical

management, position to

:

Mr. W. J. Coster

The Ramo-Wooldridge

Corporation

5730 ARBOR VITAE STREET

LOS ANGELES 45, CALIFORNIA

World Astronautics
By Frederick C. Durant III

A number of member societies of the International Astronautical

Federation have local sections in various parts of their country. At last

count the ARS has 31. The DGRR of Stuttgart has branches in Baden-

Wurtemberg, Berlin, Hamburg, Hannover-Niedersachsen. Hessen. Nord-
bayern, Nordheim-Westfalen, Oberbayern, Saarland and East Germany.
The British Interplanetary Society has 5 sections: Midlands, North-West-

ern, Scottish, Western and Yorkshire. The Palskie Towarzystwo Astro-

nauticzne of Warsaw has sections in Cracow, Wrocaw, Bydgoszcz and

Katowice. At last report the Yugoslav Astronautico Drustvo based in

Belgrade has a branch in Zagreb with groups forming in Sarajevo.

Skopje and Ljubljana.
•

The DAR rocket group of Bremen has announced plans for a

fifth anniversary celebration 27-29 September. The firing of solid pro-

pellant oil-spray rockets (m/r April '57, p. 88) will be a feature of the

program.
•

The German Museum of Munich is reestablishing an Aviation

Wing and is searching for historical material. The search is on to locate

rocket weapons captured by the Allies which might be made available

for display. The remarkable rocketry achievements of the Germans dur-

ing World War II represent a significant period in the evolution of

astronautics. It seems appropriate that technical evidence of this historic

work be assembled for posterity.

•

Correspondence and contacts in Korea, Greece, Rumania, India

and Pakistan indicate interest and a desire to organize astronautical

societies in these countries.
•

Academician Leonid I. Sedov, President of The Commission of

Astronautics of The Academy of Sciences, Moscow, attended the Third

Symposium on Cosmical Gas Dynamics at Cambridge. Mass., recently.

•

A few years back it was possible to add to one's library even
new book pertaining to rockets and space flight without straining the

pocketbook. Such is no longer the case. Recent publications, however,

include some musts. Willy Ley's Rockets, Missiles & Space Travel (Vik-

ing Press) has appeared in a new edition, enlarged and updated. As a

reference work it has no peer.
•

Criterion Books has just published Man Among the Stars by

German science writer Wolfgang Mueller, translated from his success-

ful Du Wirst die Erde sehn als Stern. Mueller is not hesitant to con-

template upon historical trends, psychology, religion and philosophy and

their relationship to astronautics.
•

The Navy officially opened the U.S. portion of International Geo-
physical Year by firing a Dan rocket to an altitude of approximately 75

miles from the San Nicholas Island facility of their Air Missile Test

Center, Point Mugu, California. The rocket, one of 14 to be fired dur-

ing the next few months, is equipped with 20 pounds of instrumentation

for the study of Lyman alpha radiation, "soft" X-rays of one to two

Angstroms in magnitude and gamma rays emitted during solar flare

periods. It is hoped that the results of the firings, when integrated with

other measurements made during the IGY investigations by the 62 co-

operating nations, will enable scientists to determine the relationship

between solar flares and radio fadeout.

But this is the age of

LIQUID OXYGEN
You can produce your own liquid

oxygen with a Supairco plant, avail-

able in sizes up to 25 tons per day,

with provisions for production of liquid

nitrogen and argon as additional

products.

Refrigeration is provided by a slow

speed, heavy duty, single stage ex-

pansion engine.

High efficiency is attained in these

plants through the use of a time

proved cycle of our own design, the

result of a quarter century of experi-

ence in the low temperature field.

Catalog on request.

SUPERIOR AIR PRODUCTS CO.

128 Malvern St., Newark 5, N. J.

Manufacturers of production and storage
equipment for gaseous or liquid oxygen,
nitrogen, air, hydrogen and helium.
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American Electronics new 300 KC Band Width

RECORDATA magnetic recording system

gives an accurate, permanent record.

Specifically designed for recording data from satellites, missiles or other

projects where extreme accuracy is required, RECORDATA offers a new

concept in reliability and versatility. This sixteen channel system with its

modular construction offers many unique features. For example, the six

standard tape speeds of 1%, 3%, 7Vi, 15, 30 and 60 inches per second

can be instantly selected with a single switch without changing belts or

pulleys. Special speeds to 240 inches per second are also available. Auto-

matic controls assure constant tape

tension from beginning to the end

of the reel, regardless of size.

Quickly interchangeable tape

guides accommodate W W or

1" tapes. The plug-in magnetic

head assemblies are extremely

accurate and provide data

tracks with the best electrical

uniformity. Where fidelity and

reliability are necessary in

a data recording system
you can depend on
RECORDATA . . . manu-
factured by American

Electronics whose
Concertone Hi-Fi tape

recorders have been

famous as quality

leaders. Write to

Dept 40At for
complete techni-

cal information.

AMERICAN

ELECTRONICS

Three Missiles Produced
By French Firm

SNCA du Nord, one of the larger

French manufacturers, has given some
information on the production status

of its missiles. The SS-IO, SSM, and
the CT-IO target missile are currently

in production. The former is designed

as an anti-tank weapon. The French
company states that it will soon start

production of a refined version of the

SS- 1 0, the SS- 1 1 . Also to go into pro-

duction is an improved CT-IO, the

CT-20. The third new production item

is the Nord 5103, an AAM. SNCA
du Nord expects to receive export

orders for its three new production mis-

siles in addition to contracts from the

French government.

For its expanded production pro-

gram. SNCA du Nord will enlarge its

facilities at Bourges and will hire more
staff. The company at present employs
a staff of 8000 at its four plants

—

Bourges, Les Mureaux, Meaulte and
Chatillon.

SNCA du Nord's reports give no
details of future projects other than

mentioning the fostering of "important

developments" and the "confirmation

of the future of the company in the

field of missiles."

The company regrets that its Ger-

faut and Griffon experimental aircraft

are not to go into production but it

stresses that the experience obtained

with ramjets due to use of these air-

craft will be useful in the development

of future missiles.

Animal Experiments

Announced by USSR
Experiments with small animals

sent up in rockets (dogs in the Soviet

Union, monkeys and mice in the U.S.)

have already yielded much valuable

data on the physical state of the ani-

mals when the latter became "non-

weight" for a few seconds or minutes.

The rockets' automatic equipment gave

doctors the information they needed

on the animals' breathing, blood pres-

sure and heart behavior.

Dr. Malkin declares that each

such animal's "vestibular apparatus,

that is, the nervous system signaling to

the central nervous system about the

body's position in space." was substan-

tially disturbed in its functions and

thus played an important role in the

disorientation of the animal while in

rocket flight.

But the most worthwhile experi-

ments so far in "cosmic medicine" in-

volve man's imponderability or non-

weight status. Dr. Malkin writes of 16

aviators achieving this non-weight con-

dition during a special experimental

flight, for 30 to 45 seconds at a time.

missiles and rockets
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Behind the Curtain

By Dr. Albert Parry

One fact above all others is apparent from the latest Kremlin
shakeup: Without Zhukov and the other marshals standing behind him.

Khrushchev could not have won. However, Zhukov strengthened the

political role of the Soviet armed forces even more than he consolidated

Khrushchev's power and policies. The Soviet military may not want
war, but they certainly want more "diverse atomic and hydrogen
weapons, powerful rocket and jet armament of various kinds, including

long-range rockets."

But Soviet talk of peace is always with us. The current Sixth

Five-Year Plan, 1956-60, calls for "a considerable expansion of ti-

tanium production"—for peaceful aims only.

Comrade F. Kharakhorin in the Moscow Trud presented an

article with the significant title; '"Titanium, the Metal of the Future."

He declared that the USSR's titanium industry has been created com-
paratively recently, since World War II. "From the carbide of titanium

and wolfram, with the addition of metalic cobalt, alloys are obtained

whose hardness is nearly that of diamonds. These remarkable materials

for cutting instruments are being prepared at the Moscow Combinat
of Hard Alloys."

Yet, fangs are bared from time to time in no uncertain manner.

The very day that Danish Defense Minister Paul Hansen announced
in Parliament that Denmark had accepted the American offer of Nike
and Honest John guided missiles, as part of the joint defense aid

program, and that the Danes would be given U.S. missile training,

radio Moscow blared (in English) that something was rotten in the

capitalistic Kingdom of Denmark also, that Denmark was creating "a

grave menace" for herself by accepting U.S. guided missiles, and that

the future might bring upon Denmark "the retaliatory blows meant
for an aggressor."

Krokodil, Moscow's humor magazine, attacks a Florida travel

bureau for running an ad in the Miami Herald announcing "sale of

tourist tickets for the moon, Mars and Saturn, first such flight now
planned for 1987." The Red satire periodical, accuses the Florida con-

cern of "profiteering". But it also argues that the 150 Americans who
responded to the ad must have been attracted by the promise that

"no passports will be required . . .

Red Prague officially announces its gratification that "the U.S.

has chosen a star map made by Dr. A. Becvar of Czechoslovakia for

recording the position of its satellites."

The Czech government also claims a geophysical laboratory some
4500 feet below ground (in a mining pit at Brezove Hory), believed

to be the deepest observatory in the world. It is equipped to register

movements of the earth's crust caused by the force of gravity of the

moon and the sun. The depth provides freedom from surface dis-

turbances.

An electronic computer of the Soviet Academy of Sciences "can

click out in a day or a week that which a hundred mathematicians can

solve only in a year." This is revealed by V. Safonov in recent issue

of the Moscow Literaturnaya Gazeta. He adds, however, that it is used

only to some 20 per cent of its capacity. The other 80 per cent of the

wonderful electronic brain remains idle until Red rocket men have

more theories for the machine to test and new tasks to perform.

The Soviets are now considering the proposal of some of their

astronautic scientists to reorganize the Lesgaft Natural Science Institute

in Leningrad into the Institute of Cosmo-Biology, to study "all problems

connected with a possible development of life on other planets, also

with conditions of human existence in and en route to such worlds."

SLIP
RING

Complete engineering and

production facilities for

almost any slip ring require-

\ ment— in any quantity.

Send for new

Slip Ring

brochure.

^1 ELECTRO
MECHANICAL

PRODUCTS CO.

32700 FORD ROAD
GARDEN CITY, MICH.
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NEW
PERFORMANCE

Midwestern
\

:

; \

DIRECT

RECORDING
OSCILLOGRAPH

* DIRECT READOUT WITHOUT PROCESSING

SELF-DEVELOPING • DRY • NO CHEMICALS

MAXIMUM NUMBER
OF CHANNELS

RECORD WIDTH

MAGAZINE CAPACITY

RECORD SPEED RANGE

FREQUENCY

Model 601—36 Channels

Model 602—SO Channels

Model 601— / Indus

Model 602—12 inches

Model 601— ISO feet

Model 602—200 feel

0.0812 to 129.9 inches per second

dc to above 3,000 cps

WRITING SPEED Above 30,000 inches per second

OPTICAL ARM 1 1 inches

POWER REQUIREMENTS 1 1 volts—60 cps

TIMING LINES 0.01 and or 0.10 second intervals

SIZE Model 601— 11 Vu "x ll'/i 6"x23"
Model 602- 1 1 V\

i
" x 1

6

1

3

/i
6 '

' x 24 V?"

WEIGHT Model 601— 90 pounds

Model 602—130 pounds
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ADVANCEMENTS ^^^^^^
D to 50 channels of information

ses standard 7 02 Galvanometers

rovides timing lines, record numbering and many other advancements

0,000 inches per second writing speed with excellent legibility dc to above 3,000 cps

even inch or twelve inch records

Wire for Brochure: FAX-FCB TUISA

M/DWESTERN
/ N S T R U M EN T S

P. O. BOX 7 1 8 6/TULSA, OKLAHOMA

on'f miss our display at the WESCON Show, Booth 2QU-and at the INSTRUMENT-AUTOMATION Conference & Exhibit. Booth U62



NOW ! A REVOLUTIONARY NEW CONCEPT IN

PRECISION DIGITAL MEASUREMENTS OF AC, DC, Ohms and RATIOS

New E-I transistorized plug -in modules give maximum

flexibility for custom applications with standard off-the-shelf modules.

This latest E-I development provides the maximum ver-

satility in digital instrumentation. From a few basic

modules a host of instruments can be constructed. Basic

modules never become obsolete. To do new jobs, simply

add new modules. Equipment can be easily kept current

at minimum cost and engineering.

But versatility is only part of the story. These new

Any precision

instrument

for measuring

DC, AC-DC, Ohms,

DC and AC ratios

can be constructed

from these five

basic units

!

whether it be a

DC digital

Hi voltmeter...

an AC-DC
g , nmm

digital

voltmeter. .

.

or a complete

check-out

system.

Model DVA-500

Model DVA-510

:

modules also boast dramatically new engineering speci-

fications, fully transistorized circuits and numerous
other features which were incorporated as the result of
our experience with more than 1,000 digital instruments
in the field.

Your E-I representative has complete information on
this latest E-I development. Ask him about it... today !

BASIC MODULES

Universal Power Module
Supplies all power and reference voltages
for other E-I modules. Power and reference
supplies and stepper drive amplifier are tran-

sistorized Powers one or more modules.

Automatic calibration; stability of 0.01%
from 40° to 125" F.; input power: 115 volts,

50 to 400 cycles.

DC Switch Modules, 4 or 5 digits

Visual in-line read -out of digits, polarity,

decimal point. All contacts accessible at
rear panel connector. Front and rear panel
input connectors. Power supplied by Universal
Power Module.

DC Pre-Amp Module
Input: 1 range scale, gain of 10.

Output: 0.001 to .9999 volts.

Linearity: 0.01%.
Gain Multiplication Accuracy: 0.01%.
Input Power: 115 volt, 50 to 400 cycles.

Drift: 10 microvolts per hour.

AC — DC Converter Module
A fully transistorized AC -DC converter.

Accuracy: 0.1% of reading, or 2 mv.

Frequency Response: 30 to 10,000 cycles.

Range: .0001 to 999.9 volts.

Zin, AC: 1 meg. on the 1 volt scale, 10 megs.
on other scales; 20 mmf

Ranging: Automatic

Reading Time: 3 seconds, average.

Resistance Switch Modules,
4 or 5 digits

Contains balance circuit, bridge ratio arms.

Provides visual in-line read-out digits, range.

All contacts accessible at rear panel con-
nector. Power supplied by Universal Power
Module.

New short form catalog now available.

Write for yours today!

NSTRUMENTS
• 3794 ROSECRANS, SAN DIEGO, CALIFORNIA
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Washington Spotlight

By Henry T. Simmons

Cancellation of the North American Navaho program last

month came as no surprise to those familiar with the Air Force's

financial plight. The strictures on USAF spending dictated elimination

of a major project and military logic did the rest. Navaho was mouse-
trapped between the Northrop turbojet Snark, which should be opera-

tional by 1959 and the intercontinental ballistic missile which may be

operational by the early 1960's. The decision may be a wise gamble, but

few would argue that it is a comfortable one. It means the U.S. won't

have a supersonic intercontinental missile delivery capability until the

ICBM materializes—and that, unhappily, may be long after the arrival

date now scheduled.

The Navaho flight test program was plagued by an unusual share

of bad luck. Four XSM-64 test vehicles have been fired from Patrick

AFB, Fla., since last December and all failed. No. 1 aborted because

of the failure of a rate control gyro; No. 2 tore away part of its launch-

ing apparatus, lost booster thrust and failed to ignite its ramjets; No. 3

burned up when the boosters quit inexplicably after a couple of seconds.

On the fourth and last attempt in June, the booster motors fired for 42

seconds and then quit. Though the vehicle was traveling at an estimated

velocity of Mach 1.6, this still wasn't fast enough to light off the big

Curtiss-Wright ramjets.

•

Additional firings of Navaho test vehicles may be authorized by

the Air Force for research purposes if costs can be held down. It is

understood that North American has about 12 more XSM-64's in various

stages of completion. Assuming NAA can lick the premature stoppage

of its booster motors and accelerate the vehicles to the ramjet ignition

point, the remaining XSM-64's could provide valuable data on the be-

havior of large ramjets under true environmental conditions.

Loss of the Navaho program means that Rocketdyne has no
home for the three-barrel, 400,000-pound-thrust booster it has developed

for the SM-64 production Navaho. The powerplant has been described

as extremely reliable in static tests. NAA may propose that the engine

be used in the first stage of a souped-up Titan, replacing the 300,000-

pound motor Aerojet is developing for that purpose.

On its first flight in June, the Atlas ICBM test vehicle reportedly

maintained structural integrity under stresses ranging up to 22 g's. The
stresses occurred during the two loops the rocket performed after fuel

starvation shut off one of the two motors. The Air Force is understand-

ably pleased by the performance because the structure of the bird has

been pared to the limit to insure maximum mass ratio. Example: it must
be pressurized during transport to prevent distortion of the fuel tanks.

•

The Navy's decision to settle on a solid-propellant motor for its

air-to-surface Corvus missile reportedly dealt the death blow to USAF
interest in the project. The airmen aren't satisfied with the range of

the Navy version, and they see no growth capability in the solid-propel-

lant configuration.

ENGINEERS...
MAC presently has stimulating

engineering positions available

in a great variety of fields in-

cluding:

Internal Aerodynamics

Design Engineering

Structures Engineering

Electronic Component Engi-

neering

Aerodynamics

Structural Dynamics

Electronic Packaging Engi-

neering

Operations Engineering

Electronic Circuit Analysis

Digital Systems Engineering

Dynamics

Airloads and Flight Criteria

Aircraft Fire Control Systems

Aeroelasticity and Flutter

Thermodynamics

Wind Tunnel Test Engineering

Flight Test Engineering

Reliability Engineering

Telemetry Systems Engineering

Flutter and Vibration

Ground Support Equip. Engi-

neering

Liaison Engineering

Our tremendous growth ratio

—

increase of 53% in personnel in

the past year, has created many

positions of technical leadership

in our five Engineering Divisions.

For more information about our

company and community, write

in confidence to:

R. F. Kale+ta

Technical Placement Supervisor

P. O. Box 516

St. Louis 3, Missouri

McDonnell
^Aircra^t (Corporation
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Input signals include data on roll, pitch, tar-

get information, navigational coordinates,

and other aiming factors developed by

radar, gyro, and other locating devices.

This New High Impedance

Resolver by Norden-Ketay

controls the Terrier

missile from a rolling deck

Take the computer problem in aiming a supersonic missile

from solid ground— add the variable factors of a rolling

ship and a jet-propelled, airborne target. The answer to that

problem combines 30 Norden-Ketay precision resolvers in a

phenomenal computer capable of launching the Navy's

Terrier' with incredible accuracy.

Norden-Ketay standard 105D2V Resolver met these difficult

requirements perfectly for the Navy's 'Terrier' project—
again demonstrating the value of the special characteristics

designed into all Norden-Ketay components.

// your problem concerns computer accuracy or power, con-

sider Norden-Ketay Resolver advantages. The high imped-

ance circuitry requires smaller volume and reduces the size

of power supply equipment.

The high degree of accuracy and reliability of this new re-

solver helps the designer achieve new levels of performance

in computer systems. Here is an outstanding example of the

way Norden-Ketay developments simplify the solution of

complex problems.

General Specifications

Norden-Ketay Type: 105D2V • Designated by BuOrd as Mark 4 Mod 1

Tuned Input: 12,000 ohms • Accuracy: ±0.1% • Frequency: 400 cps.

itv a n *

nLk
NORDEN

Write for additional data on high impedance and other resolvers to
Norden-Ketay Corporation. Precision Components Div

K E T A Y

Sales Offices: Stamford, Conn.
|
Chicago

sion, Commack, L.I., N.Y.W Washington, O.C.| Dayton, Ohio
I
los Angeles
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Solid Fuel Industry Round-up
By the Editors of m/r

IN 1936 AN INFORMAL group,

headed by Dr. Theodore von Kar-

man, was formed at the California In-

stitute of Technology (GALCIT Proj-

ect) for research on rockets. Modest
solid propellant work was undertaken.

Two years later, in December 1938,

General H. H. Arnold, Commanding
General of the then Army Air Corps,

asked Cal Tech to come up with a

program to develop rockets for boost-

ing aircraft.

It was not until July, 1939, how-

ever, that the program got underway
at Cal Tech under National Academy
of Science sponsorship. The Army Air

Corps assumed sponsorship in July,

1940. By 1941, a successful solid

RATO (rocket assisted takeoff) was
demonstrated and the Aerojet Corp.

( under Andrew Haley) was formed to

produce the solid rockets. In 1943,

the ORDCIT Project was launched to

develop long-range rocket missiles.

Also in 1943, the US Naval Ordnance
Test Station at China Lake, Calif, was
established (at a cost of over $100
million)

.

Under OSRD some $100 million

was spent on various rocket projects

during World War II. These projects

developed such solid rockets as the

Bazooka, a full line of aircraft and
artillery rockets, the Privates A and F,

and the large Tiny Tim 11.75-in. air-

craft rocket. In 1946, the Jet Propul-

sion Laboratory' was established at

Pasadena at a cost of about $3 million.

From these humble beginnings

has grown a vast solid propellant

framework of governmental agencies

(Table 1) and an industrial and re-

search team (Table 8). From the

original Aerojet group there are now
over a dozen private companies en-

gaged in various phases of solid pro-

pellant rocket activity. Most are under

ten years old—and the average is

nearer five years. A run-down on the

latest activities of the industry-research

team follows.

Solid Rundown

Aerojet-General: Now a sub-

sidiary of General Tire & Rubber,

Aerojet now accounts for 40-50% of

revenue. Latest developments: A static

firing of Polaris; lowering of RATO
cost to under $200 each for a one
thousand pound thrust, 15 sec unit;

also, development of a low-cost am-
monium nitrate solid propellant using

oil-extended synthetic rubber fuel-

binder. Present standard binders are

believed to be polyester (Aeroplex)

base. President is Dan C. Kimball,

former Navy Secretary.

American Rocket: Formed in

1954, this group is active in all types

of composite solids. Has specialized in

gas generators and auxiliary power
units but now said to be working on
primary sustainer. Operated under

Alfred J. Zaehringer with extensive

experience in solids.

Atlantic Research: Since Korea,

During the past ten years solid

propellants have come up fast per-

formance-wise. A great deal of ex-

pansion, scale-up, and consolidation

is now taking place. In this issue,

m/r presents for the first time an

exclusive and complete roundup of

the US solid propellant picture. This

is another in a series of m/r special

services to industry.

Atlantic has continued to expand its

Navy-built rocket facility. Engaged in

development of Iris and Arcon sound-

ing rockets. Basis of propellants may
be polymer-type (viz., epoxy, polyure-

thane, or vinyl). Headed by Arch C.

Scurlock, strong in combustion field

and V. P. Arthur W. Sloan, organic

chemist.

Armour Research: Has one

group devoted to solid propellant re-

search. Armour has played an active

role in the development of rocket

artillery—particularly the rocket gun.

Experiment, Inc.: Also a re-

search group, Experiment's work has

been concentrated in problems involv-

ing the combustion of solids.

Grand Central: Originating

around Korea, GC has been divorced

from its parent Grand Central Air-

craft. Activities include production of

Dart, Wasp, and Asp solid propellant

rockets. Seems to be centered in com-
posites. Working on third-stage Van-

guard rocket using composite propel-

lant plus conventional metal hardware.

Headed by former JPL man, Charles

E. Bartley, a staunch low-cost solid

propellant advocate.

Hercules Powder Co.: Hercules

Powder has operated the Allegany Bal-

listics Laboratory since World War H.

Operations seem to be built around

double-base solids. It is also now
working on a third-stage Vanguard

rocket but using a high-energy homo-
geneous propellant and plastic hard-

ware. Also produces Honest John pro-

pellant and a RATO unit.

Jet Propulsion Laboratory:

Still a strong research and develop-

ment influence in the solid field, JPL
has advanced the concepts of large

solid propellant rockets through its

Sergeant design.

Olin Mathieson: Prior to present
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Table 1

Governmental Solid Propellant Activities

AGENCY

Air Force

Armament Center

Flight Test Center

Holloman ADC
Missile Test Center

Wright ADC

Army

Ballistics Research Lab.

Chemical Center

Frankford Arsenal

Ordnance Ammunition Cmd.

Picatinny Arsenal

Redstone Arsenal

Rock Island Arsenal

White Sands Proving Ground

NACA
Lewis Flight Propulsion Lab.

Pilotless Aircraft Res. Sta.

Navy

Missile Test Center

Ordnance Test Station

Powder Factory

Proving Ground

LOCATION

Eglin AFB, Fla.

Edwards AFB, Calif.

Alamogordo, N. M.
Cocoa, Fla.

Davton. Ohio

Aberdeen, Md.
Edgewood, Md.

Philadelphia, Pa.

Joliet, 111.

Dover, N. J.

Huntsville, Ala.

Rock Island, 111.

White Sands, N. M.

Cleveland. Ohio

Wallops Island, Va.

Point Mugu, Calif.

Inyokern, Calif.

Indian Head, Md.

Dahlgren, Va.

ACTIVITY

Aircraft Rockets

Testing (w/aircraft

)

Testing

Testing

Propellant evaluation

Prop, evaluation & testing

Gas generators

Gas generators

Rocket guns

R&D, production & testing

R&D
Testing

Testing

Propellant evaluation

Booster testing

Testing

R&D, production & testing

R&D, production & testing

Testing

0.02
|

I I I I I I I I I I
I I

100 200 400 600 800 1000 2000 4000

CHAMBER PRESSURE, psi

Graph illustrates the performance characteristics of some better known solid oxidants.

merged firm, Olin industries under

John Olin had developed considerable

experience in homogeneous propellants

for guns. After World War II, this

experience was put to work in rocket

field. Largest unclassified solid pro-

pellant activity is devoted to turbojet

starters and cartridge actuated devices.

Phillips Petroleum Co.: Enter-

ing the ammonium nitrate propellant

field around Korea, Phillips now oper-

ates the large Air Force Plant No. 66

and is engaged in production of the

Ml 5 RATO and large booster rockets.

Propellex Chemical: Newest

entry into the solid propellant field is

headed by Dr. Robert A. Cooley who
formerly beaded double base rocket

propellant operations for Olin Mathie-

son after World War II. Formed last

year, Propellex will produce double

base and composite propellants.

Rohm & Haas: The Redstone

Division is devoted to research and

development of high-energy double

base propellants.

Reaction Motors: Formerly all-

liquid, RMI has recently turned to

research and development of solid

systems.

Southwest Research Institute:

The SWRI solid propellant work has

been headed toward research and de-

velopment of industrial uses of solids.

Standard Oil Co. (Ind.) :

Entered the ammonium nitrate solid

field around Korea, this operation is

headed by Wayne A. Proell. Now in

production of S12 cartridge starters

and other solid rockets.

Thiokol Chemical Corp.:
Entered the rocket field around 1948.

Rocket groups are headed by Harry

Ferguson with technical head Harold

W. Ritchey—cogent believer of large

solid rockets. Thiokol's far-flung rocket

empire now accounts for V4-V4 of

company revenue. Employs composites

using own polysulfide fuel-binder.

Rockets: Lacrosse, Loki, Falcon, Nike-

Hercules, RV-A-10, and Sergeant.

Boosters: T-40, T-50, and T-55.

University of Detroit: Formed
last year for research, the Missile and

Rocket Section is headed by Dr.

Donald J. Kenny. Projects solid fuels

for ramjets , new high-energy fuels and

oxidants.

In addition, there are the off-

shoots of the rocket field (Table 3)

whose services are required for solid

propellants—viz., squibs, igniters, and

rocket pyrotechnics.

Today and Tomorrow

During all of World War II,

nearly $0.75 billion was spent on re-

search, development, and production of

solid propellant rockets. Since that
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time a conservative estimate is that at

least that much has been spent during

the ten years following the war. Of this

latter amount, about 75% was spent

during the Korean affair. At the pres-

ent time nearly $100 million per year

is going into raw materials for solids,

research and development, hardware,

and production. At the present rate of

expansion, the solid propellant indus-

try will be worth about $250 million

per year within the next five years.

It is hard to derive an employment
figure for the solid rocket industry.

Much smaller forces are employed
than the talent being poured into the

liquid business. Estimates place the em-
ployment at between 50,000 and 100,-

000 total if one includes all hardware,

engineering, administrative, and sup-

porting personnel. One thing is certain,

however. The solid propellant industry,

despite the hazards, is far safer than

virtually any other industry. Figures

just published by the Bureau of Labor
Statistics give the overall industrial in-

jury frequency rate as 11.1 per million

man-hours. The figure for the explo-

sives field (which takes in solids) is

2.4. Only synthetic fibers had a lower

rate (2.3).

With an environment like this, the

solid propellant industry cannot help

growing into a new influence in this

rocket age.

Solids Selling

During the past ten years solid

propellants have made a great deal of

progress from the specific impulse of

gunpowder at about 50 seconds to near

250 seconds with the new high-energy

composite solids. This progress has

been made without much fanfare or

ballyhoo. Indeed, so quiet has been

the transition that only a few are aware

of the great strides solids have made.
Only now is the great operational shift

to solids being realized. Probably the

most cogent factor in this shift is one

of the most outstanding properties of

a solid propellant rocket-simplicity. Out
of this extreme simplicity has come the

reliability which has not yet and may
never be achieved by the liquid pro-

pellant rocket. In addition, there is

now obtainable a performance equal

to or better than present liquid rockets.

Other important factors are ease in

handling and long shelf life.

All of these factors are respon-

sible for solids selling. It is evident in

our growing arsenal of missile weap-

ons. In almost every weapons category,

solids are occupying a more prominent

position.

Solids first invaded the artillery

field and have been strong there for

about ten years—particularly for short

range ballistic weapons. During World
War II and the Korean operations,

solid rockets were handled by the aver-

age GI under the most adverse environ-

mental conditions. Under such battle-

field environments, solid rockets

gained the reliability of conventional

artillery—viz., failures on the order of

one in ten to a hundred thousand. The

range of such artillery rockets has been

constantly expanding so that Dart,

Little John, Lacrosse, and Honest John

have given the battlefield commander
a depth of operation of about 20 miles

by these simple weapons. Now, the

solid Sergeant is about to replace the

operationally complex and awkward
liquid Corporal to give a span of about

50 miles. This, however, is not the stop-

ping point. Already the solid Polaris

its beginning to have its effect on the

Table 2

Hardware on the Shelf: RATO's, Boosters, and Sustainers

Overall Loaded
Name Time Thrust Impulse Length Diam. wt. Ford Mir. Prop. Notes

(Sec) (lb.) (lb. sec) (in) (in) 0b) Ob)

1.0KS- 10,000 ] 10,000 10.000 A KPC Firebee Booster

1.8KS-7.800 1-8 7.800 A , C Booster

2.KS-36.250 2 36,250 A c Booster

2.2KS-33.000 2.2 33.000 A c Regulus I Booster
Canted Nozzle

2.5KS-18.000 2.5 18.000 A c Cost $515 ea.

3.5DS-5.700 3.5 5,700 110 155 55 H DB "Deacon" I sp = 196
Cost = $2,500 ea.

4KS-8.000 4 8.000 A Booster

5KS-4.500 5 4,500 22,500 54.6 9.38 236 • 111 A APC Canted Nozzle

12KS-250B 12 250 , 20 7 55 35 A APC "Junior JATO"
14AS- 1.000 14 1,000 14,000 35.4 10.25 194 115 A AKPC Asphalt propellant

14DS- 1.000 14 1,000 14,000 H DB Black Smoke
15KS-1.000 15 1.000 15.000 33.4 10.1 144 72 A APC Cost $155 ea.

CAA certified

M-15 16 1,000 P ANC Formerly T-60
Operation = 65th 160F

Pusher 175 24 P ANC Smart Sled prop.
Possible Bomarc booster

RV-A-10 180-

192

15-20 T PSC Hermes motor

T-40 54 T PSC Artillery rocket

T-50 2.36-

2.50
53.000 T PSC Matador Booster

T-55 37.5 61.5 26 T PSC Booster

T-56 14 1.000 H DB Glass-reinf plastic bottle

by Fairchild

T-131 ? ? Spin stab. 2.75" Mighty
Mouse gun launched

X-90 90 AR ANC Susfainer

X-300 AR ANC Sustainer

S-12 SOI ANC Cartridge Starter for B-57

A =Aerojet-General SOI = Standard Oil (Ind.) AN = Ammonium Nitrate

H — Hercules Powder KP = Potassium Perchlorate C = Composite
P = Phillips Petroleum AP = Ammonium Perchlorate DB = Double Base

T = Thiokol A = Asphalt
AR = American Rocket PS = Polysulfide
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Table 3

Squibs, Igniters and Rocket Pyrotechnics

COMPANY LOCATION PRODUCT

Atlas Powder Co. Wilmington. Del. Squibs

Bermite Powder Co. Saugus, Calif. Igniters. Black Powder

E. I. duPont deNemours & Co. Wilmington. Del. Squibs. Black Powder

McCormick Selph Assoc. Hollister, Calif. Squibs. Igniters

Hercules Powder Co. Wilmington. Del. Squibs

Metal & Thermit Co. E. Chicago, Ind. Pryotechnics

National Northern Co. W. Hanover, Mass. Squibs. Pyrotechnics

Table 4

Solid Propellant Ballistics

Propellant

Burning

Rate

@

1000

psi

(70

F)

C

Temperature

Sensitivity

Combustion

Temp.
<°F)

Density
9/cc

JSP
(Sec.)

Cordite (SU/K) 0.50 0.71 High 3800 (@ 1.6 14J @ 350 psi

350 psi) 195 @ 2000 psi

Ballistite (JPN) 0.65 0.69 High 5300 1.7 200-205
Black Powder Low 4000 1.2-1.9 40-80
Galcit (Asphalt) i.4 6.75 Medium 4000-4500 1.8 176
KCL04-Aeroplex 0.74 0.71 Medium 180-190

NH4CL04-Aeroplex 0.3-0.9 0.5-0.6 Low 4000-4500 210
NH4N03-Aeroplex 0.055 0.5 Low

long range rockets, Redstone, Jupiter,

and Thor. Next will come a solid

propellant ICBM!
Even as reliable as solids are to-

day, the reliability picture is constantly

improving. This improvement comes as

a result of using well established ord-

nance techniques plus bringing in the

latest in quality control and inspection.

Solids in the RATO field have achieved

an enviable reliability record: a failure

of about five in one million! The
reason is simple—what can go wrong
in a system unburdened by plumbing.

valves, controls, and containing no

moving mechanical parts? For all the

bugs have been ironed out in a re-

search and development program aided

by constant firings in static and dy-

namic tests. Obviously this results in

costly development (probably no more
costly than a liquid program) but the

payoff comes in a superior operational

product whose characteristics are well

defined. For one shot operation, solids,

despite their higher apparent cost, are

actually cheaper. And. interestingly,

the liquid people only hope to have

achieved a reliability of 98% in the

next ten years. Compare this to the re-

liability of 99.995% already attained

by the average solid propellant artil-

lery rocket or the 99.9995% attained

by solid RATO.
Of course, solids have long been

selling for aircraft rockets. The solid

Mighty Mouse has done for rockets

what bullets have done for guns. The
larger Falcon is now further increas-

ing the punch of the interceptor as is

the Sidewinder and the Sparrow. The
solid Nike-Hercules and the Hawk are

beginning to invade the ground-to-air

field. It is interesting to note that a

_solid propellant booster is being con-

sidered for the Bomarc and that anJ

advanced solid propellant ramjet tor

long-range AA is in the works.

Now that unexcelled reliability

and performance comparable to liquids

have been achieved, three barriers (now

largely mental blocks in the minds of

engineers) are systematically being dis-



solved by the solid propellant industry.

These so-called barriers are control, re-

peated operation, and cost.

The matter of control is believed

to be receiving major attention. By
control is meant on-off operation or

throttability. Solid rockets can now be

built in almost any size—even to the

ICBM or larger. However, ways and

means must be sought to make cor-

rections to the pre-programmed sys-

tems of present solid propellant rock-

ets. This is now thought to be capable

of solution by design of a pre-program

which will take care of most flight

situations and then using smaller auxil-

iary rockets for corrections. Such sys-

tems are already well advanced con-

cepts in the Honest John, the X-17.

and the forthcoming Vanguard. On-off

solid propellant operations for a num-
ber of cycles has already been accom-

plished. Efforts toward throttling solid

motors have been directed toward the

lines of a solid-liquid motor. However,

what has been gained in throttling ap-

pears to be lost in reliability.

It is true that most solid propel-

lant motors have been designed for

one-shot operation and for most sit-

uations this has been perfectly satisfac-

tory. However, there are many situa-

tions where recovery and repeat opera-

tion are desirable. Here solids are mak-

ing an inroad through cartridge act-

uated devices. It is now perfectly feas-

ible to design a large solid propellant

rocket motor which can be fired, re-

loaded and retired for a number of

times much as a gun. Such repeat oper-

ation is the key, too, for many com-

mercial and industrial applications of

solid propellant power. Within ten

years, cartridge devices will have ad-

vanced to the point where large power

outputs—comparable to internal com-

bustion engines—will be possible.

In the field of costs, two factors

are at play. One, as production in-

creases, costs have been coming down.

The most significant whack at solid

propellant prices have been made by-

the cast composites—particularly am-

monium nitrate types. However, the

entire matter of cost is becoming less

important as it is realized that solids

are doing their good jobs. Despite the

fact that you may buy flour, milk,

eggs, and yeast cheaper than the final

product, few housewives bake their

own bread. Thus, a pre-packaged food

industry has grown up. Solid propel-

lants will do the same thing for the

rocket industry. Here, a completely

unitized rocket product, ready to use,

a so-called "instant" rocket will be

turned out. We are simply equating to-

tal cost and the ability to do a given

job. Thus, the old engineer's forte that

liquid propellants' cost is lower than

Table 5

Solid Oxidants

Material Available

Oxygen,

%

Performance

(1)

Cost, $/lb Availability

(2)

Exhaust

Ammonium
ivl

f\ r\< n inU.IO-U. iU Jti IN

Ammonium
perchlorate . . . 34.2 H 0.50-0.75 L N,HC1

Nitrocellulose .

.

M 0.73-1.00 M C,H,0,N

Nitrogylcerin . . . H M C,H,0,N
Potassium

perchlorate . .

.

46.2 M 0.15 M KC1

(1): High, over 200 sec (2): High: > 1,000,000 tons/yr

Medium, under 200 sec Medium: < 1,000,000 tons/yr

Low: < 1,000,000 Ib/yr

One of the outstanding uses of plastics in the missile business is their application as

solid fuel-binders. The number of materials available is extensive. Processing system is

either thermoplastic or thermosetting although in the case of polyamide both are used.

Generally, the fuel value of the plastic is good. Due to great plastic demand for many

applications throughout the industry availability is high with costs not excessive. Al-

though costs for plastics are much higher than with metals an increasing demand for

the material is expected in the future. New fabrications are constantly being explored.

Table 6

Plastics for Fuel-Binders

Material
System

Physicals ___

—

_

—

-

Binding

Efficiency

Fuel

Value

Processing

Cost

Availability

Exhaust

Products

Contribution

Acrylic TP B G G C H M C,H,0

Cellulosic TS F G H C-EX L H C,H,0

Epoxy TS B-F H F C H L C.H.O

Phenolic TS B-F H F C-EX L H C,H,0,N

Polyamide TS-TP F H F C-EX M H C,H,0,N

Polyester TS B-F H F C L H C,HA

Polyethylene TP F G G C-EX L H C,H,0,

Polysulfide TS F .
H G C H L C,H,0,S

Polyurethane TS F H G C H L-M C,H,0

Polyvinyl TP F G F c L H C,H,Q

Synthetic

Rubber TS F
I

° P EX-M L H
C.H.O
(N.O.S)

TP: Thermoplastic
TS: Thermosetting

B: Brittle
F: Flexible G: Good P: Poor

M: Medium
Ex: Extrusion
M: Milling

Major role played by ammonium nitrate for the past ten years has been based on low cost,

high availability. Performance of less than 200 sec l sp is pushing it into the background.

Ammonium perchlorate, with high oxygen content and l. p over 200 sec, could be replaced

by lithium perchlorate. U.S. production of oxidants currently exceeds the demand. Red China

disclosed interest in the solid propellant field by ordering the following chemicals from

Britain and Norway: ammonium nitrate, cellulose nitrate, lithium compounds, potassium

chlorate, potassium dichromate, potassium nitrate, sodium nitrate, and sodium perchlorate.
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Performance comparison between two well known solid grains, JPN Ballistite and SU/K

Cordite. High operating pressure and burning rate of Ballistite illustrate favorable per-

formance characteristics. Ballistite is a performance-proven propellant for air-to-air missiles.

solid propellants' cost is fast falling

by the wayside. And it has been dem-

onstrated that the propellant cost of a

modern missile is only a fraction—

2

to 5%—of the total cost. The reasons

for a lower delivery cost with solids is,

again, due to simplicity. Solid rockets

are generally much cheaper to build

than a liquid rocket—as much as 50

or 100% cheaper in many cases. Be-

cause of the usual higher density of

solids (despite somewhat lower specific

impulse), solid rockets are much better

in performance on a volumetric basis.

In field operations, the advantages of

a simple, ready-to-go solid rocket are

obvious. If your rocket is difficult to

service, set-up, and fire, all delivered

factory price advantage disappears.

And, strategically, all missiles, solid

and liquid, are as vulnerable as the fac-

tory producing them.

For these reasons, solid rockets

will continue to sell. They are, in effect,

selling themselves.

The Propellants

Despite the wide range of ballistic

performance in the various available

propellants, the actual raw materials

going into solids is quite limited (Table
7—Production of Solid Propellant Ma-
terials and Table 5 Solid Oxidants and
Table 6 Plastics for Fuel-Binders).

Although there is a great deal of

propellant activity, there is very little

available information on modern solids

—either composite or double base.

Table 4, however, does present ballistic

properties for some recent propellant

formulations.

It has been a general axiom in the

solid field to keep technology either in

the classified or "trade secret" domain.

Because of this attitude many applica-

tions have fallen by the wayside or

have been passed over to the more open

liquid propellant rocket industry. In

addition to this potential sales loss, the

very meager information has caused

young engineers coming up the ladder

to look to the glamour of liquids. An
industry cannot continue healthy

growth in such a stifling environment.

Historically, the first break away
from old black powder came with the

discovery of molecules which contained

both oxidant and reductant (fuel) in

the same compound. Such materials are

nitrocellulose, nitroglycerin, and the

newer diethylene glycol dinitrate. Al-

though these and similar materials give

high energy releases (performances on

the order of 200 sec and to 250 sec in

5 years), stability has been a big prob-

lem. Aerojet, Hercules, and Rohm &
Haas are working on new solid mono-
propellant molecules such as the nitro-

polymers, and nitrated plastics. And,
it now appears fairly well certain that

only the stability problem will be licked

and that getting an I ap of over 250 sec

is a long way off.

Therefore, it seemed a matter of

expediency to try mixtures of oxidant

and fuel to get the desired performance
and stability. These composites have

achieved a great deal of stability,

though perhaps at the cost of specific

impulse. Only now is work being di-

rected toward jacking up performance

to 250 sec or greater. Under classifica-

tion, this may already have been

achieved, though outwardly composites

appear to be hung up at 210-225 levels,

with known compounds, getting over

the 250 hump may be impossible to

achieve in practical systems. Yet basic

work is reported on the "weird" or

"impossible" compounds which might

make new oxidants or fuels. The solid

people will have to seriously look at

these new developments if they are to

compete with the new fluorine or ozone

liquid systems.

During the past ten years, am-
monium nitrate has played an immense

role in lower solid costs and maintain-

ing good performance. It now looks

like ammonium perchlorate which has

formed the mainstay of our high energy

composites may eventually lose ground

to lithium perchlorate which is now be-

ing advocated. In addition, potassium

perchlorate's role as an oxidant will

continue on the down-grade.

Another alternative is visualized as

the solid-liquid system. Only two such

systems have been tried (GE with their
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Tremendous rise in specific impulse for solid

propellants since 1930 is seen as an out-

standing engineering achievement. Compos-
ites are currently raising energy release.
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hydrogen peroxide-polyethylene and the

Pacific Rocket Society with LOX and

polysulfide rubber). Netiher of these

systems probably reached over 225 and

the additional complexity was a definite

disadvantage. It is even doubtful if gels,

pastes, slurries arid the "gunk" combi-

nations can break through the solid

impulse plateau.

The Hardware

Since the develoment of the first

successful solid RATO there has been

a constantly increasing buildup of

hardware on the shelf in the form of

RATO's, boosters, and sustainers. The

accompanying table lists some of the

major types now known to exist. In

addition, there are available many
classified units and rockets which are

yet on the design boards.

In addition to better construction

methods and improved reliability, the

unit costs of such hardware has stead-

ily been coming down. In a recent con-

tract to Aerojet (an order of over

twenty thousand ammonium perchlor-

ide-Aeroplex units), the familiar 1000-

lb RATO dropped in cost to slightly

over $160. However, lowering propel-

lant cost on a similar unit (as evidenced

from Phillips' ammonium nitrate pro-

pellant) has only dropped that figure

by about $30. One can thus conclude:

that unless solid propellants can be

made on a continuous rather than a

batch basis or unless an automated pro-

pellant plant is possible, labor costs

will be the determining cost rather

than low materials cost. It is also evi-

dent that a large portion of the total

rocket cost will be vested in hardware

rather than propellant by virtue of

labor costs.

As yet the glass-reinforced plas-

tics hardware has yet to make signifi-

cant inroads into solid motors. Al-

though some rather startling advances

can be made (viz., in strength-to-

weight ratios), it is also true that costs

are much higher than with metals be-

cause of more hand operations. Even

where machine techniques have been

introduced in plastics hardware, there

still appears to be too much variation

for engineers to contend with. Plastics,

though, are definitely here to stay, in

the fabrication of solid propellant roc-

ket hardware.

A considerable amount of scale-

up has taken place since the "large"

Tiny-Tim rocket of World War II. The
scale-up barrier was first broken by

development of the cast composite

grains and then was closely followed

by solventless cast double base grains.

A conservative estimate places the im-

pulse level of today's single grains at

about the Vi-\ million lb-sec mark.

Indeed, it seems likely that several

million lb-sec are now possible; this is

Table 7

Production of Solid Propellant Materials

Total US Production Estimate Rocket

1956 Use 1956

Material (Short Tons) (Short Tons)

Ammonium nitrate (solid only) 1,000,000 5,000

Ammonium perchlorate 3,600 3,000

Lithium nitrate 5 0.25

Lithium perchlorate 1 0.75

Nitrocellulose 10,000 1,000

Nitroglycerin 2,000 900

Potassium perchlorate 1.000 500

borne out by the fact that Aerojet is

working on a solid IRBM, the Polaris.

It is not known if this fleet ballistic

weapon will be single or multiple-

staged. Now, both the double base and

the composite manufacturers seem con-

fident enough in possible scale up to

say that they have not yet reached an

upper size limit. Then, it seems likely

that large solid propellant powerplants

will first invade the IRBM class and

will then follow up with a truly

strategic or tactical ICBM. Application

of solid propellant power to these wea-

pons will mean that virtually any spot

on earth can be used for a base.

Aside from the use of existing solid

rockets as boosters or auxiliary power

plants for space operations, it is cer-

tain that truly solid space rockets will

have to wait until the solid IRBM and

ICBM has become a reality. It also

means that solids are still trailing

liquids in the large-scale applications

but the gap between the two is con-

stantly drawing closer. When the gap

is closed and if solids can overtake and

exceed liquids remains for the solid

propellant industry to accomplish by

hard work.*

Table 8

The Industry-Research Team

Firm HQ R&D P T Firm HQ R&D P T

Aerojet-General Corp.

Azusa, Calif X X X X
Sacramento, Calif. XXX

American Rocket Co.
Wyandotte, Mich. XXX
Ypsilanti, Mich . . X

Armour Research
Foundation

Chicago, 111 X X
Joliet, 111 X

Atlantic Research Corp.

Alexandria, Va. X X
Gainesville, Va. . . XX

Experiment, Inc.

Richmond, Va. . . X X
Grand Central

Rocket Co.
Redlands, Calif. . X
Mentone, Calif. . .X X X X
Pomona, Calif. ... X

Hercules Powder Co.
(Allegany Ballistics

Lab.)
Cumberland, Md. X X X X

Jet Propulsion Laboratory

Pasadena, Calif. . . X X X X
Olin Mathieson Chemical

Corp.

E. Alton, 111 X X X X

Phillips Petroleum Co.

Bartlesville, Okla. XX X
McGregor, Tex. . . X

Propellex Chemical Corp.

Edwardsville, 111. . X X X X

Rohm & Haas Co.,

Redstone Div. . X

X

Reaction Motors, Inc.

Denville, N. J. . . . X
Dover, N. J

Southwest Research

Institute

San Antonio, Tex. X

Standard Oil Co. (Ind.)

Whiting, Ind X X
Seymour, Ind. ... XX

Thiokol Chemical Corp.

Trenton, N. J. .

Elkton, Md. . .

Huntsville, Ala.

Marshall, Tex.

Ogden, Utah .

University of Detroit

(Missile & Rocket
Section)

Detroit, Mich X
Ann Arbor, Mich.

X
X
X X

X
X

X
X
X
X

HQ: Headquarters; R&D: Research & Development; P: Production; T: Testing.
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MISSILES & MYTHS
The bibliography of missiles,

rockets and atomic power embraces

the entire known history of man-

kind. Even the record of primordial

man, when we examine what remain

of his cave-drawings, indicates the

use of some form of missile.

The Talmud and the Christian

Bible have innumerable references

to missiles and rockets; (Psalms,

Proverbs, Epistles etc.) In the Bible

we read: that one Ussiah (808-756

BC), ".
. . made in Jerusalem, en-

gines invented by cunning men, to

be on the towers and upon the bul-

warks, to shoot flaming arrows and

great stones withal." We may clas-

sify these "engines" in two main
groups, namely, catapults and bal-

lista, which today are represented

by howitzers and guns. (It is inter-

esting to note that our modern word
"howitzer" derives from the old

Bohemian: "houfnice," a sling.)

We are told that in the 3rd

Century BC a certain Dionysius in-

vented the first recorded machine-

gun, called "polybolos" or "repeater-

thrower," which fired a succession

of arrows from a magazine. At
about the same time, an Alexandrian'

engineer, Ctesibius, geared pistons

to a catapults arms, "working in

carefully wrought cylinders, filled

with compressed air."

Plutarch wrote of Archimedes
in his Life of Marcellus at the siege

of Syracuse, (214-212 BC): "Archi-

medes soon began to play his en-

gines upon the Romans and their

ships, and shot stones of such an
enormous size (about 100 pounds),

and with so incredible a noise and
velocity that nothing could stand

before them. The stones overturned

and crushed whatever came in their

way, and spread terrible disorder

through the Roman ranks—at length

the Romans were so terrified that if

they saw a rope or a beam project-

ing over the walls they cried out
that Archimedes was levelling some
missile engine at them, and turned
their backs and fled."

The "Atomists" of Democritus
(460 BC) developed the theory that

all matter is made up of exceedingly

small parts, and it is significant that

they called such parts "atoms,"
whence the word found its way into

Latin and so down to us.

There exist in many museums
in the world, specimens of missile

type weapons of the Egyptian Neo-
lithic Age, (circa 3200 BC). Many

are in Cairo, Athens, Rome, Berlin,

London and some in America. The
most interesting are of flint, knapped

and chipped with extraordinary care,

and some with serrated edges so

minute as to be hardly visible to

the naked eye. They are believed to

have been propelled by bows, throw-

sticks, or blow-pipes, and some
scientists have theorized that they

were given the force of projection

by tightly twisting a skein of hair or

sinew, prepared in a manner un-

known. The missile had a guide

stick, often feathered.

What is historically called

"Greek-fire" was used as early as

the 4th Century BC. It is repre-

sented in Assyrian bas-reliefs and

graphically described in a record of

a siege of Delium (424 BC). Here
cauldrons of pitch, sulphur and burn-

ing charcoal are shown being hurled

against an enemy's position. One
Vegetius (350 AD) gives an interest-

ing formula for mixtures of sulphur,

naphtha, pitch, incense and tow, all

packed in wooden tubes and hurled

upon the decks of enemy ships

where they ignited.

The Greek-fire idea trans-

formed by modern chemistry, was
seen in the two World Wars.

The rocket of the 20th Century

is certainly a missile; but it had its

genesis in an era before the use of

gun-powder. Gun powder had been

known to the Chinese long before

the 13th Century and had been used

both for its fusive and explosive

properties. The Chinese first made
use of it in a military way by setting

off bombs that terrified more by
noise and stench than by real de-

structive power. However, they dis-

covered that rockets could be made
that would provide a propellant "go-

ing by itself"; instead of advancing
from an original position by a sud-

den force which would decrease to

zero, it would increase its speed by
self-contained, timed propulsion

charges.

A most interesting book by an
Arab, Hassan-el-Rammah Ned-
chureddin, (AD 1280) called "The
Book of Fighting," describes a large

missile to be used on water. He de-

scribes it as two pans containing a

pear shaped body filled with naptha,

saltpetre and two poles to serve as

guides or rudders, and propelled by
a series of fuses.

The closest translation from his

Arabic text given by an expert

is: "a flying egg." If you have ever

tossed a flat object over a body of

still water and watched it skid in

hops, that would seem to partially

describe one of the ideas of the Ara-

bian Hassan's missile.

In 54 BC the Britons used hot

clay balls as missiles to set fire to

Ceasar's camp; (De Bello Gallico,

Bk V); in AD 69 igneous missiles

were employed in an attack on Pla-

centia; (Tacitus, History Bk II).

During the 12th Century an

engine for hurling missiles called a

"trebuchet" is recorded as having a

projectile force supplied by the

gravitation of a heavy weight, rather

than twisted cordage as in the cata-

pult and ballista. It is reliably re-

ported that these trebuchets threw

other missiles besides stones or flam-

ing arrows; they threw putrid corpses

and sometimes live men. A dead

horse in the last stages of decom-
position, bundled up and shot by a

trebuchet into a town in which the

defenders were half dead from star-

vation, started a pestilence. Froissart

tells us that John, Duke of Nor-
mandy, infected a town this way.

Manure, offal and the dead bodies

of slain soldiers were used the same
way. William of Malmsebury de-

scribed the Turks at Antioch throw-

ing the heads of slaughtered towns-

men into the Frankish Camp. An
envoy or messenger was sometimes

tied up alive and cast back into the

town. (Cowper's Art of Attack.)

The idea of starting a pestilence

by use of missiles for such purposes

in the 12th Century, seems to have

produced an echo in the 20th; until

the use of poison and mustard gases,

bacteriological warfare and kindred

barbaric methods were internation-

ally outlawed. We might ask our-

selves if we are any more civilized

than the 12th Century generals.

Certainly, our 20th Century

has vastly extended the horizons of

science and is continuing to fully

explore, the illimitable potential sci-

ence offers for humanity's benefit.

Scientists of the world today have

justifiable pride in their achieve-

ments. Indeed, any study of the his-

tory of missiles, rockets and atomic

energy by non-scientific people will

enhance the respect and apprecia-

tion our scientists merit.

Even a cursory reading of the

history of missiles and rockets will

convince us that there is "Nothing

New Under The Sun."
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Technical
Management
and
Systems

Engineering

In systems engineering work, it is necessary to bring together

a team that includes scientists and engineers of a wide range of

technical specialties. In major weapons-systems projects, such

teams will include hundreds of scientists and engineers.

But the assembly of a large group of scientists and engineers,

no matter how capable they may be individually, does not of

itself ensure good systems-engineering performance. The caliber

of the project management has a major effect upon its tech-

nical accomplishment. It is not easy to coordinate the activities

of large numbers of scientists and engineers so as not to stifle

their creativeness on the one hand, nor to permit the various

development sub-efforts to head toward mutually incompatible

objectives on the other.

Of primary importance for good systems management is the

philosophy underlying the selection of the supervisory person-

nel. The head of a technical activity should, first of all, be a

competent scientist or engineer. A common mistake — nearly

always fatal in systems work — is to fill such positions by non-

technical men who have been trained only in management

techniques. In the highly complex activities of major systems

work, what is required is technical management, and of the two

words, the word technical must never be overlooked.

In the selection of scientists and engineers for technical man-

agement, it is essential that the men chosen be broad in their

training and approach. Each principal department head, for

example, must have a good basic understanding of the technical

facts of life of the other departments. When these people get

together they need to speak a common language and understand

each other's fields, so that proper decisions can be made on the

many interrelated problems that come up. The higher the or-

ganizational responsibility of a technical manager, the more

important this factor becomes.

The Ramo-Wooldridge Corporation is engaged almost entirely

in systems work. Because of this, the company has assigned to

scientists and engineers more dominant roles in the management

and control of the business than is customary or necessary in

most industrial organizations.

Scientists and engineers who are experienced in systems engi-

neering work, or who have specialized in certain, technical fields

hut have a hroad interest in the interactions hetween their own

specialties and other fields, are invited to explore openings at

The Ramo-Wooldridge Corporation in:

Guided Missile Research and Development

Aerodynamics and Propulsion Systems

Communications Systems

Automation and Data Processing

Digital Computers and Control Systems

Airborne Electronic and Control Systems

Basic Electronic and Aeronautical Research

The Ramo-Wooldridge Corporation
5730 ARBOR V I TA E l_OS ANGELES 45. CALIF.
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THE FLIGHT HEARD 'ROUND THE WORLD
Recently three B-52 bombers flew around the world in

45 hours and 19 minutes. They were only specks in the

vastness of the sky, yet they were in voice-contact every

mile of the way—with SAC headquarters in Omaha,
with each other, with bases along the route and with the

KC-97 tankers that refueled them in the air.

Their speed-of-light contact was the AN/ARC-21 liaison

communications set in each of the ships. This is a long-

range, pressurized, high-altitude airborne system, capable

of world-wide communications. It may be operated by

the pilot, so no radio operator is needed. It is character-

ized by minimum training requirements, simplified

maintenance, high reliability, positive channel selection

—with a choice of any 20 of 44,000 frequencies.

In this as in other ways, RCA serves our Nation's armed
forces. RCA scientists and engineers are constantly

creating, designing and producing new and better elec-

tronic systems and equipment.

RADIO CORPORATION of AMERICA
DEFENSE ELECTRONIC PRODUCTS CAMDEN. N. J.

Tinted) ®

Circle No. 25 on Subscriber Service Card.



m/r's personal report from . . .

Rocket-maker Dan Kimball

Big Futurej More Uses for Solid Propellants

Liquids to be Limited to Specialty Roles

Former Navy Secretary Dan A. Kimball is one of
the top business executives in America's incipient rocket

industry. As President of Aerojet-General Corp. he has

helped to pioneer many rocket firsts. Here, he outlines a

glowing future for solid propellants.

Q. Mr. Kimball, will you tell us a little about Aero-
jet's role in solid propellants?

A. Actually we're in both the solid and liquid pro-

pellants. Aerojet was an outgrowth of the work that Cal
Tech did during the war. At that time the only solid pro-

pellant we had was the old Smokey JATO unit. We built

something like 200,000 of these. We made the first JATO
used and the first composite propellant.

Q. Can you say anything about how much of an
effort you are putting on solid propellants now compared
to liquids?

A. At the present time our dollar sales in liquids

engines are much ahead of the solid because of work on
the ICBM, Vanguard engines and Bomarc engines. Also
on the number of auxiliary powerplants. On the other hand
our development work is more on solids. We've got roughly

10,000 people. We've got almost 5000 working on liquids.

We've got about 3000 on solids altogether and the balance

is covered with our underwater, avionics, architect and
engineering divisions.

Q. What do you think the ratio of solid to liquid

uses may be five years from now?
A. I think you'll have many more applications for

solids. Liquids are going to lend themselves to specialized

applications like ICBMs and possibly IRBMs.
Q. Why wouldn't the solid work so well for the

ICBM?
A. So far we don't get the specific impulse from

solids we get from liquids, but we're catching up. We're
getting about 230 on solids and better than 250 on liquids.

I would think in the liquid field you'd have the biggest

chance for advancements in specific impulse. But when
you get into the very high energy liquids you're going
to have some compounds that are very difficult to handle.

But I think your real growth potential in the liquid field

will be for specialized applications. However, we've made
some big advances in solids in the last three years.

Q. Are we at a point in solids now where we can
start working with additives like borons?

A. Well, I'm no technical man but I don't think
you can put zip fuel additives into solids yet.

Q. Do you think the chemical industry, generally

speaking, is backing the rocket industry the way they

should?

A. Well, I don't think they know what we want.
In our case we've got a pretty large chemical department

—

as large as any group in the western United States. We've
got to tell the chemical people what they should be
working on although there are a number of chemical

companies that are showing increasing interest. A number
of people from different chemical companies come to

see us at least once a week and I'd say that we visit them
once a week in different fields.

Q. Does fluorine get into solid propellants?

A. Fluorine does nothing. We don't know how to

put it in yet. We don't even know the uses in liquids,

but we do a lot of talking about it.

Q. Do you think future solid propellant missiles

can be stored for from five to ten years?

A. I would think that we'd be pretty sure if we
stored them for ten years under reasonably controlled

conditions. I don't think that you could let the thing cycle
from 140° to —100°F. and do that four or five times
a year, however.

Q. Going back to the chemical industry again—

-

on the volume of business. In a solid propellant missile,

like Honest John how much, in terms of percent of total

cost do the propellant raw materials represent?

A. In the JATO unit you've got 180 pounds of
which about 100 pounds is raw propellant. On top of that

you have the metal parts of the propellant to process. So
I'd say about 35%.

Q. Is it true that 60% of money in the missile

business goes for electronics gear?

A. I don't know what the overall figures are on
electronics costs. I think it depends on how complicated
your missile is. I would think it would be about 1/3
powerplants, 1/3 electronics, and 1/3 fabrication and
design. That's without the cost of the warhead.

Q. Would you say that a solid propellant Polaris

would be less expensive than a liquid propellant Polaris?

A. In production I would think your solid propel-

lant Polaris would be a little cheaper.

Q. Would you say that solid propellant missiles,

on an overall basis, would be less expensive than liquids?

A. No, I don't think you could put on an overall

basis. It all depends on the particular missile. The liquid

engine on the Nike we built pretty cheaply when we build

a lot of them.

Q. Is there a limiting size to solid propellant missiles

where the weight of the casing would be fantastic?

A. You have a problem of handling those bigger

sizes, of course. They get to weigh quite a lot. Liquids

you don't have to load until your missile is on the launch-

ing site. With the solids you have to transport them. None
of them yet are of a magnitude that would bother you.

Q. What about work on plastic casings?

A. We've done a lot of work on casings in several

different fields of plastics and different kinds of steels.

Q. How are we coming oh development of a dis-

posal booster for the Nike?
A. I don't know that they have it yet. We haven't

got one, I know. But I think more important than a dis-

posable booster is a disposable case. It's theoretically pos-
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sible to build one of those cases that will burn themselves

up at the end of the run. It's not an easy job. But there

aire a lot of things you can do if you want to put enough

money into it.

Q. Thiokol has mentioned thrust on the order of

300,000 lbs. Is this tops?

A. You've got to realize a rocket's size is a function

of impulse, not thrust. We think we've fired the biggest solid

propellant rocket yet, but, with the security restrictions we
can't be sure.

Q. Would you care to make a size prediction for

the next five to ten years?

A. Just tell us what size you want.

Q. Where is the limiting size of a single unit?

A. Well, every time we think we're near a limit then

somebody builds a bigger one. This is a function of the

specific impulse of the propellant and it keeps going up all

the time. You see it isn't only the increase in thrust you

want. You've got to have an increase in specific impulse. I

think we could build a 2-or-3 or 400,000 lb. thrust solid

engine, but without high impulse propellants it wouldn't be

efficient. I remember 10 or 12 years ago the Army wanted

a 100,000 lb. unit. We produced it in a few days and it

blew up in about 1 minute.

Q. Which propellant materials show the greatest

promise for the future?

A. You're going to have to find additives to raise

specific impulse.

Q. Tomorrow's solid propellant engine, then, will

he a truly composite unit?

A. Oh, yes. They're composite now.

Q. Can you say anything about how you're ad-

vancing on the Polaris project?

A. Well, we've test fired engines about the size that

are to be used. You've got to work out your metal tech-

niques and your weights and control your burning so you
can stop it when you want to, however.

Q. On that subject, are you working then on power-
plants that you can shut off and start again?

A. We don't know how to start them again.

Q. Is there any possibility of combination engines?

I was thinking in terms of two things. One where you
might have a solid propellant and afterburn with liquids

so to speak, or bypass your solid propellant and add ram

j air.

A. Yes. If you can find a way to use some of the

oxygen from the air for certain applications we could cut

out the amount of oxidizer we carry in the case and so

increase specific impulse. One of the hard things to get is

money to invest in the state of the art. Mostly you have to

tie your funds to a specific job. Some of the biggest ad-

vances we've made is where we've put our own money into

the state of the art work and where the services have also

seen fit to put some money in with us.

Q. I'd like to talk about production costs. Does
your process engineering group—production engineering

group—have more or less equal status with your design

people when you get to production missiles?

A. Oh sure. One reason that we moved our whole
solid production business up to Sacramento is that we have
our production people up there, our research and develop-

ment people, the whole works. When you start to do the

development on a new job, the production people are right

in there to start, so that the hardware the development
people turn out is something we can use later on. If you
don't do it that way, then you have a terrific transition

period from the development stage to the production stage.

Q. Is extruding of solid propellants more efficient

than casting?

A. Well, it all depends on what you want. If you're

going to have high volume, and you don't have to have too

high a performance you can extrude the thing cheaper than

you can cast it. But the cost of extrusion equipment is very

high, and when you want to change the size of your unit,

then you've got to change your whole set-up. We think the

casting is going to be the best overall, particularly if contin-

uous casting can be perfected.

Q. Can we go underwater—your 155 knot torpedo,

for example?

A. We're doing a lot of underwater work. We think

there's a real future.

Q. In the case of a hydroduct or solid propellant

isn't there a noise problem where the self noise would
interfere with the sonar gear in the missile?

A. Well, it all depends on how you're going to use

the solid propellant. If you're using the propellant for a

direct drive you'll have one noise level. If you're using it to

run through a turbine, to run a propeller you have another.

One advantage solid propellants would have for torpedoes

you'd have a longer storage life. Of course with torpedoes

you have to have a number of them ready to go anytime

you need them.

Q. Do you see any room for liquid propellant un-

derwater?

A. Yes, sure. We've done considerable work on it.

Q. Do you think that the solid propellant under-

water engine has more of a future?

A. We think so. Maybe we're wrong, but we think

so. We've done some work on hydrogen peroxide; we've

done a lot of work on solids; but we think there's a real

future for solid propellants in torpedoes.

Q. How fast will tomorrow's underwater missile be?

A. We think we can top 300 knots in operational

underwater missiles.-A'

No limit to solid rocket siie We think we've tired the biggest yet.
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DON'T BE HALF MACHINED!
Get flight quality hardware right from the start. Components that

may originally be good enough for a static test stand don't always
measure up to subsequent flight quality standards.

Above is a typical example of flight quality being machined in

from the start. You see a Diversey craftsmen taking frequent

checks on a forward closure for a large solid propellant rocket

case. You see him using the largest Monarch Tracer Lathe in the

country. The customer who receives this component is getting

his flight quality right from the start. Why not you?

Diversey announces the formation of a new
Hydrospinning Division with the aquisition of

2 new Hydrospin machines. Now you can also

bring your hydrospin problems to Diversey.

SEND
FOR
FREE

BOOKLET

MISSILE
METAL
MACHINING

0u/ersetf

D.
LEADERS IN CONTOUR MACHINING

UlGVSGftf ENGINEERING COMPANY
10550 WEST ANDERSON PLACE
FRANKLIN PARK, ILLINOIS • A Suburb of Chicago

FROM NOSE TO NOZZLE, FROM FIN TO FIN, CONTOUR TURNED PARTS-WITH PRECISION BUILT IN
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SMALL SOLID ROCKETS
for Commercial Use

By G. E. Rice

Manager of Commercial JA TO Sales

A erojet-General Corporation

9.0

SMALL ROCKET engines for emer-
gency standby use are being in-

stalled at a constantly increasing rate in

business and airline aircraft. Aerojet-

General's pioneering efforts in this field

have been instrumental in providing

power units with operational perform-
ance capabilities. Commercial applica-

tion appears to offer the greatest imme-
diate civil market.

Business aircraft use of rocket en-

gine standby units has far surpassed

use by airlines. The airlines made the

first civilian standby application for

high altitude operations. The emergency
performance margin of solid rocket en-

gines is recognized increasingly by own-
ers of DC-3's Lodestars, Convairs,

and converted B-25, B-26, PV-1 and
PBY aircraft. These engines have been
installed in DC-4 and DC-7 aircraft

operated by some airlines. Installations

for other types of aircraft are being

developed.

Aside from very minor modifica-

tions required by standby use, the

rocket engine currently used is the

same 15KS-1000 smokeless JATO
which has been widely used by the mili-

tary as an assist takeoff unit. After

satisfactorily passing through exhaus-

tive vibration, temperature and pres-

sure cycling and drop tests, it has re-

ceived a CAA Engine Type Certificate.

This 15 second duration 1000-lb
thrust solid rocket is the only rocket

engine that has received certification.

However, Aerojet has a smaller 15NS-
250 solid rocket engine currently un-
dergoing CAA certification tests. This
smaller unit is designed for use on the

lighter aircraft, and may be installed

singly or in multiples on airplanes from
cub-size through the light twin engine

class. It is understood that some other

manufacturers are giving consideration

to CAA certification of solid rocket en-

gines but this far nothing has been
announced.

Standby rocket engines are used on
civilian aircraft to meet the require-

ments of takeoff and approach climb
with one engine inoperative and land-

ing climb with all engines. Where take-

off runway limitations occur, they may
also be used to shorten the required

runway by increasing the acceleration

missiles and rockets



and the rate of climb for earlier clear-

ance of runway obstacles.

They will also provide full thrust

within a few tenths of a second to

greatly increase the aircraft perform-

ance margins to meet any other short

duration emergency requirement. An-
alysis has shown that they offer a po-

tential for application to over 40 per

cent of the situations which lead to

takeoff, landing or in-flight accidents.

The 15KS-1000 AI rocket engine

weighs 144 lbs. and the 15NS-250 unit

will weigh about 42 lbs. The rocket

engine weights reduce to 72 lbs. and
21 lbs. respectively when expended. In-

stalled weights are about 175 lbs. for

the larger engine and 50 lbs. for the

smaller one.

An existing CAA interim policy

permits an increase in the gross weight

of transport category aircraft equal to

the weight of the installed rocket en-

gines in all cases where such weight

increase will not exceed the structural

gross weight limitation.

As an example, a typical DC-3 in-

stallation of two 15KS-1000-AI rocket

engines weighs 350 lbs. In DC-3s li-

censed under transport category per-

formance limitations, the gross weight

may be increased by 350 lbs. with the

rocket engines installed whenever the

weight is limited only by CAB takeoff

climb requirements.

A proposal for a new Special Civil

Air Regulation is now under considera-

tion by the CAB which would provide

much greater weight credits and still

result in higher emergency acceleration

and climb margins. This proposal cov-

ers aircraft certificated under CAR 3,

4B, 4a(T), SR406, SR407, and the new
turbine powered aircraft regulation.

Early action is expected on this regula-

tion and it should serve to greatly stim-

ulate standby rocket engine installations

in both airline and business aircraft.

The gross weights of multi-engine

aircraft are generally limited by CAR
requirements for climb with one engine

Convair 240 equipped with 1 5KS- 1 000-A I standby motors mounted externally and internally.

inoperative. Under this condition, the

maximum available thrust is required to

maintain level flight.

The small remainder available for

acceleration and climb is known as the

"excess thrust." Since the thrust of one

standby rocket engine may be equal to

several times the normal "excess thrust"

with one engine inoperative, the intro-

duction of the rocket engine thrust will

result in phenomenal increases in rates

of climb or acceleration.

Limitations in the proposed CAR
on the amount of standby thrust for

which credit may be obtained preclude

the possibility of creating a critical per-

formance situation in an airplane

equipped with standby rocket engines.

Under the philosophy of the proposal,

multiple sequenced units will be re-

quired to gain the highest weight in-

crease. These units may be ignited

simultaneously to produce very high

rates of climb or acceleration to meet
severe emergencies.

Standby rocket engines may be

either submerged in the airframe or

mounted externally. In high speed air-

craft the submerged installation is gen-

erally preferred. However, measurable

drag effect has not been found in mul-

tiple 15KS-1000-AI standby engines

mounted under the center section of

several types of low wing airplanes with

speeds up to 365 mph. Design criteria

for engineering new installations have

been prepared and are CAA approved.

Indicative of standby rocket en-

gine value are three otherwise marginal

instances in South American high alti-

tude airline operations. In each case a

passenger-laden, four engine aircraft

was in critical speed range with no op-

portunity to accelerate with normally

available power. Standby thrust accel-

erated all three airplanes into speed

ranges with comfortable safety margins.

Several manufacturers are now
contemplating optional factory installa-

tions of standby rocket engines. It is

believed that in the not too distant

future it will be considered quite

normal to incorporate such systems in

the basic airframe concept, both as a

safety factor and to broaden the oper-

ating flexibility of the airplane.*
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*\iCRORA," a recent expression from

the brushes of Simpson-

Middleman, a team of artists who

find their subjects in the world

of the natural sciences. "Aurora,"

they explain, "is a visual

statement with equivocal

overtones of dawn, the Aurora

itself and a hint of a Chimera."

Painting courtesy

of John Heller Gallery, Inc.

You'll discover new horizons at Boeing
Through the years, the advanced work of Boeing engineers and scientists has opened

new eras in civil and military aviation. A few of their pioneering accomplishments: the first

3-mile-a-minute transport, the world's first four-engine pressurized airliner, the first

high-performance four-engine bomber—and the 707, America's first jet airliner. Boeing in

addition has developed a defense weapon system spearheaded by the supersonic

Bomarc IM-99 interceptor missile.

If new horizons interest you, you'll enjoy working at Boeing. For here you'll

find engineering excitement in such advanced fields as

electronic and inertial guidance, chemical fuel propulsion,

guided missiles and supersonic flight of the future.

Drop a note now to John C. Sanders, Engineering Personnel Administrator, Boeing Airplane Co., Dept. S-G6, Seattle ^4, Washington
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Propulsion Engineering

By Alfred J. Zaehringer

MORE LOX FOR MISSILES: Air Products is working on two oxygen plants

for the government. One is a 20 ton/day unit (cost is $Y2 million)

,

the other is a 5 ton/day unit ($100,000) . ARDC has a new 150 ton/day

unit installed at Edwards AFB, Calif. Tonnage LOX can now be pro-

duced for $5-15/ton.

MORE HELIUM, TOO, will be going into missiles for propellant pressuriza-

tion, high pressure controls and actuators. By 1960, the missile in-

dustry will gulp down some 300 million cubic feet of the gas per

year. In 1950, helium output was about 63 million cubic feet a year.

INDICATIVE OF AMERICAN POTASH & CHEMICAL CO.'s role in the

missile market: formation of a chemical fuels section. The section

will manage sales of boron and lithium chemicals for exotic fuels

and ammonium and potassium perchlorate for solid propellants.

CHEAPER EXOTICS ARE ON THE WAY: Price of sodium borohydride—
an intermediate for producing Olin Mathieson alkyl borane fuel—is

to go down. Cost of OM's HEF-2 fuel was running $5,000/lb. but is

expected to drop to about $4-10/lb. in full-scale production. The high

energy fuel would enable the B-58, for example, to fly around the

world without a refuel.

LATEST EXOTICS : the diammoniate of tetraborane, a stable B 4H10 2NH3 ,

reported by the University of Michigan; this compound reacts with

water to liberate hydrogen and looks interesting for underwater propul-

sion systems. Meanwhile at Iowa State College, a nitrile has been
reacted with a boron hydride to give B 10H12

• 2MeCN.

STATE OF THE ART of propulsion devices for space flight is "highly

speculative" at the present time according to Rocketdyne's George

Sutton. Liquid propellant rockets now seem our best bet. Atomic
rockets might offer two to three times the specific impulse and other

performance increases might come from successful storage of free

radicals.

BIG BUGABOO IN ETHYLENE OXIDE systems—large amounts of coke in

combustors and carbon in the exhaust. Aerojet, for example, gives ETO
exhaust products as (all per cent by volume) : hydrogen, 9.1; carbon

monoxide, 46.6; methane, 38.4; ethane, 2.0; carbon, 3.9. ETO gives a

C* = 3474 ft/sec (chamber pressure of 750 psi and L* = 1000-2000)

.

ON THE HORIZON: potential replacements for ammonium nitrate oxidants

in solid propellants. Present AN catalysts do not give completely

smokeless exhausts. Newer oxidants, soon to be attractively priced,

wiU not require messy catalysts and promise greater stability and

lower operating pressures.

THE SOLID PROPELLANT PEOPLE have a waste disposal problem, too.

All spillage, waste and residue have to be carefully isolated and carried

out to a dump for burning or detonation. As a result serious study is

being given to "recycling" scrap propellant for use in a new batch.

THE SEPR FIRM has compared the use of hydrogen peroxide and nitric

acid oxidant systems with kerosene fuel for use on manned aircraft.

Nitric acid won on counts of high density, low cost and ease in

handling. With the same fuel, peroxide systems were found to cost

about ten times that of an acid system. The French rocket group ran

acid in some 14,000 static tests and handled about 3000 metric tons

without major trouble. At the same time, six severe accidents occurred

in handling only 200 tons of peroxide.

ATOMIC COLEOPTER has been proposed by Helmut Zborowski, of the

French BTZ firm. A nuclear rocket motor is suggested for boost while

ramjets take over for sustaining cruise. A cylindrical rocket motor
is used.
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stepped-up interest:

Solid Fuel Missiles for the Army

THE ARMY has become increas-

ingly interested in solid propellants

in recent years because of the signifi-

cant technical improvements and the

distinct logistic advantages they offer

for most of the Army's specific needs.

Early in 1945 research on solid

propellants was focused on extending

the operable temperature range. In

time, substitution of a special elasto-

mer or rubber for the asphalt fuel

matrix revealed that cartridge charges

would perform reliably even at —50°

and 160°F. Furthermore, burning was

reproducible at very low chamber pres-

sures, so that the combustion cham-
ber could be lightened and overall per-

formance improved.

Ammonium perchlorate, too. had
been substituted for potassium perchlo-

rate in certain formulations. Thus, pro-

pellant flame temperature was de-

creased and propellant performance in-

creased. Thrust and pressure were
much less sensitive to changes in burn-

ing surface or nozzle throat area. Ex-
haust gases contained no smoke; how-
ever, in very humid atmospheres a

fog was created in a rocket's wake.

The Ordnance Department, recog-

nizing the need to extend development
of the class of propellants and adapt
them to production techniques and spe-

cific missile applications contracted

with Thiokol Chemical Corp. late in

1946 for a broad development pro-

gram. Facilities for this work were
eventually set up at Redstone Arsenal;

later a separate production facility

with substantial capacity was also es-

tablished at Longhorn Ordnance Works
under Thiokol's management.

About this time, March 1947,
JPL experiments were also made using
a radically new charge geometry, the
internal burning star.

With this design combustion
chambers were so well insulated from
the flame by the unburned propellant
that chilled motors retained their sur-

face frost, even after relatively long

By John I. Shafer

Jet Propulsion Laboratory

Huntsville, A labama

static test firings and despite flame

temperatures in excess of 4000°F. As
a result, rocket motor designs could

be based on the room temperature

strength of heat-treated alloys. Per-

formance of solid propellant motors

again increased significantly.

In separate tests they had also

noted that their new rubber-base pro-

pellant could be cast into and the

charge bonded to the combustion
chamber itself. Adhesion occurred

automatically during the charge solidi-

fication operation following casting.

With the adoption of the internal

burning, case-bonded charge, addi-

tional benefits were realized:

1 ) Processing costs were reduced.

2) The charge was fully sup-

ported by the motor against pressure

and acceleration forces throughout

flight.

3) Performance was further im-
proved by eliminating supplemental

charge supports and through higher

propellant loading density.

4) The relatively rigid propel-

lant charge materially supported the

chamber during transport and handling

in the field.

Fundamental research was paying

off with significant technical gains.

During November 1947 and April

1948, flight tests were made with a

small research vehicle to evaluate the

rubber-base propellant for large

boosters. Accelerations in excess of

100 g demonstrated their applicability;

despite a relatively heavy air frame,

velocities were greater than 3500 feet

per second. This motor, in a slightly

shorter length, was pressed into service

as the interim propulsion system for

the Air Force guided missile Falcon
through the cooperative efforts of
Hughes Aircraft Co., JPL, Thiokol
Chemical Corp. and the interested

Armed Services.

Significant improvements in pro-

pellant and motor performance con-

tinue to materialize as a result of the

collective, coordinated effort of all

agencies working on solid propellants.

Today there are alternate propellant

formulations, both composite and
double-base ( nitrocellulose-nitroglycer-

in), that exhibit competitive perform-
ance in large and small motors, so that

the country is not dependent on the

rubber-perchlorate type exclusively.

As a result of the Army's long

and active endeavor in the solid pro-

pellants field, many of its missiles

are based on this form of propulsion.

Some of the newer systems acknowl-

edge the increasing interest in solid

propellants. like the Nike Hercules,

which will in time replace Nike Ajax
and will have a solid propellant sus-

tainer as well as booster. Both Lacrosse

and Hawk will have this type propul-

sion. Even the somewhat larger Cor-

poral will eventually be replaced by
the Sergeant which will be powered by
a solid propellant motor.

In view of the fact that solid pro-

pellant missiles at the end of the war
were unable to compete performance-

wise with liquid systems such as the

V-2, one might ask how they have suc-

ceeded in such a short time in closing

the large gap. Many factors shortened

the time schedule; the following un-

doubtedly contributed

:

1) The solid propellant motor is

inherently very simple. Once basic re-

search had established fundamentally

desirable propellant properties and mo-
tor design criteria as a firm founda-

tion on which to build, progress was

rapid. It might be said as a corollary'

that the motor's simplicity also per-

mitted fundamental solutions to prob-

lems rather than temporary or patch-

up solutions.

2) Interchange of information on

problems and developments has been

quite free in the entire solid propel-

lant field and all agencies have prof-

ited enormously. Unfortunately, the
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problem of "proprietary rights" has en-

tered the field so that the interchange

is now somewhat restrained, but it is

hoped that this problem can be re-

solved soon. As early as 1946 the

Solid Propellant Information Agency
(SPIA), jointly sponsored by all serv-

ices, was created to further this ob-

jective. Important annual symposia

and a strong reliance on SPIA by all

solid propellant personnel are tributes

to its success.

3) Very close liaison by U.S.

Army user agencies and the Ordnance
Corps has repeatedly guided and re-

oriented the research and develop-

ment agency with respect to Armed
Forces problems and requirements.

4) The solid propellant industry

appreciated its early performance de-

ficiencies with respect to liquid propel-

lant systems and therefore concentrated

on first things first. It minimized any
duplication of effort and avoided in

most cases an examination of areas

that might offer fringe benefits only.

In periodically evaluating solid

and liquid propellant systems for new
applications, the Army's special re-

quirements must be kept in mind con-

stantly. Basically it is concerned with

tactical rather than strategic weapon
systems. It therefore demands high

flexibility and unusual mobility con-

sistent with the PENTANA concept

of tactics in which units disperse to

avoid detection and destruction but

converge to fight.

Tactical units must be small, in-

dependent battle groups capable of op-

erating for extended periods at long

distances from higher echelons. They
must no longer be roadbound and tied

to a ponderous logistic tail but must
have improved cross-country mobility

through the increased use of cargo

carriers and air vehicles. Much of the

supplies to and within the field army
must be delivered by aircraft of the

assault cargo and convertiplane type.

Unlike the Navy which carries its

home with it, or the Air Force which
returns home each night, the Army
and its equipment must be able to sur-

vive and function miles from civiliza-

tion in an environment of extreme

heat, cold, humidity, salt spray, fun-

gus, sand or mud. In the chain of sup-

ply from factory to depot to launcher,

experience had shown that even be-

fore PENTANA, the closer one came
to the launcher, the more important

it became to minimize manpower,
equipment and problems of handling

and maintenance. PENTANA now
merely serves to emphasize this.

The fundamental objective of the

missile system itself is to detonate a

warhead on a given target at a desig-

nated time with a specified accuracy.

Delays in launching can frequently be

as serious as inadequate accuracy or

range. The threat of counter-fire, too,

prompts one to "shoot and scoot"

when possible.

Missile ruggedness and reliability

will also be of prime importance.

Units must be capable of withstanding

"humping" loads from railroads, vibra-

tion from aircraft, the jolting from
trucks on rough terrain, as well as fre-

quent loadings and unloadings, yet

maintain a high degree of reliability.

The simpler the system, and the

less it demands manpower having spe-

cial skills or non-standard equipment
requiring special maintenance, the more
desirable it will be.

Solid propellant proponents are

quick to point out that their inherently

simple propulsion system meets most
of these requirements quite well. With
a pre-packaged motor, operations in

support of the propulsion system are

negligible. The need for a large num-
ber of nonstandard trucks, equipment
and personnel with special skills, norm-
ally required for fueling in the field,

is obviated. In addition, missiles stored

with pre-packaged propellants are

available on a moment's notice, a fac-

tor particularly important for anti-air-

craft missions.

They point out, too, that the re-

liability of their propulsion systems is

particularly noteworthy. Motors now in

production, that have firing failures,

ignition malfunctions, improper thrust

program and motor failures constitute

a very small fraction of the total num-
ber of high performance booster or

guided missile propulsion systems used.

The failure rate is less than one-quar-

ter that of comparable liquid systems.

Alternately, the amount of develop-

ment time and money needed to

achieve a given degree of reliability

would be less for the simpler solid

system.

Motor ruggedness in the field and

transportability are enhanced materi-

ally by the stiffening action of the

relatively rigid solid propellant charge,

particularly when case-bonded. With
the trend toward higher-performance

missiles and lighter motor structure,

this factor assumes more importance.

Of interest to programs develop-

ing large motors is the fact that solid

propellant designs may be evaluated in

small inexpensive motors and then

scaled directly to large motors, which
will have identical performance (ex-

cept, of course, for those characteris-

tics that should change with scale).

Motors differing in weight by a factor

of more than one hundred have con-

firmed this early proposition. Of in-

terest, too, is the fact that no one has

yet built a solid propellant motor too

large to work successfully.

In large ballistic missiles the sub-

stitution of solid propellants for liquids

in the tanks would eliminate the guid-

ance complexity normally associated

with fuel sloshing in flight. So, too,

problems normally associated with

control of liquid propellant mixture

ratio are non-existent; in solid propel-

lants the ratio is "frozen" at the fac-

tory. Finally, excessive axial accelera-

tions that could penalize guidance ac-

curacy can, in most cases, be avoided

automatically by selecting an appro-

priate charge design; no separate me-
chanical devices would be necessary.

The report that the cost of solid

propellants after loading in a motor
exceeds that for liquid propellants is,

in most cases, true. However, the cost

of the complete propulsion system

when metal parts are taken into ac-

count appears to be lower for solids

because of their extreme simplicity. In

the ultimate comparison, however, the

relative propulsion costs will probably

be determined by the extent that each

influences the complexity and cost of

their guidance systems.

It is important to maintain a

proper perspective and recognize that

solid propellant systems also have their

problems and disadvantages. Most of

these are concerned primarily with

surface-to-surface ballistic missiles and
the effects of propulsion characteristics

on guidance.

The thrust level of most solid

propellant motors changes much more
with a change in temperature than

liquid systems. This large temperature

sensitivity • increases complexity in

guidance parameter setting (to admit

temperature data) and increases vari-

ability or complexity of the flight com-
puter markedly. These complications in

guidance can be eliminated by tem-
perature-conditioning the motor prior

to its use.

A satisfactory method of varying

the missile range precisely has yet to

be established for solid propellant mo-
tors. Methods of cancelling or termin-

ating thrust, comparable to propellant

valve closure on a liquid system, ap-

pear to be very promising.

In some instances solid propellant

motors exhibit irregular pressure fluc-

tuations and motor vibrations typical of

combustion instability. Guidance com-
ponents then become damaged or de-

graded in accuracy. Fortunately, sev-

eral promising cures have been devised

to eliminate instability if encountered.

Finally, in the event that liquid

rocket investigators succeeded in over-

coming the problems in pre-packaged

liquid systems without a serious penalty

in weight and size, much of the logistic

advantage that solid propellants now
possess would be nullified. A second

look would then be warranted. *
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For the first time. ..the industry's

greatest need. ..100% clean hydraulic

systems with CENTRIFIL

by PERMANENT FILTER

Hydraulic fluid and hydraulic systems that you

can trust, delicate servomechanisms that will not

malfunction, new savings in time, manpower and

money . . . these are the benefits for the aircraft or

missile facility that uses Permanent Filter's

Centrifil, a combination centrifuge and filter. This

entirely new concept in the cleansing of fluids and

systems is the first practical unit to break through

the "dirty oil" barrier that impedes assembly and

testing, and endangers operation.

Flow capacity 1 GPM
Max. oper. pressure. 100 psi

Filters

1 Permanent Filter 40 micron

2 Permanent Filters 2-micron

Centrifuge bowl speed

7200 RPM
Centrifuge G's effect

60,000 G's

Filter cleaning (avg.) . 50 hrs.

Centrifuge cleaning (avg).

100 hrs.

Models of greater

flow capacity available

The Centrifil, Model PSC
(I.), is designed for mobile
use at airfields and missile
sites. Self-contained
(including power plant and
generator), and mounted
on three-wheel power
scooter. Other models for
plant and semi-permanent
installations.

Don't purge systems -CENTRIFIL'' them!
A year of field-testing at aircraft and missile facilities has
proved that "Centrifilling" actually removes 100% of all

metallic and non-metallic contaminant particles over
2 microns in size from hydraulic fluid and systems. New
fluid is invariably contaminated on delivery; delicate valves
and pumps, unavoidably contaminated during assembly
and operation, are safely, completely, and automatically

cleansed when both the new fluid and the system are
Centrifilled instead of purged in the ordinary way.

THE CENTRIFIL IS NOW READY
Permanent Filter's new Centrifil is now in production and
is available for 45-day delivery. For more detailed informa-
tion on this answer to the industry's greatest need, write,

wire, or telephone Permanent Filter Corporation.

PERMANENT FILTER CORPORATION
1800 West Washington, Los Angeles, California, Telephone REpublic 1-7386

Heart of the Centrifil is Perma-
nent Filter's Sintered Bronze
Filter element, available in 400
standard types to meet 2-micron
to 40-micron, specifications.

Newest members of the family of
Permanent Filter's fine filter ele-

ments are the new, improved,
rigid mesh Dutch twill weave,
stainless steel screen filters. Write
for specifications. Available for
immediate delivery.

36 Circle No. 27 on Subscriber Service Card. missiles and rockets
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Solid Propellant Rocket Testing

Accuracy is a must . . . so is quality . . .

because the goal is perfection . . .

By H. E. Westgate

Grand Central Rocket Co.

ALL OF GRAND CENTRAL'S ac-

tivities on solid propellants are

vital and interesting but the testing

phase is by far the most dramatic.

The scurry of activity by the vari-

ous rocket technicians at a test site,

their final withdrawal to the shelter of

the operations bunker, the expectant

silence of the final pre-firing phase cul-

minated by the countdown: '"5-4-3-2-1

fire"—these are the prelude to the roar

and shaft of flame as the rocket re-

sponds to the signal from the firing

bunker.

Technical organization for the test

involves the Chief Test Engineer, his

staff and three subdivisions or groups:

the test mechanics group, the electron-

ics instrumentation group and the data

reduction group.

The rocket engines to be tested are

of three basic kinds: the small research

units supplied by the research depart-

ment in order to determine the feasibil-

ity of certain rocket propellants or

fuels; the larger experimental rockets

designed by the Engineering Division

for full-scale testing, and finally the

well-established production units fired

as part of the continuing check on the

quality of production rockets.

Temperature Conditioning

If the rocket is of a type that will

eventually be fired in the low tempera-

tures of high altitudes or arctic condi-

tions, the test firing may require a pre-

firing conditioning or "soaking" at the

extremely low temperatures to be en-

countered. Or, if the rocket is to be
fired later under conditions of extreme

aerodynamic heating or after being

stored under conditions of tropical heat,

a pre-firing conditioning at elevated

temperatures may be in order.

In either case the mechanics will

follow the test request and place the

rocket in the proper hot or cold box
or pit for the required number of hours

prior to firing. At present Grand Cen-
tral has 19 such conditioning chambers

ranging in size from 2 to 20 feet in

length.

Instrument Calibration

Coincidental with the final phases

of the temperature conditioning of the

engine, the preparation of the proper

instrumentation for determining the

rocket chamber pressure and gross

thrust are readied.

Electrical calibrations alone suffice

for some of the routine tests and are

made with special electrical checking

units. However, for many of the more

precise tests the pressure pickups, which

are installed directly on taps in the en-

gine head and nozzle, are also hy-

draulically calibrated. This calibration

involves the filling of each pickup with

oil and pumping it up to exact pressure

levels in a series of incremental steps.

When a rocket is expected to have

a peak chamber pressure of three thou-

sand pounds per square inch, the pres-

sure pickup or transducer may be

pumped up to one, two, three, four

and five thousand pounds per square

inch. Its electrical output is recorded

at each one of these levels.

Later when the engine is fired

these calibration points serve to fix with

extreme exactitude the various points

on the resulting pressure-time and

thrust-time data. For even more critical

testing, the same procedure is also re-

peated immediately following the test

firing.

This later calibration serves to con-

firm the earlier calibration and to show
with certainty whether or not any small

change has occurred in the calibration

of the entire system during the firing

phase. Such double-checking is expen-

sive and time consuming, however, and

is reserved for the more critical tests.

Mechanical Preparations

While the electronic group is busy

with the pre-firing calibrations, the
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mechanical group is busy, preparing all

the mechanical items necessary for a

successful test. Among these are the

nozzle, the head cap and the handling

and mounting fixtures. The nozzles and

head caps are generally not attached

to the rocket until after engine condi-

tioning since it is safer, especially at

elevated temperatures, to perform the

conditioning with the nozzles and head

caps removed. In this state any acci-

dental ignition would produce only a

static fire since the engine could not

develop appreciable thrust with both

ends open.

When the allotted time for condi-

tioning has elapsed the engine is re-

moved from the conditioning box and

readied for firing. At this point exact

timing of the work counts and advance

preparation and smooth teamwork pay

off. The nozzle and head cap are first

attached to the engine case and then

the final attachment hardware are

clamped on. The rocket is then trans-

ported quickly to the proper firing bay.

Installation of Engine in Firing Bay

To expedite this series of steps, the

conditioning areas, assembly area and

the firing bays are located as close to-

gether as permitted by safety considera-

tions. Six large firing bays are currently

available at Grand Central's Redlands

test site. All bays are of the type which

secure the rocket engines in a horizontal

position. This type has been found to

be most convenient and minimizes the

requirement for overhead handling

equipment. All of the bays are equipped

with heavy structural rails imbedded in

thick reinforced concrete floors. These

rails provide a strong anchor for the

engine test stands.

The test stands are cradle-like

structures which serve primarily to sup-

port and anchor down the rockets dur-

ing the test firings. Some are merely

used to support and hold down the

motors. Others allow the motor to shift

slightly forward when firing and so

exert the firing thrust on measuring in-

struments. These in turn relay this in-

formation electronically to the instru-

ment bunker.

Engines to be operated under

specific high or low temperatures have

to be capable of properly igniting under

those conditions. As soon as a rocket

is removed from a conditioning box its

temperature naturally starts to return

to the temperature of the existing sur-

roundings. It is therefore necessary that

the engine be fired as quickly as pos-

sible after its removal from the condi-

tioning box if the required high or low

temperature firing is to be a valid test.

The mechanical operations of prop-

erly installing a rocket in a complex

firing stand may, by virtue of the

existence of special mechanical features,

require upwards of a hundred or more
bolts in this final assembly. Likewise,

a complete complement of electrical in-

strumentation to adequately determine

chamber pressures, case temperatures

and strains along with the thrust, may
involve the last minute installation and

electrical hook-up of as many as thirty

or more electrical pickups and gages.

These last-minute electrical and

mechanical operations must therefore

be performed under stringent time

limitations which necessitate precise

and efficient operation.

In some cases the speed element

can be successfully slowed down by

constructing a hot or cold conditioning

box right in the firing bay surrounding

the engine itself. This saves last-minute

time but in general adds so much com-
plexity to the test that this method is

not as widely employed as might be

expected.

Firing Instrumentation

Solid propellant engines may, de-

pending on their size and grain con-

figuration, burn anywhere from a frac-

tion of a second to several minutes. In

either case precise recording of the

electric signals coming into the instru-

ment room from the various instru-

ments on the rocket is essential. These

signals, when interpreted later, give the

detailed technical picture of the firing.

Hence there is a need for the fastest

and most accurate recording devices.

Firing test data at Grand Central

is generally recorded on long rolls of

light-sensitive paper, the data being

traced on the paper during the firing

by banks of accurate, light-beam gal-

vanometers. An eight to ten foot strip

of paper 5 to 12 inches wide, all filled

with a seemingly meaningless series of

curved, wiggled, interrupted and other-

wise deflected galvanometer traces may
constitute the entire data from a fir-

ing which may last less than a second

but. which may cost hundreds or thou-

sands of dollars in materials and man-

Latest addition to Grand Central's facilities—three test bays for static firing small and medium-sized solid-propellant rocket motors.
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Attendants remove the lid from a large vertical pit-oven preparatory to curing operation.

hours of testing time.

For tests of longer duration, the

results of a single test may cover sev-

eral hundred feet of this same paper.

From the complexity of the lines and
the length of the paper the subsequent

job of data reduction can be readily

appreciated. In most cases the roll or

rolls, known as "the record" generally

represent about 80 per cent of the data

from a typical test firing.

Additional data is obtained visually

by direct viewing, regular movies, high-

speed movies or closed-circuit televi-

sion. Additional audio information may
be obtained directly by listening or by

a more accurate microphone-tape re-

corder combination.

Grand Central has just finished in-

stalling at the Redlands test area a

completely new automatic fire control

console and associated racks of the

necessary power supplies, amplifiers,

monitors, and recorders. A wide va-

riety of both D.C. and carrier amplifier

recording channels are provided. By
utilizing a system of switchboard plugs

any combination of amplifiers and re-

rocket engineering

corders may be plugged into lines ex-

tending to any of the six firing bays.

Firing

When the engine has been finally

installed in the firing bay and all the

instruments have been calibrated and
attached to the motor, the engineers

make their final checks and the time

comes for the last minute operations.

The test safety man checks the firing

area and withdraws, progressively arm-
ing various key points of the firing lines

as he leaves.

The safety man also brings the

connecting safety "jumper" which is

the final electrical link to complete the

current flow between the firing console

and the igniter. This jumper, which he
carries at all times when working with

a rocket in the bays, is his assurance

that no one can fire the rocket before

he and his men are safely in the ob-

servation bunker.

This jumper is now inserted in its

proper socket in the firing console.

When the instrumentation technicians

are sure that all their recording gear is

ready, they switch on the firing system,

thus arming the firing console.

The firing operator then pushes

the firing button. From here on the

operation is entirely automatic and thus

eliminates the possibility of any last

minute errors of the test personnel.

The firing console starts the electronic

five minute countdown. Safety gate

locks are monitored, and if any are

left open or are later opened, the con-

sole will "kill" the firing. When the

LEFT—Test mechanics lowering a motor into a conditioning box. RIGHT—Final checking of nozzle fit before clamping motor to stand.
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A portion of the instrumentation room which houses the power supplies, monitors, ampli-

fiers., recorders, and switchboard panels for instantaneous channeling and recording data.

unit reaches the X-minus-thirty-second

point the count-down delays begin to

turn on cameras, recorders and other

testing devices.

The electronic voice recorder

drones out the verbal portion of the

countdown in perfect synchronism with

the timing unit. When it calls "Fire!"

the rocket engine igniter is fired and

the rocket engine surges to life. After

the firing is over there is a brief wait

which is terminated by the familiar all

clear signal.

Post-Firing Procedure

Following the all-clear signal the

test mechanics start to dismantle the

mechanical set-up and the electronics

group unloads all the recorders and

cameras and process the film and paper.

The engine itself then comes in for

some further study.

Auto accident analysts and air

crash investigators have nothing on

rocket development engineers when it

comes to the analysis of charred engine

parts, or in cases where there is an en-

gine malfunction during testing.

The spent shell of a burned-out

or fractured rocket engine may seem

a worthless item. Actually the reverse

is true. A normally spent rocket test

engine is always carefully handled and

precisely weighed to determine the de-

gree of completeness with which the

propellant grains burned. The nozzle is

inspected for flame erosion, residues and

high temperature effects. The final

nozzle orifice size is recorded by mi-

crometer readings or micro-projector

diagrams.

In the case of a malfunction, the

analysis is even more thorough. This is

generally true for two reasons. If the

engine's performance was unique, un-

usual or just plain undesirable it is

vital that the results be sifted to de-

termine the exact causes of the par-

ticular malfunction.

Depending on the violence of the

malfunction, it is possible that impor-

tant instruments may have separated

from the engine at the moment when
the most enlightening data was being

obtained. In the case of total failure

the fragments of the rocket chamber
and nozzle are methodically collected

and fitted together to try to determine

whether the failure was due to heat,

pressure, imperfect parts or other

causes. Often a sharp or dull-edged

fragment, a tiny scorched piece of the

case or a battered nozzle will give the

clue as to what corrective engineering

has to be undertaken.

When all the data from the re-

corders, cameras, observers and inspec-

tors has been collected and the initial

photo-processing, logging, marking and

other basic operations have been com-
pleted, the combined and somewhat
heterogeneous collection of information

is ready to leave the test site and for-

warded to the data reduction group.

Data Reduction

The tools employed by data reduc-

tion computers are primarily translu-

cent "light-tables" (for properly in-

specting the test records), scales, plani-

meters, sliderules and conventional cal-

culating machines. The test data is thor-

oughly analyzed with these tools by
converting the traces on the record rolls

to typed data and charts which give

engine burning time and thrust, com-
bustion chamber pressure and wall

stresses, nozzle temperatures, propel-

lant specific impulse and other useful

engineering information.

The New Remote Test Site

To meet the continual need for

testing very large solid propellant roc-

ket engines. Grand Central has set up
a large motor test facility in an 1800

acre portion of an 8000 acre isolated

mountainous area near Beaumont.

Calif. Instrumentation vans have been

obtained and are being equipped to pro-

vide mobile instrumentation facilities

for this new Beaumont area. One large

firing bay is already in use in the new
test area and other bays are under con-

struction in line with the need for con-

tinued and expanded work in the field

of solid propellant missile development.

missiles and rockets



R. B. HURLEY, holder of degrees

from the University of California and
University of Southern California, is a

Design Specialist at CONVAlR-POAfONA,
He is a nationally-recognized author

and lecturer in the field of transistors.

"Engineers— here's how we're taking part in

the electronics revolution toward solid state devices"

"Here at cowair-pomo.ya, we are constantly studying

ways to apply the new miniature solid state electronic

devices : the diode, rectifier and transistor. So new is this

semiconductor infant, and so vast its future — both for

the military and industry — that our teams of electronics

engineers actually 'go to school' under some of the fore-

most experts in the field.

"As the first fullv-integrated missile plant in the U.S.,

CONVAIR-POA/O.va designs and builds the Navy's terrier

supersonic missile. And, realizing the potential value of

solid state devices in meeting the critical requirements

of such airborne missiles, we initiated a 'transistor pro-

gram' early in 1953. This program has multiplied many
times to become one of the most important in the

industry.

"You, as an engineer, can appreciate the tremendous

expansion that will come in the application of solid state

electronic devices in the next few years. And you can

readily understand the advantages of studying and work-

ing with these devices, guided by the advanced thinking

you will find at CONVAIR-POA/ONA.

"You'll like the atmosphere here, where you see and

feel accomplishment. And you will enjoy living in

Southern California's beautiful Pomona valley. For

greater career opportunity — for your future's sake —
send for more information about convair-poa/ona toduyl

Write to: Engineering Personnel, Dept. 3-M

CONVAI R
POMONA

POMONA • CALIFORNIA

CONVAIR IS A DIVISION OF GENERAL DYNAMICS CORPORATION
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Swing to Solid Propellants

gaining momentum in missile planning

By John Wilson

Atlantic Research Corp.

CONTROVERSY BETWEEN
liquid and solid propellant engineers

over the relative merits of their pro-

pulsion system seldom leads to an im-

partial analysis of exactly where the

two types stand in the current state of

the art. A comparison of the present

status and possible future status of

the two systems is needed. It is needed
not only by military planners, but by
rocket and missile engineers who need
to know the probabilities and the pos-

sibilities of development. The missile

propulsion systems now in the dream-
and-scheme stage can then take shape
around the anticipated propellant de-

velopments.

Transportation planners are also

interested in future propulsion possi-

bilities for missiles. The big question

mark here—how soon may we start

using missiles for passengers, mail and
freight deliveries? Nonmilitary uses of

rocket power in the past have been
limited largely to aircraft-assisted-take-

off units—JATO bottles.

Planners now count on rocket

power for routine transportation pos-

sibly within the next quarter of a cen-

tury. In order that this go beyond
the Buck Rogers day dreaming stage,

costs must be drastically reduced to

compete with air rates. Big technical

problem to be solved is bringing the

missile down safely, and exactly where
you want it.

Current Status

Evaluation of the liquid versus

solid propellant systems currently in

operation must consider other types of

propulsion now being used.

Turbojet applications, although

limited because of altitude and sub-

sonic speeds, power the Petrol, Mata-
dor, Regains, and Snark missiles. Ram-
jets, operating from subsonic to Mach
5 or better at altitudes up to 100,000
feet, propel the Bomarc, Talos, Nav-

aho, and Triton. The turbojet Snark

and ramjet Navaho both have 5,000-

mile range, but certainly neither should

be compared to the liquid-propelled

ICBM Titan and Atlas.

Ramjet and turbojet powerplants

will continue to be used for manned
and low-speed, low-altitude missiles,

filling both military and civilian needs.

It is in the long-range, high-speed

missile field that liquid-propellant or

solid-propellant systems will be called

to supply the needed power for the

immediate future.

The liquid propelled missiles are

the most glamorous and consume the

major part of missile funds. In con-

trast, there are a greater number of

solid propellant missiles. Most are of

small size for tactical missions.

This decided movement toward

using solid propellants for a greater

number of missile systems stems pri-

marily from the difficulties involved

in handling liquid propellants.

Advantages and disadvantages of

liquid propellants are familiar to all

missile men, and are quickly recited.

Specific impulse is now up to 25%
greater than for solid propellants. The
operation pressure can be low, heat

transfer can be regulated, and the rate

and richness of the fuel oxidizer ratio

can be regulated. However, it is in

this separate handling of fuel and oxi-

dizer that liquid propellants cause the

most grief.

In the liquid propelled rocket

plumbing becomes an outstanding and
overwhelming engineering problem.

Solid propellants. with a lower

specific impulse and presently lacking

the control features which liquid pro-

pellants possess, has, in its ease of

handling, a big lever with which to

topple liquid propellants from their his-

torically predominent position.

Missile work gets its big impetus

from the military planners, and what

the military decides is by and large the

direction missile development is going

to take. Defense appropriations pay for

present missile research and develop-

ment and any peaceful applications

must involve as few modifications as

possible. Aside from defense alloca-

tions there isn't enough available
*

money for fruitful peaceful missile

development.

Liquid Propellant Missiles

First consideration will be given

to the liquid propellant missiles, which,

in addition to their glamour value, have

involved multi-billion dollar expendi-

tures. The known missiles in this cate-

gory are: Rascal, Corporal, Nike Ajax,

Titan, Bomarc, Jupiter, Redstone, Thor

and Atlas.

The Air Force intercontinental

ballistic missiles, Atlas and Titan and

the intermediate range ballistic missile,

Thor, are liquid propelled. The Army
has Redstone and Jupiter, although

prospects of the Jupiter is clouded since

Secretary of Defense Wilson gave the

longer-range ballistic missiles to the Air

Force. It is felt that the story is not

yet completely told; and although the

Jupiter missile is within the range stipu-

lated, work continues. The mass-pro-

duced Nike-Ajax is the missile that the

Army has deployed for defense all over

the world. It is, by far, the most oper-

ational missile today.

Liquid propellant missiles owe
much to the success achieved by the

German scientists of Peenemunde dur-

ing World War II. Many refinements

have been made since and a lot of per-

plexing problems have been answered.

Essentially the advances made in Am-
erican liquid propulsion systems are

not far removed from the German
technology. Many engineers feel these

same German missile men have been

allowed to dominate the liquid pro-

pellant thinking.
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rocket engineering

As is repeatedly pointed out, it

was solid propellants that got a head

start, beginning with the Chinese

rockets of the 13th century. Liquid

propellants have had the longest record

of concentrated development activity.

Goddard's first experiments with liquid

propellants began in 1921; his first

liquid-propellant vehicle was launched

in 1926.

Before World War II, major

rocket development effort was con-

centrated in Germany, predominately

in the liquid propellant field. Thus,

liquid propellants have a continuous

35-year development history. Solid

propellants had their first serious start

during the last war but major effort

has come only since the war. At most,

solid propellants have a 15-year history

of concentrated development.

In the meantime liquid propellant

men are striving for plumbing simpli-

city. A benefit of this simplification

would be the successful design of a

small diameter liquid propellant mis-

sile. The best prospect today is the

Naval Ordnance Test Station's 5-inch

liquid-bipropellant aircraft rocket
(LAR). Although this missile is un-

guided, the propulsion system, if suc-

cessful in operation, could be applied

to smaller tactical guided missiles.

Development of a monopropel-

lant that could be handled as safely

as aircraft fuel would give ease of

handling both in servicing the weapon

and in design of the missile system.

Development of a liquid monopropel-

lant presents many of the problems of

a solid propellant, which is also a

"monopropellant".

Swing Toward Solids

The listing of solid propellant mis-

siles is more extensive and diversified.

It includes the most outstanding oper-

ational or near operational: Gimlet,

Mighty Mouse, Zuni, Falcon, Side-

winder, Sparrow, Bull Pup, Hawk, Tar-

tar, Terrier, Dart, Honest John, Little

John, Sergeant, Lacrosse, and Polaris.

The greater number of missiles,

when compared with the liquid propel-

lant list is immediately evident; not

that either list claims to be exhaus-

tive. Evident also, of course, is the size

range, from the 2-inch Gimlet and

2.75-inch Mighty Mouse to the 30-

inch Honest John.

Key entry among the solid propel-

lants is the navy's intermediate range

missile Polaris. Until it was decided to

develop Polaris as a solid propellant

missile, the down-to-earth thinking on

large missiles was in liquid propellants.

The barrier to large solid propellant

missiles has apparently been breached.

In view of other shipboard mis-

siles, either solid propellant or jet pro-
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pelled, such as Terrier, Regulus, Side-

winder, the Navy's decision on Polaris

was to be expected. Considering the

difficulties present in carrying aircraft

fuels aboard ship, there is little chance

the Navy will involve itself with diffi-

cult-to-handle liquid propellants.

H. S. Seifert in an article on the

development of missile propulsion for

the last 25 years in "Jet Propulsion,"

November 1955, forecast the Polaris

decision.

"Liquid rockets have held the lead

as motive power for large-scale, long-

range applications, but even here new
developments in solid rockets indicate

that this supremacy may be chal-

lenged."

It would be premature to say that

the supremacy of liquid propellant pro-

pulsion systems is challenged. It is evi-

dent that for large-scale, long-range,

high-speed applications, movement is

under way to break the monopoly of

liquid propellants. Messrs. Stehling and

Foster (m/r, Oct. 56, p. 58) proposed

a rocket vehicle for a flight to the

moon utilizing a solid propellant pro-

pulsion system. Considering the prac-

tically religious adherence to liquid

propellants for this chore in the past,

this would almost constitute a major

breakthrough.

An outstanding example of solid

propellants leading over liquid propel-

lants is research rockets. Ease of de-

velopment and handling are manda-

tory for research rockets. The only

liquid propellant research rocket is the

Aerobee, and Aerobee-Hi. The solid

propellant research rockets now in use

are: Arcon, Asp, Deacon, Cajun, Dan,

Iris, Rockaire, Rockoon, Terrapin, and

Wasp.
Synthesizing of the composite solid

propellants has spearheaded the drive

into the longer-range high-speed field.

A new development in solid propellants

was needed if they were to keep pace

with modern needs.

The prevailing philosophy of

World War II and immediately there-

after was to use large quantities of rela-

tively short-range missiles to insure a

reasonable kill probability. This is the

barrage or saturation approach. Today,

however, reliance is more and more be-

ing placed on a very few units of long

range and high accuracy. We might

call this the pin-point approach.

Solid propellant internal-burning

grains were ideally suited for saturation

tactics but they find considerable diffi-

culty in meeting the new demands
made upon them. There is an urgent

demand for an end-burning grain which

will answer the strategic and tactical

need, including those of ballistic mis-

siles. This need is being met by com-
posite propellants.

In contrast, liquid propellant tech-

nology has shown no similar break-
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In almost every missile today
you will find YARDNEY
SILVERCEL batteries
. . . Tested and evaluated at every
step—from research and design,

through production, field test, and
end use—SILVERCEL® batteries
have met the rigid requirements
of Spec. MIL-E-5272A.

500,000 Yardney silver-zinc
cells bought and used by
the U.S. Armed Forces!

Compact, up to 5 times more
powerful than other batteries, the
YARDNEY SILVERCEL® is also

used in aircraft, vibrators, dynamotors,
portable TV and motion picture
cameras, R/C model planes and boats,
and many other applications.

To solve your power problem
... or for assistance in checking your
battery requirements . . . contact
our Applications Engineering
Department for free consultation
service.

See the latest

missile batteries

WESCON
booth No. 2615

©1967 Yardney Electric

Patents pending and granted

throughout the world.

YARDNEY
ELECTRIC
CORPORATION
"Pioneers In

Compact Power"

40 Leonard Street, New York 13, N. Y.

through. To make this breakthrough

composite propellants must be consid-

ered. It is the development of compos-
ite propellants which has made possible

such propellant systems as the Polaris.

It is possibly a polymer-based com-
posite propellant. since Aerojet has

done extensive work in this field.

These composite solid propellants

are drawing great interest as the pro-

pellants that will speed tomorrow's
rockets—such as rubberbase-polymers

at Thiokol, as well as Aerojet's polyure-

thane-base.

Despite this advance afforded by
composite propellants. solid propellant

systems suffer a serious impediment.
Traditionally, a solid propellant system
is a constant energy device which can-

not be metered for operation. This ob-

stacle can and is being overcome, al-

though the details are still classified.

If development of solid propellant

military and research missiles is mov-
ing into the large-diameter long-range

field that liquid propellant has had
staked out for itself, then it is indi-

cated that solid propellants are going

to be next to impossible to stop.

Ion-Atomic Propulsion

The challenge, of course, to both

liquid propellant and solid propellant

systems is ionic or nuclear propulsion.

Latest in the ionic propulsion category

is the plasma jet with high temperature

and low thrust. Solve the metallurgical

problem of high temperature and boost

the missile out to where the low ionic

thrust is all you need and you're in

business. It has been proposed that a

rocket boosted to the ionosphere could

pick up enough energy with solar bat- .

teries to continue on its way.

Barring an unexpected break-

through, missiles of the immediate fut-

ure will be propelled by liquid or solid

propellants.

The propellant systems may. how-
ever, be hybrid. A system utilizing

liquid oxidizer for a solid fuel has been

designed. Systems such as Vanguard
with the first two stages liquid and the

last solid might be considered hybrid.

But so then must all the liquid pro-

pellant missiles with solid propellant

boosters and gas generators.

It is certainly possible that such

hybrids will win out over "pure sys-

tems" of strictly one propellant. What
will happen and has happened is that

each system will be used, alone or in

combination, as conditions dictate.

It is current operational conditions

which are dictating the pronounced

swing toward easily handled, increased

performance, composite propellants.

Startling new developments in solid pro-

pellants should be expected in the near

future.*
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need a match?

At Firestone, you'll find the right match for

your wits — the match to explode your

concepts into brilliant reality. The secret?

Firestone's small-project approach to

large-scale engineering problems.

For your career, this plan assures the broadest

scope of achievement, with all the rewards

of success. And of course, it also secures

Firestone's accustomed role of leadership in

guided missile and other defense projects.

In a word, everybody wins

!

The challenge is exciting. In Los Angeles,

our major effort is the continuing development

program for the Army's Corporal. In

Monterey — Carmel-by-the-Sea, our new

Engineering Lab is also blazing trails

in guided missile and related fields. And don't

discount this big dividend: while your

career is going up, your family (and you)

will enjoy living it up in California!

Write us today for an exceptional opportunity

to match your talent in these fields:

Test Equipment Design

Electronic Servo-Engineering

Instrumentation

Electronic Systems

'trCStOttC^G U I D E D MISS

RESEARCH • DEVELOPMENT • MANUFACTURE

FIND YOUR FUTURE AT FIRESTONE • LOS ANGELES • MONTEREY

WRITE: ENGINEERING STAFF DIRECTOR, LOS ANGELES 54, CALIFORNIA
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THIS
JOB
CAN'T
WAIT!

The computer system for the Intermediate Range and
Intercontinental Ballistic Missiles being built by Remington Rand
Univac is vital to national defense.

The United States must be ready to deliver a swift and
crushing counterpunch in case of enemy attack. The Univac®
system would guide such missiles as the Air Force's TITAN
and THOR on their missions of retribution.

There is immediate need for qualified men in Univac's highly

essential ICBM program. Here is your opportunity to take

part in a fascinating, crucially important project . . . your
opportunity to find a permanent position and limitless

future with Univac — world leader in the field of

electronic computers.

Immediate Openings for

ELECTRONIC ENGINEERS for

component engineering, transistor

circuit applications, circuit analysis

and design, reliability, engineer-

ing test, component evaluation,

quality control and specifications.

MATHEMATICIANS, BS, MS, and PhD levels for

programming, math research, statistical analysis,

data conversion. One to seven years' experience.

PHYSICISTS, BS, MS, PhD levels for research and
development of systems and circuitry of digital

computers, for evaluation of component relia-

bility, and for physical research including evapo-
rative thin film research and other solid state

phenomena.

Also, other non-military career openings at our
laboratories in Philadelphia, Pa., Norwalk, Conn.,
and St. Paul, Minn.

Send complete resume to:

ffiemlngtiem. Hand Blftiinr
DIVISION OF SPERRY RAND CORPORATION

MR. H. A. POENACK
Dept. S8-39

Univac Park • St. Paul 16, Minn.

$ Registered U. S. Potent Offiw
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Phillips Petroleum Co., a major factor in

solid propellant development and produc-

tion since 1952, is contractor-operator of Air

Force Plant 66 at McGregor, Texas. Phillips'

Rocket Fuels Division's first major develop-

ment was the Ml 5 JATO. Phillips also lists

three large off-the-shelf booster units for mil-

itary missile and sled applications. Units are:

Pusher, Producer and Megaboom. RIGHT
—Temperature-conditioned booster unit is

systematically checked before test firing.

Air Force Pushing Big

RIGHT—Solid propellant mixing machinery.

FAR RIGHT—Propellant grains moving along

conveyor belts in cooling room. BELOW

—

Lift truck used by Plant 66 for transporting

complete solid propellant motors in the plant.

RIGHT—A batch of propellant emerges from

an extruder. An attendant, through remote

control closed-circuit TV, operates the pro-

cessing machinery. FAR RIGHT—Rotary

vacuum reduces moisture content of a solid

ingredient used in rocket fuel development.
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Significant shapes
off today. .

.

and the future

DELTA WING
...on the Convair F-102A supersonic intercep-

tor, gives a bonus in performance and speed

with less aerodynamic drag at transonic and

supersonic speeds.

"The dime and the Shafer Bearing are shown actual

size. The bearing is the new RM-4, conservatively

rated at 1750 pounds in male and female rod ends.

CHAIN tELT COMI

AREA RULE
. . . fuselage enables the F- 1 02A to pass smoothly

through Mach 1 with scarcely a tremor of buffet-

ing at transonic speeds.

. . . Shafer Aircraft Bearings are used on F- 102A
control linkages because, size for size, a Shafer

will deliver more capacity than any other

self-aligning, anti-friction bearing.

... is still the most important "shape" today and

in the future. Shafer Bearings save plenty of

Dimes in design and production stages and in

service. Elimination of roller end wear and

race surface scuffing alone adds to life. And

Shafer original relubrication-in-service with-

out disassembly adds 3 to 10 times to the serv-

ice life of a Shafer Bearing over those not re-

lubricated.

ROUND PEGS
IN SQUARE HOLES?
If that's the shape you're in with design para-

meters that seem to call for more bearing capac-

ity than you can put in the allotted space, why

not contact your Shafer Aircraft Bearing Spe-

cialist today, or write for Catalog 54 and get

the full story. Shafer Bearing Division, CHAIN
Belt Company, Downers Grove, 111.

Circle No. 28 on Subscriber Service Card.
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engineering briefs

New High-Heat, Low
Cost Fuel Reported

Missiles and Rockets has learned

that preliminary work has been com-
pleted on a new concept in high energy

fuels. The new fuel is said to combine
ultra heat of combustion, good han-

dling properties, and after a low molec-

ular weight, all gaseous, smokeless ex-

haust. The compound and its combus-
tion products are non-toxic. Further,

the fuel is apparently stable when pure.

Though not named, the fuel can be

burned in air, or with any conventional

oxidant. Reports state that higher heats

of combustion (BTU/gal) over conven-

tional hydrocarbons or metal hydrides

are in evidence.

Perchloryl Floride

Now on Market
Perchloryl fluoride, C103F, is be-

ing introduced by Pennsalt Chemicals.

Available in pilot plant quantities, PF
is a gas (bp-52 F) which can be safely

stored in liquid form (critical tempera-

ture 203 C F, critical pressure 53 atm,

specific gravity 1.4). High reactivity is

a feature of the colorless, non-corro-

sive material with a characteristic

sweet odor. PF is said to be thermally

stable to 500°C and stable to me-
chanical shock but reacts on contact

•with most organic materials. Acute
vapor toxicity is placed at 2000-4000

rpm (4 hrs. exposure).

Oxygen Generating Plant

Nearing Completion

New $5.5 million liquid oxygen

generating plant now nearing comple-

tion at the Experimental Rocket En-

gine Test Laboratory at the Air Force

Flight Test Center, Edwards AFB, will

produce 150 tons of liquid oxygen

i
daily, with 15 tons of liquid nitrogen

I per day as a byproduct. Latter is used

for prechilling liquid oxygen missile

tanks and pressurization of component
missile equipment.

Solid Motor Cases

Made of New Plastics

Polcarbonates-condensation prod-

ucts of phosgene and bis-phenyl-A are

now appearing as high-impact and ten-

sile strength plastics which may soon

wind up as motor laminates or pos-

sibly as a fuel-binder for solids. GE
has come out with its "Lexan" poly-

carbonate while Bayer of Germany and
Eastman Kodak are also doing work
with this material.
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FREEZE-UP of solenoid-controlled valve in airborne system at — 65°F can
choke off vital air supply. Manufacturer faces tight contract delivery schedule.

SPECIAL HEATING unit custom-designed and delivered by G.E. in 5 days
enables stock valve to function properly, saves customer time, money.-

AIR VALVE OPERATING AT -65°F SHOWS HOW . .

.

General Electric Specialty Heating
Maintains Component Temperature

When components must be kept at

operating temperature, G-E specialty

heating equipment does the job! Ther-

mal conditioning applications ranging

from hydraulic and electronic compo-

nents to tiny test instruments have all

been solved by experienced G-E heating

engineers.

LET US ANALYZE YOUR HEATING

PROBLEM. Whether it's fast delivery

on a prototype or quantity production,

General Electric can provide specialty

heating products engineered to your

specific component needs.

FOR MORE INFORMATION contact

your local General Electric Apparatus

Sales Office or send coupon.

j
General Electric Company

I
Section B220.12, Schenectady 5, N. Y.

Please send bulletin GEA-6285A, G-E I

Specialty Heating Equipment

for immediate project

for reference only

Name

Position

Company

City —- State.

7h>gress Is Our Most Important Product

GENERAL® ELECTRIC
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This is

NATIONAL
NORTHERN

, . newest AP& CC division

Dedicated to research,

development and production in

rocket power
technology

Test a rocket motor's performance at 100,000 feet altitude . . . de*

mine how extremes of temperature affect explosive and propeli

charges . . . develop igniters of maximum sturdiness and reliabil

These are typical activities at National Northern Division, West H
over, Mass., latest addition to the American Potash family. Her

qualified staff of scientists and technicians conducts research, de

opment, field testing and production of propellants for rockets i

missiles, explosives, pyrotechnics, detonators, igniters, squibs, !

generators, fuzes and other itemsjr

Extreme environmental conditijftis are simulated in the laboraj

or encountered in actual fieldJrests on the firing range at West B
over or the 1900-acre test range at Halifax, Mass. Here, too, APfl

will extend its facilities mr the investigation and development

Trona* boron, lithium and perchlorate chemicals in high energy fi

For more than ten years National Northern has demonstrated

ability to work in close coordination with others. As an integral
J

of American PotaSh & Chemical Corporation it is ready to a
work for you! £r

We invite inquiries leading to research and production contri

NATIONAL NORTHERN'S CURRENT FIELDS OF ACTIVITY:

ROCKET-MOTOR -IGNITER DEVELOPMENT • GAS GENERATORS • SURVEILLANCE TEST i

EXPLOSIVES AND AMMUNITION • EFFECT OF ALTITUDE ON PERFORMANCE OF EXPLcj

PROPELLANTS. TRACERS AND INCENDIARY ELEMENTS • DESIGN OF ELECTRIC DETONATOI
SQUIBS • AIRCRAFT VULNERABILITY TESTS AND EVALUATION • EXPLOSIVE METAL FCi



missile production

Evolution

of a Method
By George Shaw

Grotnes ~Machine TsAethod Adapts

to Production of Power-Plant

and 7\4issile Components

^^^^^

WHEN CHARLES C. GROTNES
launched his business in 1898,

building machines to produce tapered

steel barrel hoops, his product was
geared to that age. Today, more than

50 years later, they are doing essen-

tially the same job of forming metals,

but in a more complex manner and on

a vastly larger scale; as much at home
in the age of the atom as in the barrel

shop.

Die casting, drop forging and

stamping processes have been in gen-

eral use almost as long as metals have

been formed by machinery, but the

method of altering the shape of cold

metal by expansion and shrinking

started with Grotnes. The basic prin-

ciple involved is fairly simple and very

adaptable. In fact, the magnitude of

the jobs it can perform is only limited

by the size of the equipment available,

and this explains the enormous size

and power of some of the Grotnes ma-
chines in use throughout the world.

The name plate on a piece of

Grotnes equipment bears the legend,

"equipment for expanding—shrinking

—

rolling of metals." The legend suggests

a line of exceptional machines which

will form a piece of cold plate to al-

most any shape required at low cost

and at a high rate of production.

It does not, however, suggest the

wide application of these machines to

an age that creates new and complex
problems in metalworking almost daily.

The wooden barrels have given way
to guided missile parts and freezer cabi-

nets; to washers and dryers and irriga-

tion pipes, and the machines have kept
pace. The method remains the same
but the machines have grown in mag-
nitude and in utility until today there

is a Grotnes machine that will shrink

or expand a piece of metal into a cyl-

inder, a square or a polygon.

Demand for Auto Rims

Shortly after the turn of the cen-

tury the automotive age began its slow

roll into the realm of heavy industry.

The new carriages, if they were to be

really efficient, had to have steel rims

for their rubber tires. Grotnes was

called upon to develop a method to

form and mass-produce the rims.

The hoop expanding machines

were turned to production of steel

rims, and Grotnes became associated

with the tremendous surge of mass pro-

duction in the automobile industry.

Today practically all of the automo-

biles, trucks and agricultural machin-

ery in the world roll on rims produced

by Grotnes machines, or on machines

using the Grotnes method.

Of the three basic operations com-

prising the Grotnes method the rolling

operation is the least adaptable. While

the rolling operation can only be per-

formed on a cylinder or "coil," the ex-

panding and shrinking operations range

from, and to, any shape desired.

The cylindrical stock is formed on

a weld roller, an operation that rolls the

weld into the metal comprising the

sheet stock and the weld is smoothed

out on a Grotnes weld roller. This coil,

as it is called, can then be rolled, shrunk

or expanded to any shape required,

without heating. Some of the more
complicated operations may call for an-

nealing between steps, but generally the

forming is done without the need for

treatment of the metal as in other

methods.

In the production of a jet engine

ring, the coil first goes to an expander

where a channel or bead is expanded

into the center section of the cylinder.

This first operation facilitates the last

one, where the coil is slit to form two

rings identical in size and configuration.

When the bead is expanded the coil is

placed between two rings, one an ex-

pander ring and the other a hold-back

ring. Corresponding dies in the two

rings allow for consistent control of

very close tolerances.

The coil then goes to the rim rol-

lers for profiling. Two hydraulically

operated spindles, mounting suitable

tooling for the profile desired, form the

rim in a continuous operation. The
upper spindle is fixed, while the lower

one is moved upward against the rim

by hydraulically operated toggle link-

age. Thus a differential can be pro-

vided in the gear train of one spindle

and thereby reduce slippage between

the roll and the part.

Rates of feed can be varied so

that in any given operation the desired

number of turns will be provided to

form the desired contour. Cold forming

of metals this way is said to materially

improve the mechanical properties of

the metal and uniform thickness is

maintained throughout the part.
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View looking into the 'maw' of a

box arrangement at left. This sh

alloy steel and titanium.

shrinlcer. Simplicity of operation can be seen in the control

inlter sizes heavy ring sections of stainless steel, aluminum,

More ecnomical production is

claimed for Grotnes machines than with

processes which, in principle, can pro-

duce the same results. The reasons

cited are, simpler manufacturing proc-

esses, versatility and adaptability. Quick
changeover of forming rolls permits

handling of a wide range of shapes and

sizes of materials. As noted earlier the

rim roller can only handle circular ma-
terial; however with the expander and

shrinker the dies on the machines can

be adjusted to handle any shape.

The Grotnes expander is probably

one of the most fascinating pieces of

machinery ever devised for general ap-

plication. No quality or characteristic

of metal is overlooked in the design

of expander principle and operation

and surely there is no more versatile

a mechanical apparatus in the metal-

working field. To borrow a simile from

the machine—any improvement in the

expander is an expansion of the prin-

ciple itself.

Such metals as mild steel, alloy

steel, stainless, titanium and aluminum

can be formed on the expander and the

process is called the most economical

means of forming and or sizing any

part having a continuous cross section

—round, square, oval or polygonal.

Subassemblies can be joined by the

Freedom is doing what you like. Some engineers like best to match

their wits and skill against difficult technical problems.

This characteristic (or idiosyncrasy) of liking complicated technical

problems will be one of the chief qualifications of the engineer we need.

He will be required to study the multitude of interactions possible

among advanced aircraft, missiles, and electronic devices with each

other and with human elements in the nation's most extensive

man-machine-computer system.

THE ELEMENT OF FREEDOM

To qualify, substantial prior experience with air-to-air or ground-to-air

missiles systems is required together with demonstrated aptitude in the

field of system planning. Call collect or write for more information.

System Development Division

The Rand Corporation

2414 Colorado Ave., Santa Monica, Calif. GRanite 8-8293, Extension 53 or 54
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Capable of bar pull force of up to 680 tons,

the machine pictured above is one of the

largest expanders in general use. This ma-
chine sizes and forms jet engine parts such

as cones, rings and cylinders.

process without resultant distortion such

as with welding or bolting.

In another application such heavy
sections as jet engine rings, hydraulic

cylinders and motor frames can be ex-

panded to rough size, considerably re-

ducing machining time and material

waste. Expanding is also widely used

in testing weld strength and in improv-

ing welds and the adjacent metals.

Though expanders are designed for use

in forming a specific part they are gen-

erally adaptable to a certain degree.

The expansion process is simpler

and more accurate than any other

method known. For instance, in the

case of a ring that must be joined

permanently with another ring, one
within the other, the expander usually

does the job in one operation. The outer

or larger ring is enclosed by a hold-

back ring. The expander presses the

smaller ring into the larger one in a

permanent bond and the hold-back ring

retains the shape and outside diameter

of the whole. The inside diameter is

established by the expanding dies.

Although the bulk of expander

production is concerned with circular

or cylindrical parts, it can and does

handle a variety of odd and unusual

configurations. A wide choice of dies

and die arrangements permits an al-

most unlimited choice of single and

multiple operations to produce a de-
:

sired shape. Once the machine has been

set up and a couple of control tests

are run, the machine can be run on a

production basis, capable of extremely

high production rates. A good example

is a machine used in the container in-

dustry which will turn out 2000 curled,
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beaded, offset and flanged pails per

hour.

As noted before, the basic prin-

ciple of the expander is fairly simple.

However, in the modern versions of

the machines a number of inter-related

variables tends to complicate the proc-

ess considerably. The basic principle is

that of the inclined plane or wedge,

actually a polysided cone resembling

a modified frustum of a pyramid. In

addition to the cone the basic elements

of the expander are the drawbar, jaws,

table and power system. The cone is

attached to the drawbar which may be

hydraulically or mechanically operated.

The movement of the cone being

drawn down between the jaws forces

the jaws outward at right angles to the

cone travel. The jaws move through

slots in the table provided for this pur-

pose. The dies for a particular operation

are placed on the jaws and as they are

forced outward they move against the

part to be molded or expanded. The
part is placed over the jaws and as the

cone is drawn down the metal is

stretched until the cycle of the cone

travel is completed.

Wide Range, High Production Rate

The hold-back mechanism can be

fitted with dies or it can be used as a

simple retaining surface. When forming

beads, or when a combination opera-

tion is desired—shrinking and expand-

FUEL iA/JECTORS
by

DELAVAN
Whether your require-

ments are for Liquid

Propellent rockets, ram-

jets, pulsejets turbojets

or turboprops, Delavan

offers complete facilities

to design, develop, test

and produce the fuel in-

jectors needed.

Delavan fuel injection

nozzles, each designed

specifically to meet a

given set of require-

ments, have been sup-

plied for many types of

engines and thrust aug-

menters. How can we

help you?

WEST DES MOINES, IOWA
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Shrinking is directly opposite to expansion, the jaws being forced against the part by the

descending ring, and is used where tolerances are critical.

Arrows show direction of rollers in forming a rim. Upper roller is fixed while lower one is

actuated by hydraulically operated toggle linkage.

ing—corresponding dies can be fitted.

An unusual feature of the expansion
process is the tendency of stretched

metal to spring back to its original

shape. Though this action is minute it

must be taken into account when setting

the jaw travel. After the spring-back

is calculated for a given metal and the

jaws are set accordingly, all items proc-

essed with that setting are formed with

identical OD and ID measurements,
thus permitting mass production stand-

ards to be established.

By fitting the jaws and hold-back

ring as noted earlier, a cylinder can
be expanded to a square or a cone can
be given a polygonic base. In fact, some
of the combinations of shapes possible

with expansion and shrinking are either

impossible or impracticable using any
other method. Because of the fact that

the metal is processed cold, and that

in most cases no machining is required,

processing metal parts with the Grotnes

Method and Grotnes machines is gen-

erally the most economical production

standard available.

The question invariably asked is:

'"Where does the metal come from to

allow for displacement in shrinking and

expanding metal parts?" The answer

supplied by the Grotnes Chicago office

is sufficient of itself. It seems that the

cold flow over the face of the dies in

cold-forming allows the metal to be

drawn from the entire body of the part,

thus avoiding any local thinning or

weakening. Amazingly, in such opera-

tions tolerances of no more than ±.002"

are maintained, a degree of accuracy

which eliminates much costly additional

processing.

The principle of shrinking is ex-

actly opposite to that of expanding. In

shrinking the jaws are forced inward

by the action of a tapered ring or by

toggle links. Shrinking is used where

the amount of reduction in diameter is

relatively small and where a higher

degree of dimensional accuracy is de-

manded. Shrinking is often employed

in conjunction with expansion, and as

with expansion, shrinking is done with

or without dies. A clear picture of this

operation can be adduced by imagining

the metal part being compressed by the

action of a ring or mandrel being

drawn over it.

Typical of the shrinker application

is the reduction in diameter and sizing

of the domed heads for compressed air

tanks. Sizing is effected automatically

to insure an inside diameter consistent

with the cylindrical shell. Like the ex-

panders the shrinkers lend themselves

to a high rate of production.

The Grotnes principle, the com-
pany claims, can supply at least part of

the answer to any problem of metal-

working that might arise.*
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Machining for

Solid Propellant Rockets

cooperation between product engineer

and hardware source can crack

missile price barrier

By Joachim H. Kauftmann

President, Diversey Engineering Co.

THE MISSILE is a costly bird, par-

ticularly when you figure that de-

spite all the love, labor and money that

goes into it, just push the button once

and . . . scrap! It's a throw-away item.

The taxpaying public has tolerated

the high cost of researching and de-

veloping missiles with patience and
understanding. The results, on the

whole, have justified both patience and

cost. However, whether either public

or the economy will long stand for pro-

duction missiles with research and de-

velopment price tags is doubtful. The
recent top-level AF missile cost sympo-
sium for major contractors is an

example of the coming price conscious-

ness. The desire for more missiles in

less time for less money is becoming
a national necessity.

In the case of certain vital com-
ponents, such as rocket nozzles, for-

ward domes, aft closures, adapter rings,

accumulators and sometimes even nose

cones, machining is often the only

known practical means of obtaining the

desired end product. Also, it's one of

the costliest missile production pro-

cesses. But costs have been cut in the

past and, with proper cooperation be-

tween component supplier and end-

product engineer, the missile price bar-

rier will also be cracked.

Missile metal machining has pro-

gressed a long way since World War
II. Technological advances in metal-

working, machine tools and metallurgy

have all played their part. But better

methods breed more rigorous demands.
Just as a manufacturer figures he's

got a new and complex process down
to a routine, along comes a rocket de-

sign requirement that demands closer
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tolerances, more rigid specifications,

more complex contours and a yet more

awkward material to be machined.

Diversey Engineering Company

now has contracts for machining parts

for over fifteen major missiles includ-

ing Hawk, Titan, Sparrow, Falcon, Ta-

los, Nike Ajax, Nike Hercules, Recruit,

Lacrosse, Polaris, Deacon and others.

The missile materials the company

•works with include aluminum, mag-

nesium, titanium, aircraft quality steels,

nickel-cobalt alloys and molybdenum.

As with any component supplier,

it is the responsibility of an engineering

company specializing in complex ma-

chining to keep its processes and tech-

niques not only up to the job, but on

as low a cost basis as possible. It is also

its responsibility to keep its market

constantly aware of latest develop-

ments. Just as missile system research

and development teams must propose

and test, so must a missile machine

shop experiment with and try to de-

velop new and promising processes.

It was just such an effort that

proved the full worth of the air tracer

lathe—today"s mainstay of missile metal

machining. And it is just such a similar

effort with hydro-spinning and hydro-

forming that will result in new de-

sign flexibility and production economy.

Diversey has pioneered in both these

Problem: Provide customers with

highest quality gyros—time after time

—through quality control.

Solution: 1) use standardized com-

ponents which have been tested and

i
proven, 2) a higher training level, 3) use

illJ
Above: Four stages in the production of a

solid propellant rocket nozzle—rough casting;

rough machining; finish machining; thread-

ing. To the right, a solid aluminum billet be-

gins to take shape as the core mold for fix-

ing shape of solid propellant burning surface.

fields and now has the largest single

contract supply of Monarch air tracer

lathes in the U.S.

In the last eight years develop-

ment of this equipment has put three

dimensional contour tracing on a mass

production basis, enabling the rapid

repetitive machining of complex missile

parts that would otherwise require

costly, time-consuming hand work.

Hydro-spinning shows particular prom-

ise in the production of rocket cones,

nozzles and tubes.

To get an idea of the complexity

of process and rigidity of specifications

in rocket machining takes only a quick

more detailed assembly instructions,

and 4) set up 100% inspection tests

for any customer requirement.

Result: An overall customer rejection

rate of less than 2% for Whittaker

Gyros.

look at the quality control requirements

imposed in a missile contract.

Each machined part has its own
serial number coded to files contain-

ing as much inspection and process

data as the health record of a VIP at

a modern hospital. These cover ma-

terial analysis, heat treatment of com-

ponents, subassembling, magnafluxing.

radiological and fluorescent dye pene-

trant inspection processes, hydrostatic

testing and finally the bug-a-boo of all

missile hardware: strict reliability.

These demands cause a veritable

blizzard of metallurgical, quality con-

trol reports and certifications to accom-

pany each component to the final as-

sembly point. Precision inspection

equipment for examining finish sur-

faces, contours and dimensions alone in

such a plant as Diversey may repre-

sent a capital investment of $100,000.

The machining, for example, of

one solid propellant rocket nozzle calls

for a three dimensionally contoured

wall of tapered thickness to be ma-

chined to an internal dimensional toler-

ance of ±0.001 inch and a surface

finish of at least 32 microinch. In

another case an accumulator's internal

dimensions must be held to within

-f0.0005 inch, —0.0000 by machines

designed for normal tolerances of

±0.001. And these machine tools are

the best available.

The problems in machining rocket

parts are varied. The major one is that

standard straight line machining is not

acceptable. Items of solid propellant

motor hardware generally have one

similarity—thin-walled contoured sec-

tions. This necessitates the employment

of contouring machinery on a greater

scale than in any other industry. Thio-

kol, Allegany Ballistics Laboratory,

Aerojet-General, as well as other de-

signers have this common requirement.

Diversey specializes in satisfying these

needs.

Solid propellant rocket hardware

is not as varied as in the liquid engine

missiles and rockets
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missile production

field but has specific problems all its

own. The major hardware items are:

a cylindrical case, forward domes, aft

closures, adapters and nozzles.

Nozzles are either bolted or

screwed to the aft section of the motor

case to facilitate the loading of the

motors. The case assembly is either

rolled and welded, deep drawn or of

laminated construction.

The most commonly used alloy

steel in this fabrication is electric fur-

nace, aircraft quality 4130 (MIL-S-

6758). This hardware with exception of

nozzles is generally welded to the case.

The whole weldment is heat treated to

specifications which spell out yield and

tensile properties or they merely speci-

fy a hydrostatic pressure test for spe-

cific time periods.

After heat treatment of the motor

assembly, several surfaces must be re-

machined to assure alignment of the

nozzle. Concentricity and squareness

of these surfaces are critical and tight

tolerances are spelled out. For ex-

ample, concentricity and squareness of

a typical solid propellant motor as-

sembly might be as close as ±-005
on concentricity over a 12 foot length

and squareness and parallelism of .003

inches on all trued up surfaces. This is

to be attained on a weldment.

The problem is not so much doing

these things, once or twice. It is the

development of production methods
that enable them to be done on a nearly

automatic, repetitive, low cost basis.

Utilizing contour turning tech-

niques permits the design engineer to

cut his lead time from prototype to

pre-production or production of a solid

propellant hardware item. He has the

time saving advantage of being able to

specify all complex details on a single

template, instead of being forced to

delay machining until special form tool-

ing, cams and checking fixtures are

constructed.

The details are simply machined
on a thin plate of good quality steel

and can be checked in any modern
inspection department, either by stan-

dard vernier and radius gages or by
comparator. If the template is properly

machined, the job is ready to run.

A typical example of this problem

is a large, solid propellant motor
adapter. The contours are complex,

tolerances and surface finishes critical.

To fabricate the part properly, it re-

quires a forging designed to give opti-

mum strength. The units are rough ma-
chined, using a roughing template in a

tracer lathe, to a ±-010 inch tolerance

to control heat treating results. Finish

machining is done in the hardened state

to surface finishes as fine as 16 micro-

inches and dimensional tolerances as

close as ±0.0005.
With proper utilization of new
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Anyone can make a metal clamp, but

one lined like this takes a bit of doing

Take asbestos, reinforce with wire mesh, impregnate with DuPont Teflon
and mold to shape ... a new conception in high temperature clamps, one
—that will take temperatures from —300 to +500 F
—that will never harden nor melt
—that will stand corrosive fumes, oils, hydraulic fluids, solvents, fuels

—that will absorb constant vibration and stay on the job
and do its work. Write for samples and quotations.
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of a kind
Among the many requirements for heat ele-

ments in industry today are those demanding
virtually one-of-a-kind design.

Since such requirements normally cannot be

met by loom weaving, Safeway technicians

fabricate odd-shaped elements individually.

Circles, half circles, cutouts, tapers and com-

pound shapes are just a few of the elements

fabricated in this fashion and produced in

quantity.

Insulation, too, must provide for the charac-

teristics of specialized applications. Safeway
produces a wide variety of elements insulated

with neoprene rubber, silicone rubber or re-

inforced plastics.

If you have a problem that requires heat, let

Safeway engineers study your requirements

and—without obligation to you—submit an
appropriate recommendation.

For your copy of a fact-filled folder, write to:

Safeway
HEAT

ELEMENTS
INC.
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68O Newlield Street . Middletown, Connecticut
Circle No. 37 on Subscriber Sarvlc* Card.

turning principles and cutting tools,

such as ceramic "throw-aways" and
the harder carbides, superior finishes

can be attained on modern, rigid lathes

which are tracer controlled and can
repeatedly duplicate difficult contours

and sweeping radii to close tolerances.

In machining hardened missile

components, exceptional results have
been obtained on air-gage tracer lathes

using ceramic tool bits, M-95 and K7H
carbides. High velocity turning up to

1000 surface feet per minute—three

times what steel is normally turned at

—imparts excellent surface finishes

ranging between 32 and 63 microinch,

thereby eliminating costly grinding and
polishing.

Manufacture of core molds for

casting the solid propellant is a con-

stantly expanding field. Long contoured
tapers are milled on aluminum bars or

extrusions in a variety of shapes such
as star or cruciform configurations.

Extreme care is needed to maintain

concentricity along each of the tapered

planes in order to ease the extraction

of the core from the solid propellant.

Generally, all cores are coated with

Teflon or a similar substance.

The welding of solid propellant

components must be rigidly controlled

due to the fact that after welding and
heat treating, the only machining that

is possible on motor case assemblies

and subassemblies are light finishing

cuts to true up the axis of the case to

the nozzle and to the adapter. Jigs for

holding components during welding

must insure the end product being as

concentric as possible. Since all assem-

blies are subject to hydrostatic test

and 'or radiological inspection, welding

specifications must be strictly followed.

Care must be taken in heat treat-

ing that a minimum of distortion takes

place. Here again, due to the thin wall,

uneven sections of solid propellant com-
ponents, a thorough analysis must be
made of each component prior to heat

treating.

When considering production
items from a cost point of view, de-

sign and engineering groups should

work closely together to ascertain

whether an investment casting out of

the proper alloy steel can be used by
simply machining out the area match-
ing the external dimensions in the com-
ponents and welding same in place.

This can result in great savings in man-
hours, scrap and lead time.

In most instances this 5000-year-

old "lost wax" casting process provides

physical properties that meet design

standards. It is entirely possible that

it may prove as economical and useful

in rocket motors as it has in turbine

engines and other ordnance gear.

Actually, when a missile or rocket

missiles and rockets
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For 14 years Aerojet-General has pioneered

the research and development of infra-red devices,

Now, Aerojet and Aerojet alone has perfected

• the high-volume production of infra-red systems for:

GUIDANCE

WIDE-ANGLE SEARCH

AUTOMATIC TRACKING

GUNFIRE CONTROL

A Sal. •;•!!»

Tim GWoern] Tire S Rubber Compel

0KPORAT1OX

PLANTS AT AZLSA AND

NEAR SACRAMENTO. CALIFORNIA

Electronics engineers. .. physicists. . .Aerojet invites you

to pinpoint your own targets, "lock on" your own future,

in the dynamic new field of infra-red. '*
.

.

Write: Director of Scientific and Engineering Personnel,

Box 296B3, Azusa, Calif, or

Box 1947B3, Sacramento, Calif.
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We specialize in

precision welded sheet metal components

for missiles, jets and ram jets

We have the experience, the equipment, the men and the

approvals to carry out your most complex experimental

welding and fabrication of jet, ram jet and missile engine

components.

Some of the superalloys we've worked and welded in-

clude N-155 . . . A-286 ... the Nimonics . . . Inconel-X . . . In-

conel-W. . . Hastelloy . . . Timken . . . and stainless steel. Our

welding department includes certified Sciaky spot weld-

ers, USAF certified heliarc welders and complete, USAF-

approved X-ray facilities.

; For more detailed information, write, wire or phone us.

AERONAUTICAL DIVISION

T. R. FINN & COMPANY, INC.

275 Goffle Road, Hawthorne, N. J.

HAwthorne 7-7123

rFINN

motor is scheduled to go into produc-

tion, all specifications and tolerances

should be given a close second look.

For example, is it necessary to pay the

heavy premium of machining a rocket

motor adapter to thousandths of an
inch when it's going to be given a

plastic liner accurate to hundredths?
When a missile is in the research

and development stage, designers are

worried primarily about making the

system work. There may be a ten-

dency to over-specify materials and
tolerances in order to preclude failures

due to simple mechanical failures.

However, once the system is proved it

may well be possible to ease specifica-

tions, particularly of individual compo-
nents. Easing the preparations for ma-
chining and the material to be ma-
chined, minimizing tolerance— all
tend to reduce machining costs. Molyb-
denum costs more to machine than ti-

tanium; titanium, more than steel; steel,

more than aluminum, etc.

By machining one component, now
in full production, out of an investment

casting rather solid stock, per unit

costs may be reduced from $800 a

copy down to around $200. When the

order entails thousands, this is a ma-
jor cost factor. Considerable cost sav-

ings may also result when, say, the

external tolerances and finish on an

accumulator are eased. Wherever
closer tolerances are called for, cost

goes up exponentially.

This is the job of the production

or process engineer. Its his task to de-

sign producibility into production mis-

siles—to check every specification the

design engineer calls for; to point out

to him differences in costs of various

materials, various production methods,

tolerances, etc., vs. the difference in

performance (if any). This is a vital

phase of anything scheduled to go into

production, missiles and rocket motors

included.

Low Cost Hydrospinning

In this connection, hydrospinning

may prove as useful over the next

decade as the air tracer lathe is now.

Hydrospinning is a cold process in

which the work piece is forced to take

the shape of a hardened rotating man-
drel. Its great usefulness is in the

manufacture of hollow symmetrical

parts of tubular or conical shape, and

is particularly advantageous where walls

of varying thickness are required.

In some missile operations now
requiring careful contour machining,

hydro spinning will save 80 per cent in

machining time and 50 per cent in

machine costs.

The big plus, however, is in sav-

ings in material and time, increase in

tensile strength and fatigue resistance

and, in some cases, reduction in weight

missiles and rockets
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as a result of cold working. In addi-

tion, an excellent finish is obtained on

the inside surfaces. Outside diameter

finishes are frequently satisfactory in

the "as spun" condition.

During hydrospinning, the metal

being formed undergoes shear defor-

mation. Work hardening accounts for

an appreciable increase in tensile and

yield strength. Elongation is decreased

proportionately. The process has many
advantages in the case of cost cutting

and mass production.

At present, cones with an included

angle of 30° can be spun from a flat

blank. This is a blank reduction of

75%. Lower degree angles can be

obtained if the part is preformed. For

cones of varying wall thickness, a pre-

machined blank is required.

In the event contours other than

those of parallel or angular size are

desired, a contour attachment can be

used to obtain the necessary shape.

This combination of contour hydro-

spinning lends itself admirably to most

solid propellant rocket motor parts.

For tube spinning, hydrospinning

basically amounts to cold extrusion.

Raw materials can be in the form of

cold drawn tubing, hot rolled tubing,

rolled or welded blanks or, in some
instances, preforms machined from
forgings. Because of the tremendous

pressure applied, welding defects in

welded blanks will show up as a defect

in the surfaces of the tubing, thus pro-

viding excellent welding inspection.

Maximum recommended wall thickness

for the tubular blanks is % inch. Some
tubes have been spun with a reduction

as high as 90%.
In regard to reliability, the missile

hardware machining source must exer-

cise strict reins on quality control. Top
management must instill a feeling of

absolute responsibility in all branches

of the facility. Supervisory personnel,

as well as machinists, welders, assem-

blers, testers and quality control per-

sonnel must be thoroughly briefed on

problems to be solved, processes in-

volved, high quality of workmanship,

etc. The whole missile hardware plant

must take the deepest interest in all

operations. "The end items can only

be as good as are the capabilities of

the men that manufacture them. A
feeling of pride and intense interest

must prevail throughout."

As the solid propellant field widens,

more unusual demands will be made
on the hardware source. It is impera-

tive that this source stays abreast of

the newest developments in machine
tools. Design, project and process en-

gineers must be informed of these de-

velopments and urged to adapt their

designs insofar as possible to manu-
facturing processes with optimum pro-

ducibility*
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BURROUGHS RESEARCH CENTER NEEDS Good ENGINEERS

ALL THINGS
ARE BORN
IN THE MIND
OF MAN

. . it is the responsibility

of the engineer to develop

these thoughts for practi-

cal, profitable use.

All ideas are buf a result of what
has gone before and man's ability

to adapt his vast store of acquired,

fact to reason. His mind, when
used efficiently, is the most prolific

of all computers — it can think,

remember, reason and store infor-

mation better than any man-made
machine. This deep reservoir of

conscious and unconscious knowl-

edge residing within the thinking

individual is a scarcely tapped
source of a whole torrent of ideas.

As these new ideas unfold, it wilf

be the responsibility of the
engineer and scientist to. apply his

practical experience and trained

reasoning to these new concepts

. . to develop them for the most
practical and beneficial use.

That is just what we are doing at

the Burroughs Research Center. If

you want to be a part of these ex-

citing discoveries in the field of

electronic computing, why not look

into the Burroughs story today?

Inquiries are invited

from those qualified as

• ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS

• ELECTROMECHANICAL ENGINEERS

• PHYSICISTS • MATHEMATICIANS

• MECHANICAL DESIGN ENGINEERS

• MECHANICAL ENGINEERS

Write or Telephone

M. E. JENKINS. PLACEMENT MANAGER • PAOLI 47
For Interview at Your Convenience

BURROUGHS CORPORATION
Repeated Ceutoi

PAOLI, PA. • On Philadelphia's Main Line Near Historic Valley forge

III



Processing for Solids

at Thiokol

Vertical rocket motor test. The complete
rocket motor Is subjected to test firing dur-
ing development (over a very wide rocket

motor temperature range). Selective sampl-
ing of production motors is a major effort of

the testing team. A vertical test pit and allied

instrumentation surrounds the motor in this

scene and only hot exhaust gases are shown.

Propellant
(
polysulfide, composite type) in

the raw state is pumped from the large
transfer can into two rocket motors. At this

stage the propellant is a very viscous fluid

which flows into the lined rocket motor case.
The loaded case will be placed in an oven
to cure the raw propellant to a hard
rubber solid that bonds to the lined case.

I 1

LEFT—Remote operation scene. A technician operates a machine from behind a revetment

while viewing the operation through a port-and-mirror. RIGHT—Composite propellant mixer

in a tilted position as used during discharge of the propellant from the mixer to the transfer

can. The Baker-Perkins mixer accommodates about 1,400 lbs. of propellant. The mixer is jacketed

and a heating fluid is used to control the temperature of the propellant during mixing.
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missile production

Rocket motor case being prepared for lining

operation. Each case is first tested, inspected

and cleaned. Liquid rubber made by Thiokol

is then applied to the entire inside surface

of the case and a thin layer of this lining

rubber is cured. This thin layer bonds to

the case and provides an excellent sur-

face for later bonding of the propellant.

Transfer of a rocket motor from a temperature conditioning chamber to a test cell. Each

rocket motor is conditioned to a known temperature prior to test firing thus eliminating

one variable from the evaluation of motors during development. This procedure is also used

to demonstrate the wide operating temperature range of which these motors are capable.

Removal of the core. A core is placed in

the raw propellant prior to cure of the pro-

pellant. The core is subsequently removed
leaving the desired internal cavity In the

case bonded propellant. During burning the

flame front progresses radially outward from
the internal cavity thus the case is pro-

tected by the propellant from the hot gases.

The Army's most sophisticated tactical sur-

face-to-surface missile, LACROSSE, leaves a

searing flame in its wake during launch from
White Sands Proving Ground. Flame is pro-

duced by one of the largest production solid

propellant motors—an achievement of the

Thiokol Corp. The motor's propellant has a

synthetic rubber base, containing an oxidizer.



ONE OF THESE4 PACIF,C

Accelerometers
CAN PROVIDE RELIABLE ACCELERATION

MEASUREMENT FOR YOUR OWN NEEDS!

Four basic Pacific Accelerometer types — already designed

and developed — can be used to meet practically any accelera-

tion measurement requirement! Send for complete data sheets!

HIGH ACCURACY POT
Single or dual potentiometer
pick-off and/or switches . .

.

automatic caging mechanism.
A unique torsion-bar suspen-

sion and restraining system
provides very low hysteresis
with exceptionally rugged, long

life. Available in a wide variety

of G ranges. SERIES 4202

HIGH ACCURACY AC OUTPUT
linear accelerometer designed
for high response systems
requiring AC signal. This unit

provides an accurate, large out-

put AC signal while maintain-
ing a high natural frequency
and low cross talk. Tempera-
ture compensated fluid damp-
ing provides exceptional
dynamic characteristics with-
out heater.

SERIES 4204

LIGHTWEIGHT, MINIATURE
accelerometer combines a wide
flexibility of design and per-

formance characteristics with a

proven, high production instru-

ment. Potentiometer pick-off ..

.

wide selection of G ranges with
an operating range of — ± 1 G
to 0-±50 G.
SERIES 420I

NO CROSS TALK
due to uni-directional design
this instrument measures ac-

celeration in one direction only,

and cannot produce any out-

put signal from cross accelera-

tions. Pot pick-off . . . available
in a choice of many G ranges.

SERIES 4203

PACIFIC SCIENTIFIC CO.
P.O. BOX 22019 LOS ANGELES - LUDLOW 3-11 Z

t

LOS ANGELES • SAN FRANCISCO • SAN
DIEGO • SEATTLE • ARLINGTON, TEXAS

REPRESENTATIVES:
Eastern U.S.

AERO ENGINEERING CO.
Canada

GARRETT MFG. CORP.
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electronics briefs

AC^Spark Plug Developing
Regulus Guidance System

A new type of guidance system
for the Navy's Regulus missile is un-
der development by the AC Spark
Plug Division of General Motors, as
well as a guidance system for the
Martin Matador. Chance Vought Air-
craft, builder of the Regulus, reports

that the missile has already been
checked out at altitudes in excess of
50,000 feet and at speeds of Mach
1.5 and above. The Regulus system is

being handled by AC's Milwaukee
plants.

Servo Corp. Builds

Sidewinder System Tester

Testing and calibration of the

Sidewinder's infrared detection system
is done with an infrared radiation

standard developed by the Servo Corp.
of America. The Government and In-

dustrial Division of Philco Corp. used
the IR device to test the sensitivity

of the lead sulfide cell, the heart of
the Sidewinder.

Sidewinder, the Philco-Navy de-
veloped AAM for Navy fighters, is the
first missile to successfully use the in-

frared homing system.

Radioplane Receives

Army Target Contract

Radioplane Co. has been awarded
a $4.5-million contract by Army Ord-
nance for providing target flight serv-

ice to the Army's surface-to-air mis-

sile training program at Fort Bliss,

Tex. One of the first of its kind to be
awarded, the contract requires that

Radioplane Company provide not only
aerial targets and ground support

equipment, but operational, training,

and maintenance personnel as well.

Field headquarters for the program
will be at the Radioplane plant in

El Paso, Tex.

Missile Master System

Will Support Hawk
Missile Master, an electronic sys-

tem for controlling and coordinating

fire of Nike anti-aircraft batteries, will

also be used to coordinate the Hawk,
the low-altitude air defense missile,

according to a recent Army an-

nouncement.

Missile Master is manufactured

by the Martin Co. at interim facili-

ties in Orlando, pending completion

of the company's Orlando Division

plant.

missiles and rockets



Astrionics

By Henry P. Steier

"Our kingdom for a transistor," could be the next utterance of

IGY scientists. Serious delays in obtaining enough camera tracking

equipment for the satellite program are raising questions as to what it

would mean if a satellite were launched without them.

Dr. John P. Hagen, Project Vanguard director said recently that

we can go ahead safely with Minitrack alone. There must be something

lost if the cameras don't materialize on time: It is the degree of accuracy

with which data on the earth's shape, gravitational field, atmospheric

density, etc., will be obtained.

Use of the cameras would add a whole order of accuracy to such

data and new orders of accuracy are a prime goal of IGY work. If only

a 1000 megacycle transistor were available the cameras might not be

needed.

Minitrack's tracking accuracy limitations will be set by refraction

of the satellite's 108 mc signals as they pass through the ionosphere. The

angles from which the signals come will be "apparent" not real. Mini-

track's designers say raising the signal frequency to 1000 mc would

enable Minitrack to compete with camera tracking accuracy.
•

Results of six years surveillance of military electronics in the

field have been published by Aeronautical Radio Inc.'s Reliability Re-

search Department. The work should go down in history as a definitive

study of unreliability and what causes it. If ever a study was conducted

to highest scientific standards of observation and classification of facts

this one was. In the face of much talk about unreliability and superficial

treatment of it by many segments of industry, this work should, after

a close study of its conclusions, be very convincing as a guide post to

do something about unreliability, in all electronics work.
•

New rallying point for strolling satellite enthusiasts ought to be

International Business Machine Corp.'s new Vanguard computer center

at 615 Pennsylvania Ave., N.W., Washington, D.C. On one side the new

building houses a most colorful display of gold-plated satellite, rocket

engine, optical and radio tracking gear, and guidance devices. On the

other is equally colorful IBM 704 computer that will keep scientists and

the public posted on "how goes it." Not open to the public, the building

was designed for sidewalk viewing. It's the newest addition to the "sights"

in Washington.
•

Navy will soon give radio astronomy a field tryout on board the

U.S.N. Compas Island to determine usefulness for navigation of missile

ships and submarines. All weather position-fixing capability is needed.

Pioneering work in the field of radio astronomy by Dr. John P. Hagen

to codify radio signals from various stellar bodies may soon pay off as

a new means of navigation. Navy says the large-antenna problem has

been overcome and now antennas suitable for shipboard can be used.

•

If you see a Moccasin, Rattlesnake, or Copperhead missile name
don't be surprised. It'll belong to the Sidewinder family of infra-red

tracking missiles. We just learned from Dr. Alvin Novick of Harvard

University that nature was way ahead of us on use of this tracking

method. These snakes belong to a species known as Pit Vipers. On each

side of the head between the nostril and the eye is a sensory pit. It

houses a heat radiation detector that enables these cold-blooded creatures

to track warm-blooded creatures at night. Sidewinder snake is one of

this species.

ENGINEERS

Electronics, Aerodynamics,

Propulsion

Information

manual about

APL and its

programs

now available

The Applied Physics Labora-
tory (APL) of The Johns
Hopkins University is unique
in that we are neither an in-

dustrial nor an academic
organization, but rather a
composite, having drawn
freely from the methodolo-
gies of each.

For thirteen years APL has
pioneered in guided missiles.

Today we are engaged in a

broad program of R & D for

the Navy; in addition, we are

responsible for technical di-

rection of industrial and
academic contractors in de-

veloping the Terrier, Talos
and other major weapons and
weapons systems. Our staff

members enjoy not only the

stimulus of association with
their immediate colleagues at

APL, but also with those in

other organizations of con-
siderable stature.

NEW 30-PACE PUBLICATION

A few positions for senior engi-

neers and scientists are now
open. Information on our ac-

complishments and goals is

available in a new 30-page pub-
lication, just off the press.

In it staff leaders representing

each of the various disciplines

and fields outline the nature of
their programs. Information on
our new laboratory in Howard
County, Md. (equidistant be-

tween Baltimore and Washing-
ton) is also included, together

with facts on the outstanding
communities in which our staff

members live.

Quantity is somewhat limited.

"May we suggest you send now to:

Professional Staff Appointments,

The Johns Hopkins University

Applied Physics Laboratory

8643 Georgia Avenue, Silver Spring, Md.
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TRANS-SONICS

PRECISION TRANSDUCERS

for measurement and control of

• TEMPERATURE
-400F to +2000F

» PRESSURE
0-5 to 0-5000 psi

to meet strictest requirements of

— TELEMETRY

— MISSILE RESEARCH

• AIRCRAFT CONTROL

an example of

TRANS-SONICS
ADVANCED INSTRUMENTATION

OPEN TEMPERATURE
PICKUPS

The illustrated OPEN TEMPERATURE
PICKUPS are precision platinum resistance

thermometers capable of high-speed tempera-
ture measurement of gases and non-corrosive
fluids. Resistance winding, supported on
ceramic-insulated posts or on card, is in direct
contact with environment to be measured, and
can liave time constants as fast as 50 milli-

seconds. Full-scale output voltages of 5 volts

can be delivered directly to telemetry commu-
tation circuits. L'nits operate over selected
ranges from — 320F to +750K f—200C to

+400O, with accuracy better than ± \Jt of full

scale and repeatibility of ±0.2%. Calibration
Certificate giving precise 5-point calibration
supplied with each unit Stainless steel case
3nd nigged construction withstand 1500 psia
pressures, ±25 g vibration, and 60 g shocks
under MII.-E-5272A. Send for Technical
Bulletins 11S2 and 1350.

Space Medicine

by Hubertus Strughold, VII).. PhD.

The following is a report covering the symposium on "Prob-
lems Common to Astronomy and Biology" held in Flagstaff, Ariz., June
18. The occasion was a joint meeting of the Astronomical Society of

the Pacific and the International Mars Committee.

A paper by Lt. John A. Kooistra, Jr., Dr. Roland B. Mitchell,

and the writer, dealt with the behavior of microorganisms under condi-

tions simulating those of Mars. It attracted much interest among as-

tronomers. In these experiments soil samples obtained from the Painted

Desert in Arizona, and samples of lava, etc., with their inherent micro-

flora, were exposed to a combination of lowered barometric pressure,

altered atmospheric chemical composition, reduced moisture and low
temperature as these conditions are found on Mars.

Preliminary results show that there has been a trend of the domi-

nant micropopulation originally in the soil samples to change into a

different type of population capable of surviving and multiplying under

these conditions. Some of the microorganisms gradually disappeared

from the original sample. The experiments represent a completely new
approach to the question of life on other planets and to astrobiology

generally.

At the same meeting Dr. Ingeborg Schmidt of the University of

Indiana at Bloomington, a specialist in color vision, discussed the ap-

plicability of recent advances in physiological optics to astronomical

observation. She included new data on color vision, night vision, con-

trast vision, etc.

After the Symposium, color vision examinations were given by

Dr. Schmidt. It is well known that about 4 per cent of the male popu-

lation as a whole and only 0.3 per cent of the female population, are

defective in color vision. These examinations attracted special interest

because of the controversies extending over many years about the vari-

ous colorations found on the planets. Of the 30 persons examined,

six were color defective to a greater or lesseor degree. Information on

these cases were, of course, kept confidential by Dr. Schmidt.

In another interesting paper, Maj. David G. Simons, USAF (MC)
from the Aeromedical Field Laboratory at Holloman AFB, N. M., dis-

cussed the possible use of sealed gondolas in high-altitude balloons as

astronomical observatories.

The International Mars Committee, with headquarters at the

Lowell Observatory on Mars Hill in Flagstaff, will continue its work.

Dr. E. C. Slipher, Director of the Observatory, is the Committee's

Chairman. Dr. Slipher conducted studies of Mars during its oppositions

in 1954 and 1956, at Bloemfontein, South Africa. (See his report in

the National Geographic Magazine of September 1955.) Dr. Gerard

De Vaucouleurs, noted French astronomer and author of the book
"Physics of the Planet Mars," is secretary of the Mars Committee. He
is now in Flagstaff.

The educational television series on Space Medicine has been

completed. (As I have reported, the script is by Mr. Green Peyton,

Chief of Information Services at the School of Aviation Medicine; the

films are produced by the University of Houston; the series is sponsored

by the Ford Foundation). In one of the last two films Dr. Albert G.
Wilson, Deputy Director of the Lowell Observatory, is seen discuss-

ing conditions on other planets with regard to their ability to support

life. In the final one, Major General Bernard A. Schriever, Commander
of the Air Force Ballistic Missile Division, Air Research and Develop-

ment Command, appears in a discussion of the human problems raised

by satellites and missiles.

Burlington. Massachusetts

Circle No. 61 on Subscriber Service Cord.
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Best solution for high-speed flexibility

Put your data-processing lab on wheels

These Trailer Labs—designed and built by Con-

solidated^ System Division—soon will be deliver-

ing fast, on-the-spot test data for several aircraft

companies. Buyers know that the only efficient

location for a data-processing center is at the

site where the work is being done. CEC solved

this problem with an efficiently designed, inte-

grated system custom-built to do a precision job

anywhere. Raw data can be introduced in the

form of analog information which is processed

at high speed to digital form as punched cards

or tabulated summary sheets. Your company can

profit with this high-speed flexibility. Let CEC's

System Division show you how quickly a custom-

designed Trailer Lab pays for itself.Contact your

CEC field office for complete information.

Your company can take advantage of this convenient contact your nearby CEC field office, or write for

high-speed system . . . and at no extra cost. For proof, Bulletin CEC 1304-X44.

Systems Division
Chemical Process

I Monitoring

nsolidated Electrodynami
C^LH 300 North Sierra Madre Villa, Pasadena, California

OFFICES IN PRINCIPAL CITIES THROUGHOUT THE WORLD
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Missile Miscellany

By 1/1/58, this page hears, solid propellants will he ahle to do anything

liquids can (and more) with greater safety, readiness and reliahility

—

all at less cost. This includes city-killer missile ranges up to 12,000

miles and large satellite vehicles. In fact, from propulsion viewpoint,

new SPR mass ratios may obsolete Titan, Atlas, Thor, Jupiter overnight.

But then, National Bureau of Standards has produced atomic nitrogen and

oxygen; possibly atomic hydrogen and the hydroxyl ion. Made at 2450 mega-

cycles
,
they are stored at 4.2°K by molten helium. So goes the see-saw.

Add the Navaho demise, White House missile ire, etc., and signs are many
that the young, precocious, expensive missile industry is heading for a

jolting shake-out. While some companies will fall, stunned and flattened
or wholly shattered, others will rebound vigorously from reality's hard
floor. And the missile business, emerging from the remains of the air-
craft industry, will headline new names among the old. This page figures
the future's for those who stick to facts; that for those who would cite

fact and fiction as one, tomorrow will be rough; end early. And speak-
ing of facts, like dates, those who have reason to fear the first shake

should beware the ides of October.

All of which goes to a bit of morning coffee philosophy: Namely, that

the mi ssile industry cannot long survive based on the premise that

(apologies to P. T. Barnum) "a taxpayer is born every minute!"

And as a further sign of the times, other groups similar to Omar (Olin-

Mathieson, Marquardt, Reaction Motors) are forming. Their avowed goals:
Take missile business away from the aircraft industry; develop civil uses

for rocke ts. Their means: Production knowhow. Watch their stocks .

In contrast to $269 million in reentry nose cone development contracts
to GE and AVCO, this page recently heard a Wilmington company claim it

can meet the need with ease and inexpense of a potter spinning soup bowls.
An NACA-tested 1/2-inch thick disc of its material failed to disintegrate

or crack under 20-second blast of 12,000°F plasma jet.

And back to a favorite subject: What happens to a sub-critical mass of
plutonium that's accelerated to relativistic velocities? And another:
Why won't heat flow faster when the potential difference is greater?

Lest we forget, missiles are a tough business as witness accelerations of
plus or minus 40 G's at frequencies up to 600 cycles imposed on missile

body by Snark boosters "! '.

. And from the University of Dayton word of work on

a reentry test vehicle ... A rumor that AF may do operational testing of big

missiles with nuclear warheads from Pacific coast because of danger of

clobbering South Atlantic friends and possible fact Soviets have Florida

range better instrumented than AF . . . Suggestion that wnerever they're tested,

some insurance company might do well to sell anti-missile insurance to

those in line of fire . . . Plans for inertial guidance in airliners and FBM-
launching submarines contrast with German use of inertial systems in

WW I submarines . . . Russia's studying compatabilities of isolated, pairs of

men and women in arctic experiments

—

Adamsky ee Evesky on Mars maybe?

Dr. H. C. Urey wants to chip study chunks off the moon with nuclear war-
headed missiles . . . Smithsonian Astrophysical ' s Dr. T. E. Sterne figures
life of 200-800-mile high satellite at nine years . . . If he gets job here,

Dr. Hermann Oberth may cancel his return to Germany . . . Add Danes and
Norwegians (but not m/r's exec-ed.) to those taking missile courses at

Huntsville . . . Residents of San Fernando valley have timed Rocketdyne engine

tests up to two minutes ... To the right: One way to get ultra-long burning
times for solid propellants in minimum length . . .

missiles and roc



heat exchanger,

chassis-case assembly for

compact pressurized airborne electronics*

COLD PLATE FOR MOUNTING IN "BLACK
BOX - ' WHICH HOUSES PRINTED CIR-
CUIT ASSEMBLIES: 1 AIR PASSAGE.

UAP dip-brazed heat exchanger is an integral Others function as a "cold plate" by dissipat-

part of the electronic components, chassis ing heat through their mountings by direct

and principal structural member. All elec- conduction to the cooling air flow. Ram air

tronic components are mounted to the heat or refrigerated air may be used for cooling,

exchanger. Some assemblies dissipate heat The heat exchanger— electronic assembly

from their surfaces to internal air circulated may be removed from the case as a unit for

by a blower through the heat exchanger. ease of servicing.

mJJ.nit shown designed by Ohio State University Research Foundation
•—Air Force Cooling Study Project, W. Robinson, Supervisor.

For information concerning wart dissipation, and other types of UAP
cold plates call or write the nearest UAP Contractual Engineering Office:

CALIFORNIA • 1101 Chestnut St. • Burbank, Calif VI 9-4236

NEW YORK • 50 E. 42nd St. • New York 1 7, N. Y MU 7-1283

DAYTON • 1116 Bolander Ave. • Dayton, Ohio Ml 3841

CANADA • United Aircraft Products, Ltd., 5257 Queen Mary Road • Montreal, Canada . . ELwood 4131

9

i

I

Ambient Installation Refrigerated Air Duct Installation

^zmam Ramify otfawxa^'m&ttffaS- Afflte /PZ9

UNITED AIRCRAFT PRODUCTS, INC.
1116 BOLANDER AVENUE, DAYTON, OHIO
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PROPELLANT PROBLEMS ?

SOLID PROPELLANTS MAY BE THE
ANSWER! Solid propellants are simple to

handle and operate in the field . . . will not

evaporate, slosh or spill . . . and many solids

are non-corrosive — give off no toxic fumes.

Phillips solid propellants work efficiently and
reliably over very wide temperatures and
pressures ... are highly stable . . . have

shelf life of years . . . afford maximum pre-

flight, inflight and tactical reliability . . . burn

smoothly . . . are economical .

PHILLIPS PETROLEU
Bartlesville, Oklah

missiles and rock<

Phillips can also supply solids with non-

corrosive exhaust gas . . . low flame tem-

perature . . . very low explosive sensitivity.

Phillips propellants are proved performers

. . . let Phillips give you SOLID answers to

your propulsion problems.

Address all inquiries to:

Rocket Fuels Division

Bartlesville, Oklahoma

M COMPANY



INDUSTRY SPOTLIGHT
By Norman L. Baker

Thiokol Geared for Solid Propellant Business Boom
ELKTON. MD.—The Thiokol

Chemical Corp. may well play the lead

role in the military planners increasing

emphasis on solid propellants for mis-

sile propulsion units of the future. The
list of the nation's operational missiles

gives Thiokol an impressive lead as

supplier of solid power plants.

Lockheed apparently has released

a contract to Thiokol for the initial

testing of the powerplant for the Navy's
Fleet Ballistic Missile, Polaris. Largest

solid propellant missile officially re-

vealed the Polaris will have a thrust of
about 300.000 lbs. Reportedly Thiokol
was selected for the testing phase of
the Polaris motor development because
of its advanced state of the art in de-

veloping large high-thrust solid propel-

lants. This further indicates that Thio-
kol has been pioneering work in the

high-thrust field for some time.

Significant is the fact that this

work may have stemmed from the
Big "B" ballistic missile program (m/r
July 57, p. 48). Reported to be a

2000-mile Army missile powered by a
Thiokol solid propellant motor its

thrust rating would be comparable to

the Polaris propulsion unit. A com-
panion project. Little "B", 750-mile bal-

listic missile, also will rely on Thiokol
for powerplant development.

First flights under the Air Force
Office of Scientific Research space pro-
gram, Project Far Side, scheduled to

begin this fall, will utilize a multi-

stage solid-propellant rocket configura-

tion. The motors, classed as off-the-

shelf units, will be provided by Thiokol
and Grand Central. Recruits will form
the four-barreled first stage. A single

Recruit will make up the second stage.

Third and fourth stages will be modi-
fied Loki rockets. The fourth stage
rocket will be nestled within the pack-
age of the four-rocket third stage. Re-
cruit power plants are produced by
Thiokol while the Loki is a develop-
ment of Grand Central.

Thiokol's solid propellant develop-
ment history can best be summed up
in a list of existing operational mis-
siles. The diversified program required
to provide propulsion units for these

varied weapon and research vehicles is

quickly apparent. The motors range

from boosters for the Matador and
Goose to sustainer motors for Falcon,

Nike Hercules, Lacrosse, Terrapin, RV-
A-10, Cajun, Recruit, Sergeant, Polaris,

Big "B", Little "B", and the rocket

motor for the new RESCU Mark I

rocket ejection seat catapult.

Continuing research at Thiokol is

conducted in the fields of propellant

processing, manufacturing techniques,

case-liner-propellant bonding, new ma-
terial research for case fabrication and
new propellant applications. Propulsion

units developed at Thiokol range from
"thimble-size to those limited only by
practical mass-ratio values." Usually,

as the size of the motors increase, the

weight of the casing also increases until

the mass-ratio value makes the design

impractical. The search for new ma-
terials such as titanium and plastics is a

continuing effort of the research team.

To the question of possible solid-

propellant ICBMs, a company spokes-

man answered, "The development of a

missile of the magnitude required for

an ICBM is well within the realm of

feasibility at the present time." This

indicates a major reduction in the

weight of the casing, a technical break-

through which could very well mean
the elimination of the size-limitation

of solid rockets.

A major contribution to the field

of solid propellants is the "case-lined

cast-in-place" composite fuel mixture,

a pioneering effort by the Thiokol

Chemical Corp. With this system the

composite fuel mixture is cast into place

as a liquid and allowed to solidify. This

permits bonding of the fuel charge di-

rectly to the internal walls of the pres-

sure chamber. Insulation or cooling of

the chamber casing and weight of sup-

ports is eliminated. Since the burning

progresses from the interior toward the

chamber wall, the chamber is protected

from the heat of combustion by the

propellant itself.

The elimination of the weight of

inert components and utilization of a

lighter, thinner engine chamber result-

ing in higher mass ratio values, makes

the case-lined cast-in-place solid propel-

lant adaptable to high performance sys-

tems. Thiokol's case-bonded composite-

type propellants are readily adaptable

for such an application. This is the de-

termining factor for their apparent lead

in the present emphasis on solid pro-

pellants for missile weapon systems.

The composite propellants pro-

duced by Thiokol are formulated prin-

cipally of a polymer manufactured by

Thiokol, an oxidizer salt, and a small

percentage of chemical additives. The
dry oxidizer and the polymer are

dumped into a mixer by remote control.

In the meantime a liquid layer of rub-

ber is applied to the inner surface of

the rocket casing and cured. This rub-

ber acts as a bonding agent between the

case and the propellant.

When the propellant has been thor-

oughly mixed it is discharged to a

transfer can for the casting operation.

The mixture is pressure-pumped from
the transfer can into the rocket cas-

ings. The mixture is very viscous dur-

ing this phase of the processing. A core,

designed to form the internal configu-

ration of the burning surface, is inserted

in the raw propellant. The package is

then cured in an oven until the mixture

Dry oxidizer salt is mixed with a Thiokol poly-

mer. Mixing operation is by remote control.
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MISSILE
Performance Data

RECORDED ON-BOARD

CENTURY MODEL 409D
RECORDING OSCILLOGRAPH

Numerous agencies engaged in the manufacture and evalua-

tion of missiles have turned to the Century Model 409D Re-

cording Oscillograph as a reliable means of collecting missile

performance and control data.

On-board mounting eliminates the necessity for the costly and

often not reliable RF link.

The ruggedness and reliability of this 12-channel oscillograph

have been demonstrated many times. One agency reports

having recovered 42 satisfactory record rolls out of 43 firings.

Another, using special mounting configuration, reports record-

ing at 60 G's without damage.

This 13 lb. instrument is compact enough to be installed in

most missiles and all electrical connections including remote

control are accomplished through a single multi-pin AN con-

nector.

Wire, Write or Phone

ENTURY ELECTRONICS & INSTRUMENTS, INC.

1333 North Utica, Tulsa, Oklahoma

Circle No. 62 on Subscriber Service Card.
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reaches the solid rubber state. The pro-

pellant is ready for trimming for the

attachment of the rocket nozzle after

removal of the core.

The discovery and development of

Thiokol synthetic rubber by Dr. J. C.

Patrick during the 20s led to the for-

mation of the Thiokol Corp. in 1929.

In 1941 a plant was installed at Tren-

ton, N. J. for production of a solid

polysulfide synthetic rubber and by

1945 this plant was marketing the basic

component of Thiokol propellants, a

polysulfide liquid polymer.

Thiokol currently operates six

plants and laboratories: Main Offices,

Trenton, N. J.; Redstone Division,

Huntsville, Ala.; Elkton Division. Elk-

ton, Md.; Longhorn Division. Marshall,

Texas; Chemical Plant, Moss Point,

Miss.; the Utah Division, Brigham City,

Utah.

The Elkton Division was the first

to undertake research and develop-

ment on solid propellants and JATOs
under contract with Army Ordnance.

Main rocket activities were transferred

to the Redstone Division in 1949. Re-

search and development on industrial

products are carried out at the main

plant in Trenton. The facilities at Red-

stone and Elkton concentrate on rocket

research for the Armed Forces. Al-

though some production work is han-

dled by Redstone and Elkton, the major

production effort is at Longhorn.

The Utah Division, latest expan-

sion achievement, recently began test

operations. The new test stand at Utah

will accommodate motors up to 12 feet

in diameter and resist a two million

pound load. The testing section is the

first major portion of the facility while

rocket motor mnaufacturing will com-

mence this fall.

Thiokol employs over 2500 people,

over 300 of whom are chemists, chem-

ical engineers, mechanical engineers,

mathematicians and physicists.

RMI Expands For

Solid Propellants

Reaction Motors, Inc. has an-

nounced creation of a separate depart-

ment for handling solid propellant fuels.

Designated the Applications Engineer-

ing Department for Solid Propellant

Rocket Power Plants, the new depart-

ment will be headed by William M.

Davidson and will be responsible for

the development of new business in the

field of solid propellants.

RMI's reorganization points out

the growing trend in the industry

toward the solid propellant fuels. This

is the first time in RMI's history that a

separate department for solid fuels has

been set up, and it reflects the corn-

missiles and rockets



pany's interest in this phase of rocket

fuel development.

In the six months since the Insti-

tute of Aeronautical Sciences meeting

heard speakers deplore the lack of ex-

ploitation in the solid propellant fuel

field, there has been a distinct trend

toward utilizing the fuels to a greater

extent. Previous reluctance was laid to

reliance on performance figures based

on black gunpowder rockets. Judging

by RMI's move and those of other pro-

ducers of fuels, this is no longer true.

Mathieson Plans

Propellant Expansion

Olin Mathieson Chemical Corp.

has announced a four year expansion

program to increase their facilities for

developing and producing high energy,

solid propellants. New R&D labora-

tories, pilot plants, and test and pro-

duction facUities will be constructed at

the company's Ordill works, near

Marion, 111.

The program at Ordill will involve

the development of new propellants

and new processes for the production

of propellant grains for rocket engines.

The company also plans to expand its

development and production of gas

generators for auxiliary power units on

jet engines and missiles. In addition, it

will cast double-base propellants which

involve Mathieson's "ball powder" tech-

niques and composite propellants for

rocket engines in missiles.

These expansion programs are part

of Mathieson's general plan to increase

all their research, development and pro-

duction in the broad field of fuels and

propellants. including the new high en-

ergy chemical fuels. Two plants for the

production of "zip" fuels are already

under construction in Niagara Falls.

The current program marks the com-

pany's first major effort in the field of

solid fuels for rocket engines.

Rocketdyne Operates

Vacuum Wind Tunnel

Rocketdyne engineers are now
using a wind tunnel that pulls high

speed air through a vacuum to simu-

late conditions at extremely high al-

titudes. The vacuum wind tunnel will

be used in probing the performance

of rocket engines and testing their

components at these altitudes. The
tunnel, located at the company's Los
Angeles plant, is one of the first de-

signed for high altitude rocket study.

In the tests, compressed air will

be released in a supersonic rush

through scale models of rocket en-

gine thrust chambers resembling the

narrow waist and flare of a hoop
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CUSTOM BUILT automotive and industrial requirements. Most Sys-

tems have been custom-constructed for special ap-

plications. Although they were representative of the

most modern equipment available at the time, it

may now be to your advantage to modernize to meet

the newer requirements of this fast-moving field.

Some of the older Calidyne Vibration Test Sys-

tems may have become obsolete to a point where

they cannot be revamped to meet more modern

requirements. With others, it is possible for us to

up-grade the equipment so that its performance

will compare favorably with any now being offered.

In many cases this can be done without serious

sacrifice of the original investment.

IT MAY PAY TO When you want to investigate the possibility of

INVESTIGATE bringing your Calidyne Vibration Test System up

to date, get in touch with us here at Calidyne —
we can quickly tell you what can be done. The

telephone number is Winchester (Boston) 6-3810,

or write:

CALIDYNE
COMPANY

120 CROSS STREET, WINCHESTER, MASSACHUSETTS

SALES REPRESENTATIVES

Circle No. 64 on Subscriber Service Card.
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HOW TO OUTWIT
OBSOLESCENCE

skirt. To duplicate the upper atmos-

phere, the two-foot-wide testing cham-
ber of the tunnel will be maintained

under a partial vacuum adjusted to

varying altitudes.

Final instrumentation check-out is made on

rocket engine thrust chamber in test section.

Aerojet Sets Up
Astronautics Lab

Aerojet-General Corp. has set up

an Astronautics Research Laboratory

to study advanced propulsion systems,

astrophysical chemistry and materials.

The laboratory's propulsion section ex-

pects to work on research involving

ultra-high-energy chemical propellants.

ion propulsion systems, gaseous free

radical propulsion and nuclear plasma

propulsion systems. In addition the lab

will study all systems capable of high

velocity extra-terrestrial flight. Director

of the lab will be Y. C. Lee, Aerojet

Director of Research, and Milton Far-

mer, Associate Director of Research.

4

Convair Occupies

Atlas Production Plant

Convair-Astronautics has begun

moving into its $40 million plant for

the production of the Atlas ICBM. The
plant, located on the northeastern out-

skirts of San Diego, is expected to be

completely occupied by January. Mov-
ing plans and final construction plans

were coordinated to afford a minimum
of work interference on the missile,

which is now in pilot production.

More than 7000 persons will be

shifted to the plant. The million-

square-foot plant will replace Convair's

San Diego facilities as the headquar-

ters of Convair's Atlas program.

The engineering lab will be the

first section to be occupied, followed

missiles and rockets



by the office and reception center

(buildings. The factory building is

scheduled for full use by mid-Jan-

uary. Total cost of the plant and its

equipment will exceed $40 million,

divided almost evenly between Con-

vair and the Air Force. Convair is

paying for the land, buildings and

'some of the equipment, with the AF
providing most of the heavy equip-

ment, including machine tools.

Chrysler Lists 1300
Redstone Subcontractors

The Army's prime contractor in

the Redstone Ballistic Missile system,

iChrysler corp. has compiled a list of

(vendors from whom purchases have

Ibeen made during the program. The

flist is said to name over 1300 firms

jin the U.S. from whom purchases were

(made for the production and research

and development phases only. There

(are a total of 1675 vendors in 34 states

and the District of Columbia.

Chrysler's breakdown of the fig-

ures show that: 811 of the firms, or

48.4% employ less than 100 persons:

519, or 31% employ from 100 to

500; 121, or 7.2%, employ from 500

to 1000; and 224, or 13.4%, employ

over 1000 persons. Since "small busi-

ness" is usually defined as those em-

ploying under 500 persons, the actual

number of such vendors is 1330 or

79.4%

.

AC Spark Plug Receives

Thor Guidance Contract

AC Spark Plug Division of Gen-
eral Motors has been awarded a $38-

million contract from the Air Force for

research, development and production

of the inertial guidance system for the

IRBM, Thor. Authority to begin work
under the contract was given some
months ago by the Ballistic Missiles

Office, Air Materiel Command, which

awarded the contract.

GE Gets Contract

For Reentry Nose Cones

General Electric's Missile and
Ordnance Systems Department in

Philadelphia has been awarded a $158-

million contract to develop nose cones

for the Atlas ICBM and the Thor
IRBM. The company's Nose Cone
Section, under R. W. McFall, is staffed

by 2000 people engaged in research,

systems engineering, design engineer-

ing and development manufacturing
of the nose cone.

Advanced Instrumentation by Humphrey

New product/on inertial

sensing instruments

for extra precision

and reliability

Among the outstanding features

of Humphrey's new inertial

sensing instruments are: dry

helium filled, hermetically
sealed steel cases; standardized

mountings for rate gyro and
linear accelerometer; and choice

of regular AN connector or new
pigmy connector.

rate gyro is of new simplified

design, with light-weight effi-

cient motor, accurate trouble-

free damping, and choice of in-

ductive or potentiometer pick-off.

LINEAR ACCELEROMETER is of

dual contra-rotating mass design.

It has practically zero sensitivity

to cross acceleration and angular

acceleration; ±: symmetrical or

asymmetrical ranges (0 to 1G)
to'(0 to 100G).

ANGULAR ACCELEROMETER is

compactly designed with com-

pletely symmetrical inertial ring.

Available ranges are from zero

to ±Yi rad/sec 2 to zero to 100

rad/sec. 2 Except in very low
range, either potentiometer or

inductive pick-off can be fur-

nished. Performance for either

instrumentation or control sys-

tems is excellent.

FOR COMPLETE SYSTEMS, SPECIFY HUMPHREY
GYROSCOPES, ACCELEROMETERS, POTENTIOMETERS

Rate Gyro-Model RG15-0W2-1

:

New simplified design with light-

weight efficient motor.

Linear Accelerometer—Model
LA15-0501-1: Zero sensitivity to

cross and angular acceleration.

Angular Accelerometer—Model
AA01-0207-1 : Excellent perform-
ance for instrumentation or
control systems.

«
|

Humphreq inc. |

Dept. M-8

2805 CAnON ST. • SAN DIEGO

Send full information

NAME

COMPANY

ADDRESS

Ul IT a i Hit
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Optical instrumentation for

accurate measurement of

remote or inaccessible objects

Gaertner M901 General-purpose Cathetomeler

CATHETOMETERS

Gaertner Cathetometers are designed
for accurate measurement of vertical

distances or displacements. They are
ideally suited for measuring where the
object or action is remote or not acces-
sible by ordinary means. Gaertner pro-
duces a wide variety of precision-con-
structed cathetometers to meet your
individual requirements.

• General-purpose Cathetometers

—

These combine a high degree of
accuracy with a maximum of con-
venience. Range 100 cm, focusing
range 60 cm to infinity.

• Precision Cathetometers— For maxi-
mum accuracy and rigidity. Read-
ings directly to 1 micron.

• Micrometer Slide Cathetometers—For
precise measurement of short vertical
distances. Range up to 4" or 100 mm.
With telemicroscope, focusing range
12 cm to infinity.

• Co-ordinate Cathetometers — Permit
making precise co-ordinate measure-
ments on objects in a vertical plane.
Focusing range 9" to infinity. Co-or-
dinate measuring range up to 24"x42".

SPECIAL PURPOSE PERISCOPES
REMOTE OPTICAL STRAIN MEASURING

' INSTRUMENTS

Write for Bulletin 162-56

The Gaertner
Scientific Corporation
1258 Wrightwood Ave., Chicago 14, III.

Telephone: Buckingham 1-5335
Circle No. 65 on Subscriber Service Card.
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West Coast Industry

By Fred S. Hunter

"First Alias Ends in Failure" is the way the headline read in a

widely-circulated national magazine. Well now, let's see! What, actually,

constitutes "failure" in the test firing of the prototype of a new missile?

How do you define it? Matter of fact, if you learn anything at all from

the test firing of an experimental missile, can you call it a failure?

If something starts to go wrong on the first flight—or any test

flight—of a manned aircraft, there's a pilot aboard to bring the airplane

back to the hangar. Occasionally, a test pilot has to bail out, but

normally he's able to return to base and continue the test program with

the same airplane after fixes are accomplished. By contrast, if a missile

starts to wobble, there's no alternative but to blow it up. You don't get

to bring it back and use it again.

Where do you draw the line of "failure." We're reminded of

the news writer who coined the phrase "Snark-infesied waters" in de-

scribing Northrop's troubles with early XSM-62s in Florida. Northrop
lost 13 experimental Snarks in these early tests. Now, successful Snark

flights have become commonplace over a 2000-mile range in the Atlantic.

The missile's reliability is one of its stronger points. How did Northrop
accomplish this? Through the things it learned from the 13 losers. Would
you say they were failures?

With the Air Force dropping North American's Navaho, what

happens now to Wright Aero's ramjet engines? The Navaho was the

only vehicle for which these particular engines were scheduled. But

not many ramjets are in the works and the Air Force might consider

an R&D contract for continued development advisable. Moreover, the

Wright engines are big ones—48 inches as compared to 28 inches for

the engine developed by Marquardt for the Bomarc. The Wright ram-
jets never reached flight test in the Navaho. It is understood that in one
XSM-64 test, they were ignited momentarily at about Mach 1.5. but

this wasn't fast enough to keep them going.

North American's new general office building in El Segundo is

on the route over which Northrop trucks Snarks from Hawthorne to

the Los Angeles International Airport for loading on Air Force C-124s,

and all Lee Atwood and Larry Waite have to do is look out the windows
to count their competitor's deliveries.

Air Force's announcement that General Electric's $158-Million

nose cone contract covers both the Atlas and Thor missiles would seem
to be fair evidence that the Douglas IRBM is still in business and should
set at rest rumors that it's shaky. Avco's contract for the nose cone of
the Titan came to $ 1 1 1 million. It doesn't necessarily follow that the

same dollar amount of GE's contract applies to the Atlas—it might even
be less—but it isn't unreasonable to use it as a measurement and this

would leave $57 million of the GE order for the Thor. Whatever else

may be said of the Thor, it certainly is the "quickie" of all the ballistic

missiles. Douglas had the first article on the pad within one year's time.

Rocketdyne estimates two-way radio systems installed in eight

trucks operating out of the Canoga Park plant enable present equip-
ment and personnel to accomplish about a third again as much work.

missiles and rockets



NEW MISSILE PRODUCTS
MISSILE CHECK-OUT UNIT

A portable hydraulic power supply
unit, designed by Haskel Engineering and
Supply Company, serves as a source of
high pressure hydraulic power for guided
missiles requiring precise circuit check-
out prior to launching. Designed for use
with OS-45 high-temperature synthetic

hydraulic fluid, the power supply contains
two independent hydraulic circuits with
a capacity of 20 gpm and providing pres-

sures up to 5000 psi.

The unit is designed for remote con-
trol for personnel safety and its two cir-

cuits are both overheat and back-pressure
controlled to shut off pressure and return
in either circuit in case of excessive heat
or back pressure. These controls also

provide for dumping the pump output
back into the tank and it is not possible

to re-energize either circuit until the

COUNT RATEMETER
Nuclear Measurements Corp. has in-

troduced its manual range changing linear

count ratemeter. model CRM-11. The in-

strument detects radioactivity sensed by
GM, scintillation and proportional count-
ing detectors. It is equipped with six linear

scales, ranging from 0-300 C/M to 0-300.-

000 C/M. Dimensions are 22 x 15 x 10Vi
inches.

Circle No. 212 on Subscriber Service Card.

source of trouble has been corrected.
Indicator lights are provided to locate

the trouble.

The system features automatic pre-
fill and bleed of the hydraulic circuits

and is provided with a nitrogen purge
pressurization system to preclude the
possibility of contaminating the fluid. An
automatic control is provided for the
air type heat exchanger to maintain
proper fluid temperature. Flow indication,

system selection, on and off operation
and emergency shutdown can all be
achieved remotely. The unit is mounted
on readable running gear using light-

weight Air Force Arctic tires. The cooling
system, electrical system and piping can
be serviced from separate access doors.

Circle No. 220 on Subscriber Service Card.

POWER AMPLIFIER
Rheem Electronics Division has in-

troduced a new power amplifier for use

in airborne telemetering systems w;hich is

available in 17 configurations. Designated
the REL-09 RF Power Amplifier, the unit

is a single package containing volume, con-
nectors, filament voltage and cathode bias,

varied to extend the range of application.

The product weighs 16 ounces.
Circle No. 214 on Subscriber Service Card.

INSULATING VARNISH
Lynn Engineering Co. is distributing

an insulating varnish capable of with-

standing temperatures from —55°C to

250 °C, and which is unaffected by gaso-
line, oils (including ester oils), alcohol,

jet fuels, moisture and fungus. Known
as Ulti-Meg 110, the varnish is suited

for use on high speed rotating machinery
and to all types of equipment subject to

severe vibration. The chemical reaction

of the product is completed during the

baking cycle, producing a molecule which
is physically and chemically stable and
retaining its insulating qualities indef-

initely.

Circle No. 206 on Subscriber Service Card.

SMALL POWER UNIT
Rheem Electronics Division has de-

veloped a special miniature power sup-

ply for missile telemetry applications.

It provides one unregulated high voltage

output, one regulated HV output and a

6.3 volt heater supply. The unit is con-
structed for maximum reliability under
environmental extremes.

Circle No. 204 on Subscriber Service Card.

CERAMOPLASTIC RADOME
A new molding material for radome

manufacture is being produced by My-
calex Corporation. Called "Supramica
555", the material withstands tempera-
tures as high as 950

C
F. The ceramoplastic

contains platelets of synthetic mica to

act as "'crack stoppers" holding the

material together even when cracked.
Molding tolerance in wall thickness of
±.005 "can be achieved, as well as ma-
chining tolerances of ±.001". The manu-
facturer anticipates that the thermal en-

durance of the material will be satis-

factory at speeds as high as Mach 3.5.

Circle No. 203 on Subscriber Service Card.
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THERMOCOUPLE JUNCTION
Pace Engineering Company is manu-

facturing its BRJ Series of bridge stabil-

ized thermocouple reference junctions pro-

viding controlled temperature reference

for multi-channel thermocouple measure-

ments. The unit has precision beyond the

capabilities of ice baths and cold junction

compensators now in use. Up to 48 chan-

nels are available in cabinet or rack

mounted models, as well as three-wire

junctions allowing a choice of thermo-
couple materials in each channel.

Long term temperature stability with-

in 1/5°F is achieved with an integral re-

sistance bridge temperature sensing system
and magnetic-amplifier controlled heater.

The reference temperature may be set to

any specified level from 25° above ambi-

ent to 250°F and thermocouple tables are

available for the standard reference tem-
perature of 150°F.

Several models are offered with a

variety of input arrangements and output

coupling, thermocouple types and number
of circuits. The reference junction is also

furnished as part of an integrated control

and calibration system for oscillograph re-

cording. The unit's weight is 25 lbs., and
it measures 10 x 10 x 15 inches.

Circle No. 218 on Subscriber Service Card.

TRANSISTOR AMPLIFIER
A completely transistorized electron-

ically modulated DC amplifier for use
with milliammeter recorders has been
introduced by Texas Instruments Inc. The
amplifier has a sensitivity range from 10

millivolts DC to 100 volts DC full scale

in 12 ranges. Frequency response is up to

50 cps. Specifications on the model 301

are: IVz x 10 x 2Vi inches; 4 3A lbs.;

input impedance is 2.5 megohms per
volt; output impedance is 39 ohms and
absolute accuracy is 2% of full scale.

Circle No. 200 on Subscriber Service Card.

BISTABLE DIODE
Shockley Semiconductor Laboratory

has produced a new type diode. It is a
low-power four-layer switching diode. The

two-terminal silicon device is capable of
existing in either an open or high imped-
ance state (1 to 100 megohms) or a closed

or low impedance state (1 to 10 megohms).
The diode is switched from one state to

the other by controlling voltage and cur-

rent values.

Typical value ranges are: firing volt-

age ranges from 20 to 60 volts; holding
currents of 25 ma or somewhat less, at

1 jBHHt

ENGINEERED

TO FIT YOUR

DESIGN

SPRAYED - ON • FILM TYPE

for contour shapes

LIGHT: Weight 1/10 lb. per sq. ft.; only .012" thick

STRONG: Withstands severe thermal shock

THIN: Near zero thermal inertia. Reduces
power requirements due to maximum heat
transfer properties

RESISTANT: Resists electrolytes, water, oils,

abrasion and weather

WIDE RANGE: Operates any voltage; 6 volts D.C.
to 220 volts A.C.

FREE!
Send for TECHNICAL LITERATURE
and BROCHURE on Electrofilm film-

type Heating Elements
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North Hollywood, Calif.
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new Zytel wire clamp cuts

weight in planes and missiles

This unique wiring clamp weighs only 0.001 lbs. for 3/16"

capacity handling 58,000 circular mils . . . only 0.052 lbs. for

2-1/2" capacity handling 8,570,000 mils. It resists fatigue in

any position, and withstands loadings up to 50 g's. Easy

installation— place wire bundle between U-shaped horns; push

down the keeper — it locks, with permanent holding power.

Sizes range from 3/16" to 2-1/2" across the horns.

for further information request data sheet.

TD _A. IK O T -A.
ENGINEERING INCORPORATED
6641 Crenshaw Blvd., Los Angeles 43, California

Circle No. 67 on Subscriber Service Card.
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WILL YOUR
COMPANY BE

ADVERTISING IN

THE WORLD
AVIATION

DIRECTORY?

Here are eighty-two of the companies

who form the backbone of aviation

m war or peace.

Among hundreds of other companies,

these have advertised, without exception,

consistently and continuously in the past

five or more consecutive issues

of the aviation world's only all-inclusive

company and product directory.

The basic minimum for every

sound aviation advertising program is

THE DIRECTORY.

35 CONSECUTIVE ISSUES

Sperry Gyroscope Co.

31 CONSECUTIVE ISSUES
McDonnell Aircraft Corp.

30 CONSECUTIVE ISSUES

Pioneer Parachute Co., Int.

29 CONSECUTIVE ISSUES
Fairchild Aircraft Division

General Electric Co.

27 CONSECUTIVE ISSUES
Reeves Brothers, Inc.

26 CONSECUTIVE ISSUES

Flightex Fabrics, Inc.

Parker ft Co.

Sinclair Refining Co.

23 CONSECUTIVE ISSUES
Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co.

22 CONSECUTIVE ISSUES
Elastic Stop Nut Corp. of America

21 CONSECUTIVE ISSUES
Michigan Seamless Tube Co.

20 CONSECUTIVE ISSUES
Eclipse-Pioneer Division

Paper Manufacturers Co.

19 CONSECUTIVE ISSUES
Aeroquip Corp.

Instrument Associates

Jack & Heintz, Inc.

lavelle Aircraft Corp.

18 CONSECUTIVE ISSUES
The BG Corporation
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We make the earth
stand still

This precise sidereal rate

fable so accurately coun-

ters the earth's rotational

rate that the test platform

in effect stands still in

space. A primary standard

for testing navigational

systems and components,

this sidereal table is only

one of a series of direct

and servo driven rate

tables available.

Foremost in the field of

range instrumentation,

Fecker offers missile track-

ing telescopes, special

cameras, photo-theodo-

lites and complete syn-

chronizing and control

systems.

For additional information

or assistance with any spe-

cial problem simply write.
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j. w. fecker, inc,
A Subsidiary o f ' A M E R I C A N OPTICAL COMPANY

6592 HAMILTON AVENUE • PITTSBURGH 6, PA.

Circle No. 68 on Subscriber Service Card.

about one volt; switched current capacity
of 100 ma; maximum power dissipation of

about 100 milliwatts; and switching rates

of about 1 mc.
Circle No. 211 on Subscriber Service Card.

REDESIGNED PREAMPLIFIER
A new weatherproofed and pres-

surized preamplifier design is announced

by Nems-Clarke, Inc., for use with tele-

metering receivers. The company says
line losses as high as 6 db will not de-

crease the sensitivity of the receiving sys-

tem by more than a few tenths of a db.

The pass band has a uniform response
of 3 db over a frequency range of 215-

245 mc. The unit has a self contained
power supply controlled from a 1%"
power control panel mountable in a relay

rack with other receiving equipment.
Similar units are available in the fre-

quency range 225-260 mc.
Circle No. 210 on Subscriber Service Card.

WAVEGUIDE PRESSURE WINDOW
A new waveguide pressure window

for half-X waveguide applications has

been developed by Microwave Associ-

ates. The window (MA-1339) covers the

frequency range 9.5 to 10.1 kmc with

maximum VSWR of 1.10 at the band
edges. Resonant frequency is 9800 mc.
It is used in .2 x .9 ID waveguide appli-

cations. Maximum power rating is 20
kw. Maximum pressure handling capabil-

ity is 45 lbs. on the glassed side of the

window and 30 psi on the opposite side.

Window construction is of kovar and
glass.

Circle No. 201 on Subscriber Service Card.
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people

Dr. Joachim W. Muehlner has been
appointed a consulting scientist in Lock-
heed Missile Systems Div.'s research and
development branch at Palo Alto. Dr.
Muehlner was technical director of the

range instrumentation development divi-

sion, Army Ordnance, at White Sands
Proving Ground for more than five years,

before joining Lockheed.
J. Y. Cunningham will head the new

Missile Development Division organiza-

tion at North American Aviation, which
has just been separated from the Los
Angeles Division. Other appointments in

the new division are R. M. Stronks, manu-
facturing supt.; Fred Burry, general supv.

of manufacturing services; Harry Armour,
general supv. of missile planning; D. F.
Ziegler, general supv. of missile tooling.

The new development planning staff

at Fairchild Guided Missiles Division will

be headed by Harry Iddings who was
formerly associated with Cornell Aero-
nautical Laboratory.

Albert E. Schwerin, manager of Flight

Test Engineering for General Electric's

missile and ordnance systems department,
has been assigned to the Air Force's Mis-
sile Test Center. He will head up his

department's test activity at Patrick Air
Force Base.

Lt. General Laurence C. Craigie
(USAF, ret) has been elected to the Board
of Directors of the Associated Missile

Products Corp. T. Rogers McNamara, of
Hughes Aircraft Co., has been appointed
accounting manager of the corporation.

Dr. Michael Markets, Jr., formerly
manager of heat transfer operations,
Columbia University Heat Transfer Re-
search facility, has been appointed to

head Atlantic Research Corp.'s nuclear
activities.

Willem Schaafsma has been named
director of projects for the Grand Central
Rocket Co. Stanley Waxman, former direc-
tor of R & D, succeeds Schaafsma as
director of engineering and research.

Wilfred E. Walton, formerly with
General Electric, has been appointed
director of engineering at American
Machine & Foundry Co.'s Rochester Divi-
sion.

Minitrack equipment for station No. I and a VANGUARD model are

inspected by (left to right): Dr. J. P. Hagen, Project VANGUARD
Dir.; A. E. Abel, Gen. Mgr. Bendix Radio Div.; J. T. Mengel, Chief,
Tracking and Guidance, NRL; Capt. P. H. Horn, Dir. NRL. Vans
equipped by Bendix are heading for S. American Minitrack station sites.

Above, Robert Edwards, newly appointed Bus. Mgr., Cook Research
Lab., Cook Electric Co. Below is D. A. Bair, Mgr., Reliability Test
Section, Cook's Inland Testing Lab., a multi-million facility to in-

clude world's largest
( 100,000 curies) gamma radiation source.

Naval Research Lab. scientists examining a map overlay on which the
IBM 780 cathode ray tube output display will trace earth satellite's

path. Left to right: Dr. J. W. Siry; Dr. Paul Herget; H. Chris-
man; J. J. Fleming. Herget is in charge of computation at VAN-
GUARD Computing Center installed by IBM in Washington, D. C.

INSPECTION

PROBLEMS? Hi
This booklet is for you! |

BORESCOPES

Free on
request

Fill in and
mail today

This comprehen-
sive, elaborately

illustrated booklet
provides practical infor-

mation on the use of the

famous A. C. M. I. Bore-
scope in various industries,

for the inspection of inte-

rior areas or surfaces not

otherwise visible—together

with full data on the types

of Borescope available,

and on their care and
maintenance. Have you
received your copy?

To cflnmkan Cystoscojje Jllakeisjnc,

1241 LAFAYETTE AVENUE NEW YORK 59, N. Y.

Gentlemen: Please send me without obligation a copy of
your booklet on Borescopes.

Name_

Address-

City .State-
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t/XM nkBERVLI.IUM
FOR INERTIAL GUIDANCE SYSTEMS

miniature, light-weight, highly accurate controls

are possible through use of

BRUSH QMV BRAND BERYLLIUM

The unique physical properties of

BRUSH QMV BERYLLIUM
contain bonus values for designers

of missiles and missile guidance
devices.

RIGIDITY, DIMENSIONAL
STABILITY and MACHIN-
ABILITY allow design and
manufacture of highly accurate

systems without the bulk and weight

usually associated with guidance
accuracy.

HIGH STRENGTH and LIGHT
WEIGHT permit design of
components and structures for best

fuel efficiency and increased payload
of the missile.

HEAT CAPACITY. THERMAL
CONDUCTIVITY and HIGH
MELTING POINT make
BERYLLIUM ideal for use under
intermittent or steady thermal loads.

RIGIDITY— 44.3 * 1
6 psi

LIGHT WEIGHT— 1.85 g/ce

TENSILE STRENGTH— 45,000 psi

GOOD CORROSION RESISTANCE

EXCELLENT STABILITY

HIGH HEAT CAPACITY

COMPRESSIVE YIELD STRENGTH- 30,000 psi

HIGH THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY

LOW NEUTRON— CAPTURE CROSS SECTION

HIGH NEUTRON— SCATTER CROSS SECTION

HIGH MELTING POINT— 2345°F

GOOD MACHINABILITY

CO-EFFICIENT OF EXPANSION— 6.4 x 106 in/in/°F

illiunt

people

IERYLLIUM METAL

QMV
BERYLLIUM METAL

BERYLLIUM COPPER

BERYLLIUM MASTER ALLOYS

BERYLLIUM OXIDE

THE BRUSH BERYLLIUM COMPANY, 4301 PERKINS AYE., CLEVELAND 3, OHIO
Circle No. 69 on Subscriber Service Card.
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Adm. John H. Sides, deputy to the

special asst. to the Secretary of Defense
for guided missiles, will assume the rank
of vice admiral and report as director,

weapons system evaluation group, Depart-
ment of Defense, on August 1.

Edward C. Wagner has been ap-
pointed to the post of assistant to the vice

president for engineering, Ford Instru-

ment Co., Division of Sperry Rand Corp.
Max Moore has been appointed chief

engineer for the Precision Potentiometer
Division of General Controls Co.

E. Douglas Reddan and Norman C.
Anderson have been elected president and
vice president respectively of Infrared In-

dusties, Inc.

George S. Scbairer has been appointed
director of research for Boeing Airplane
Company. He was formerly chief engi-
neer of the Seattle division.

Jack E. Shuck, formerly a colonel in

the Air Force's Air Materiel command,
has been appointed a staff scientist on the
Product Planning Staff of Lockheed Missile

Systems Div.
Charles L. Backus, Jr., has been ap-

pointed manager of the Dayton office of
Autonetics, a division of North American
Aviation, Inc.

S. G. Gregory has been named for

the newly created position of director of
personnel services for Borg-Warner Corp.

Willis M. Hawkins, asst. gen. mgr. of
Lockheed's Missile Systems Div., has been
appointed a member of the U.S. Army
Scientific Advisory panel.

Dr. Jacob L. Zar, the Guided Missiles

Div. of Republic Aviation Corp., has been
appointed director of engineering by Air-

borne Accessories Corp.
Robert J. Mill has been named man-

ufacturing mgr. of Aerojet-General Corp.'s

Liquid Rocket Plant at Sacramento. Y. C.
Lee has been appointed director of re-

search and planning for Aerojet's Liquid
Engine Div.

Convair Division of General Dy-
namics Corp. has announced the following

new assignments: William C. Dietz, chief

of B-58 project; Norm H. Simpson, senior

project engineer; Don R. Kirk, senior

project engineer; Robert W. Moller, asst.

mgr. of B-58 flight test program; J. F.
Robinson, chief of engineering test labora-

tories; R. P. Scott, chief of engineering

flight test; William H. Crow and J. C.
Thurmond, asst. chief design engineers.

Reginald R. Kearton, formerly direc-

tor of nuclear projects for Lockheed's
Georgia Div., has been named director of

the new sales branch of company's Missile

Systems Div. at Sunnyvale.

James R. Merrill has been named
mgr. of Raytheon Manufacturing Co.'s

Santa Barbara (Calif.) laboratory, suceed-

ing Harold E. Beveridge, resigned.

John E. Ranks, who served as a mis-

sile test officer at sea and as officer-in-

charge of the Officers Electronic School,

Treasure Island, Calif, during the Korean
war, has been appointed mgr. of the Small

Systems Dept.'s product engineering sec-

tion at ElectroData Div. of Burroughs
Corp.

Dr. John W. Bond, Jr., has been ap-

pointed chief of the physics group at Con-
vair-San Diego.

Edward E. Slowter has been elected

vice president of Battelle Memorial Insti-

tute, Columbus, O.

Rheem Manufacturing Co.'s new Air-

craft Div. has announced three key ap-

missiles and rockets



pointments: Glen S. Gipson, western dis-

trict sales mgr. with hq. at Downey, Calif.;

P. J. Raferty, district representaitve in

Chicago; V. E. Selvig, legal advisor.

The following management changes

are announced by Olin Mathieson Chem-
ical Corp.: John M. Olin, chm. of financial

and operating policy committee as well as

chm. of the exec, committee; Thomas S.

Nichols, chm. of board of directors;

Stanley de J. Osborne, president of the

corporation.
Robert Lee Baddorf has been ap-

pointed chief engineer of Topp Manufac-
turing Co.

Wade Wolfe, Jr., has been named
technical liaison mgr. in the construction

engineering dept. of Olin Mathieson
Chemical Corp.'s high energy fuels organ-

ization.

Richard E. Welch, vice president and
treasurer of W. M. Welch Mfg. Co., Chi-

cago, was elected president of the Sci-

entific Apparatus Makers Assn.

Ralph Carlisle Smith, asst. director of

Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory, has
been appointed assistant to the president

of the Nuclear Products-Erco Div., ACF
Industries, Inc.

Edmund B. Parke has been named
director of Production Div. at Reaction

Motors, Inc.

Baboo Ram Teree has been elected

vice president—engineering and manufac-
turing of Greer Hydraulics, Inc.

John Carter, a vice president of Corn-
ing Glass Works, has been elected presi-

dent of Fairchild Camera and Instru-

ment Corp.
J. M. Miller has been placed in

charge of all design activity on equipment
for the Talos missile and E. F. Lapman,
now chief electronics engineer, has the

responsibility for design for all electronic

systems, Products Div., Bendix Aviation

Corp.
J. E. Schaefer of Wichita has been

elected vice chairman of Boeing Airplane

Co.
Dr. Seymour B. Conn has been ap-

pointed mgr. of Stanford Research Insti-

tute's Antenna Systems Laboratory.
Dr. John P. Nash has been ap-

pointed mgr. of the information processing

division, Lockheed Missile Systems Div.'s

research and development branch.
David E. Shonerd has been named

president of Era Engineering, Inc.: Harold
D. Hutchinson, vice president; Mary F.
Cramer, treasurer; and Glendon Tremaine,
secretary.

Gladyln H. Putt has been named
executive assistant to L. Eugene Root,
vice president and gen. mgr. of Lock-
heed's Missile Systems Division. Putt was
formerly with RAND Corp. as executive
assistant to the president.

Sterling C. Spielman is the new direc-

tor of engineering at Philco Corp.'s
Government and Industrial Division. He
was previously director of electronic en-
gineering.

I. J. Hammill has been appointed as

executive vice president and managing
director of Walter Kidde & Co. of Canada
Ltd. He succeeds C. K. McLeod who
becomes chairman of the board.

AN FITTINGS
Stainless, Aluminum, Brass, Steel. All
sizes—Immediate delivery from world's
largest shelf stock. Buy direct from
manufacturer. Lower prices—quicker
service. Send for free wall charts show-
ing complete line of AN Fittings.

COLLINS ENGINEERING CO.
9050 Washington Blvd., Culver City, Calif.

THEORETICAL
PHYSICAL
CHEMIST

to contribute new concepts in

missile science through funda-

mental research in transport

and thermodynamic properties

of gases at high temperatures.

The Missile and Ordnance Sys-

tems Department of General

Electric, an outstanding center

for pioneer work in the rapidly

advancing missile field, is

prime contractor for IRBM
and ICBM nose cone design.

Send your resume

in jull confidence to:

Mr. John B. Gaddis
Prof. Placement, Room 598-4

MISSILE & ORDNANCE SYSTEMS DEPT.

GENERAL @ ELECTRIC

1617 Pennsylvania Boulevard

Philadelphia 3, Pa.

LOX
GRADE
KEL-F*
Unsurpassed resiliency at—320*F .

offered in our especially processed

Kel-F* for rocket and missile seals.

Sheets and tubes to 18 inch diameter

are available, exhibiting unusual

clarity and a minimum of cold flow

throughout the ambient range.

Our engineering department is avail-

able to work with you on your

Kel-F* and TEFLON** problems.

We are approved to work under all

military and commercial specifica-

tions.

THE

FLUOROCARBON
COMPANY
1206 East Ash Avenue
FULLERTON, CALIFORNIA
Tel. Lambert 53563

>3M Company Registered Tradomai*
•• DuPor.t Company Registered Trademark

Circle No. 71 on Subscriber Service Card.

NEW subminiature

high temperature
pickup

Smallest size yet in a

variable reluctance transducer—

Vi-in. diameter x 1-inch long.

Weighs approximately 4V4 grams.

• Translates mechanical motion into AC voltage

for telemetering and control

• Operates from near absolute zero to plus

500° F. ambient temperatures

• Moisture and oil resistant

Wr/fe for voltage curves, specifications, price today

TRANSDUCERS FOR COUNTING.
CONTROL AND MEASUREMENT

Electro Products Laboratories
4501 -K North Ravenswood, Chicago 40, III.

Canada: Atlas Radio Ltd., Toronto

August, 1957

Circle No. 44 on Subscriber Service Card.
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EMPLOYMENT

ENGINEERS

Honeywell's "balanced" diversity

brings you more opportunities

Honeywell's Ordnance Division

develops and produces such mili-

tary producrs as: warheads; infra-

red systems and components;
transistorized converters, inverters

and rectifiers; test, checkout and

training devices; thermal batteries;

electronic fuzing; sonar systems;

lire control systems and stabilized

platforms.

This Supervisory DataCenter, which

enables one man in one location to

control an entire air conditioning

system for a large building, is just

one of Honeywell's advanced auto-

matic control products for civilian

use. Honeywell also develops

and produces advanced control de-

vices and systems for the home,

farm, industrial processing and
factory automation.

Honeywell, world leader in automatic controls, is following a

planned development program which is soundly balanced be-

tween civilian and government contracts. This program is giving

Honeywell the fastest growth rate in its seventy year history. Earn-

ings have more than doubled in the last five years. The engineering

force has increased over 100%.

And Honeywell's exciting growth is continuing. To sustain it,

we need skilled DEVELOPMENT, DESIGN, PRODUCTION AND
ANALYSIS ENGINEERS to work on the types of products listed

above.

You will receive the opportunity to gtow with Honeywell, the

fastest growing company in America's fastest growing major in-

dustry—the Electrical-Electronics industry. You'll work in a small

group, your accomplishments will be quickly recognized, rapidly

rewarded. You start with a first-rate salary, advance quickly from
there. Start today.

Honeywell
First in Controls

MAIL THIS COUPON NOW
Mr. W. D. Conley, Depl. TM 19E
Minneapolis-Honeywell Regulator Company
2753 4th Avenue South, Minneapolis 8, Minnesota

I 1 Resume attached

I 1 Send me more information about Honeywell's opportunities

NAME

ADDRESS

CITY ZONE

Sperry Rand Corp. 1

Enlarges Salt Lake Lab

Sperry Rand Corporation will add
a 100,000 square foot unit to its Salt

Lake City Engineering Laboratory, thus

tripling the size of its Utah facility. The
new unit will add 90,000 square feet of

manufacturing space, 5000 square feet

of environmental testing space, and
5000 square feet of utility space to the

north side of Sperry's present lab.

It is reliably reported that Sperry

will manufacture the Thiokol solid-

propellant-powered Sergeant missile at

the facility.

Honeywell Gets Missiles

Repair Contract

New military emphasis on main-

tenance of missile electronic equip-

ment has resulted in the instigation of

a contract repairs program by the

Aeronautical Division of Minneapolis-

Honeywell Regulator Co. Named to

head the new program is George P.

Smith, with John S. Wagner adminis-

tering the integration of production

facilities and possibly reorganizing

plant operations.

Travelling at Mach 10 it would
take about 7 months to reach
Mars . . . but we understand
that the Martians are pre-
judiced against hiring foreign
engineers, so why bother. Here
at ASC0P there are more op-
portunities for capable men
than there are miles to Mars.
If you can qualify in the fields
listed below, call or write our
Technical Personnel Manager.

ELECTRONIC ENGINEERS
Skilled In

Data Acquisition

Data Handling

RF Techniques

Circuit Design

Transistor-Applications

Technical Writing

*^mscop
APPLIED SCIENCE CORP.

OF PRINCETON

10 Wallace Rd., Princeton, N.J.

Phone PLainsboro 3-4141

Dept. E, 15551 Cabrito Road
Van Nuys, Calif.

Phone STate 2-7030
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Lockheed Builds

New R&D Center

Lockheed's Missile Systems Divi-

sion has begun construction on a new

lab at its Palo Alto R&D Center, in-

creasing the center's facUities to 218,-

000 square feet. The new lab is the

fourth 51,000 square foot lab to be

built at the Palo Alto activity. This

latest addition brings the division's Bay

area facilities to a total of 583,000

square feet now in use or under con-

struction. Its Van Nuys plant, with

475.000 square feet, raises the Missile

Division's total plant space to more

than a million square feet.

The new lab, which will be begun

at about the time the third lab in the

series is occupied, is next to the last

in the - building program of the divi-

sion's 22-acre Stanford Park industrial

site. Construction will be of the con-

crete tilt-up type reinforced with steel.

Ryan Opens

New R&D Center

Ryan Aeronautical Co. is cen-

tering all its engineering, research

and development work under one roof

at its new half-million dollar Engi-

neering and Research Center in San

Diego. The new center includes an
environmental test laboratory, a self-

contained research machine shop and

the main engineering laboratory.

The new center will be used for

ground testing components of high-

speed aircraft and missiles. While fin-

ishing touches are being put on the

two-story building, installation of spe-

cial equipment is commencing. The
equipment in the center includes de-

vices to simulate extreme shock, vi-

bration, acceleration, temperature,

altitude, humidity and radio inter-

ference.

RIAS Awarded
Satellite Contract

RIAS, Inc., has been awarded an
earth satellite contract by the Na-
tional Science Foundation, in collab-

oration with the Franklin Institute,

to carry out measurement of the heavy
cosmic ray flux. The experiment re-

quires light-weight, shock-resistant,

high performance equipment that RIAS
is developing with the Martin Co.

The two companies have suc-

ceeded in developing a transistorized

pre-amplifier to amplify the impulses

of an ionization chamber that will

detect the cosmic rays in outer space.

August, 1957
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DATA PROCESSING SPECIALISTS!

Get in now— at the beginning

of the new era in missiles!

When you join Telecomputing's

Engineering Services Division,

you will be given full scope to

allow you to grow . . . your talents

will be used to the fullest . . .

recognition and rewards will be

yours as a matter of course.

Engineering services is a mem-
ber of an integrated five-com-

pany missile systems corporation

which designs and manufactures

its own data-processing equip-

ment. Our efforts are directed to-

ward the "systems concept." We
are engaged in the reduction of

large amounts of flight test data

being generated by the daily mis-

sile firings on the integrated Hol-

loman-White Sands range.

ATTRACTIVE SAtARIES

PROFIT SHARING

RELOCATION PAY

ACCREDITED EDUCATION

GROUP INSURANCE

A NEW LIFE IN NEW MEXICO'S

FABULOUS "LAND OF ENCHANTMENT"

MOUNTAIN SKIING AND DESERT

RESORTS WITHIN 30 MINUTES I

A WONDERFUL PLACE

TO MAKE YOUR HOME -

GRAND COUNTRY TO RAISE KIDSI

Send resume to DIRECTOR OF TECHNICAL PERSONNEL 1

TELECOMPUTING CORPORATION
|

Engineering Services Division j
BOX 447 • HOLLOMAN AIR FORCE BASE • NEW MEXICO

j
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MECHANICAL DESIGN ENGINEERS

Exhaust Nozzle with diameter

no greater than a fire bucket's?

...Tail Pipe no longer than a bat?

ME's accustomed to conventional-

ly sized aircraft gas turbine com-
ponents find a challenge to their

ingenuity in scaling down AGT
parts full orders of magnitude
when they come to SAED (Small
Aircraft Engine Department of

General Electric)

.

And miniaturization isn't the

whole story either. Many other

tough design problems cropped

up in producing the T58 Turbo-
shaft— many are involved in de-

veloping the J64 convertible gas
turbine and other small, advanced
power plants.

Design engineers who want to

advance in their specialties and
associate themselves with aleader
in this growing field are invited

to investigate new openings at

the Small Aircraft Engine Dept.

A1SO.- Field & Flight Test Engineers will find openings at SAED's
flight test center and at airframe manufacturers' locations,

handling 50-150 hour qualification tests, training of cus-
tomer personnel, etc.

Please write in confidence to Roger Hawk

SMALL AIRCRAFT ENGINE DEPARTMENT

GENERAL @> ELECTRIC
1000 Western Avenue West Lynn, Massachusoffs
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BENDIX OFFERS THE FINEST

GUIDED MISSILE OPPORTUNITIES

IN THE MIDDLE WEST

It isn't often that you can combine ideal

living conditions with outstanding ad-

vancement opportunities. At Bendix

Guided Missiles we sincerely believe we

can offer you both.

We are sure that you would enjoy

living in an attractive community con-

venient to metropolitan centers and

recreational areas.

And, we are equally confident that as

prime contractor for the important and

successful Talos Missile, no one can offer

a greater variety of interesting and

challenging job opportunities in the

guided missile field.

If you would like proof of these strong

statements, why not fill out the coupon

and send for a copy of our thirty-six-page

booklet "Your Future in Guided Mis-

siles". It not only gives a detailed story

of guided missile operations, but it also

presents interesting facts about living

conditions in the area, the many special

employee benefits, and the wide range

of specific job opportunities we have to

offer.

Send for your copy of "Your Future

in Guided Missiles" today.

^^Btrnfyf ~ prime contractor

for the TALOS MISSILE

Navy Opens Vanguard
Computing Center

High-speed electronic calculations

at the Vanguard Computing Center,

which the Navy opened on July 2,

will predict future orbits of U.S.

scientific satellites. The center will be

operated for the Navy by IBM, which
will use their 704 electronic data pro-

cessing system. In conjunction with the

704, which will be magnetic-tape

operated, IBM plans to utilize an IBM
780 Cathode Ray Tube Display Unit.

This visual display unit will picture

the 704's computations in the form
of graphs, geometric figures, engineer-

ing symbols or words and numbers.
The display unit will actually picture

a satellite's orbit.

W. R. Grace Co., Pechiney

To Produce Silicon

The formation of a new U.S.

company for the production of high-

purity elemental silicon and other

semi-conductors was announced in

July by the W. R. Grace Co., of

New York, and the French chemical

and metallurgical firm of Pechiney.

The two companies will combine
their efforts in silicon production as

they did in 1952 for the production

of ammonia and urea in Memphis.

Cooper Development

Will Enlarge Facilities

Cooper Development Corp. is

doubling its plant facilities due to in-

creased activity in the design and pro-

duction of high-altitude research rocket

devices, meteorological rockets, infra-

red equipment and special missile as-

semblies. The three way expansion pro-

gram involves a new plant in Baldwin

Park, Calif., a facility at Fontana,

Calif., and a new addition at the main
plant in Monrovia, Calif.

NEED AIR FORCE SALES?

I have open time as manu-
facturer's representative with

the Air Force at Wright-Pat-

terson in Missile Systems, Air-

frame and Engine Components,

and Electronic Training Devices.

Nine years of successful ex-

perience.

P. O. Box 624

Far Hills Branch Dayton 9, Ohio

Bendix Products Division— Missiles

412 J, Bendix Drive, South Bend, Indiana

Gentlemen : I would like more information concerning opportunities in guided

missiles. Please send me the booklet "Your Future In Guided Missiles".

NAME

ADDRESS ..

CITY_ _STATE_
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Engineers:

What's your solution

of effective handling

of 50 complex projects

simultaneously?

EMPLOYMENT

SEE HOW ARMA'S PROJECT TEAM

SYSTEM BENEFITS THE INDIVIDUAL

ENGINEER AND THE COMPANY

Science and technology are becoming
increasingly complex. So also are the

solutions to the advanced engineering

problems which ARMA is called upon
to resolve, such as developmental as-

pects of the Inertial Guidance System

for ICBM Titan and the Fire Control

System for B-52 tail defense.

To make sure that each project receives

expert guidance at every phase— re-

search, design, development— ARMA
entrusts each engineering contract to

a group of engineers known as a

"Project Team."

Composed of key personnel drawn
from the major departments of the

Engineering Division, a Project Team
must see its project through, from
conception to completion. Each engi-

neer represents his department and
carries equal responsibility for the suc-

cess of the operation.

To the Individual Engineer, the

value of the system is immeasurable.

He gains an overall view of company
operations, diversifies his professional

knowledge and acquires a specialist's

know-how in his field.

// Professional Engineering of this

Calibre is what you are looking for

— and you have had 2 to 5 years ex-

perience in precision instrumentation

or electronic devices and systems or

inertial navigation systems — we will

welcome your inquiries at ARMA.
Current openings are at all levels and
in various phases of design, develop-

ment, analysis, evaluation and test

operations.

Please forward your confidential re-

sume to Robert Burchell. No refer-

ence contact without your permission.

Our reply will include two brochures

with detailed information about
ARMA and its location on suburban
Long Island.

Technical Personnel Dept. M-674

DIVISION OF AMERICAN
BOSCH ARMA CORPORATION

Roosevelt Field, Garden City, Long Island, N. Y.

To Generate

Practical Solutions

to Pressing Problems

Republic Aviation's Development Staff has

important openings for engineers capable

of solving practical problems in:

AERODYNAMICS

FLIGHT DYNAMICS

THERMODYNAMICS

The work involves studies of performance, stability, control, flight

loads, engine inlets and exits, and aerodynamic heating on atmos-

pheric re-entry. The problems have direct application to vehicles

and systems ranging from zero-velocity VTOL craft far into the

hypersonic regime of ballistic and glide weapons.

Engineers with experience in solving intensely practical problems

will find staff openings of exceptional reward, and opportunity for

continued professional growth with the creators of the XF-103 and

the F-105B Thunderchief . . . most powerful supersonic fighter-bomber

...designed and built under the Weapons System Concept. Graduate

engineers with various ranges of experience will discover work levels

fitting their degree of training and ability.

Salaries are highly competitive. Benefits are broad and

intelligent, and include opportunity for advanced aca-

demic work. Positions are on Long Island, choice among

Atlantic coast locations for working, living, relaxing.

Send a comprehensive resume today to

Mr. George R. Hickman, Engineering Employment Manager
You will receive a prompt, personal reply.

FARMINGDALE 6, LONG ISLAND, N . Y.

August, 1957
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SUBSCRIBER SERVICE

: For additional information about any product or service advertised

I
mentioned in the editorial pages of this issue of Missiles and

I kets:

Use the attached prepaid reply cards. Circle numbers shown on

: reply card that correspond with numbers appearing beneath items

:ribed. If no circle number accompanies the article or advertise-

nt, give page number (and advertiser's name) on line provided at

:om of the card.

Your requests for information will be forwarded promptly to the

lpanies concerned.

NEW PRODUCT BRIEFS
"ION MOTOR. Three phase, 200

, 400 cycle motor for intermit-

ry. Unit is of internal planetary

onstruction with output shaft

H 200, 800, 4000, or 20,000 rpm.

itios alterable to suit needs. Re-

. 74 hp, rotor shaft on anti-frie-

sarings. Operates at ambient

[•rures of — I00°F to 200 °F.

in Bosch Arma Corp.

p. 223 on Subscriber Service Cord.

'.SAL CUTTER. Tape-controlled

I tool cutting head can twist or

my degree during cutting. Stop-

U cut or relocating the part is

sary. Northrop Aircraft Co.

0. 224 on Subscriber Service Card.

BAND ABSORBER. Broadband
<ve absorbent material with a

m reflection of 0.1% above 8400

!ws accurate testing of systems

Other absorbers available with

icharaeteristics at lower frequen-

F. Goodrich Co.

». 225 cn Subscriber Service Card.

OVERTER SWITCH. Precision,

j>nant inverter, available in 75

pd variations for low-power and
rcuit uses. Wide variations in

ratings, vibration and shock re-

1, and frequency ranges avail-

ie Bristol Co.

o. 226 on Subscriber Service Card.

fATE INDICATOR. Provides ac-

instantaneous readings for set-

f hydraulic feeds on machine
Jnit gives feed-rate changes of

d 0-50 ipm, with accuracy within

Other scales available. Overall

,>y4 x 9 5/8 x 4%". National Auto-
ool Co.

o. 227 on Subscriber Service Card.

DL ALLOY AVAILABLE. Soft

'c alloy coupling high permeabil-

i high wear-resistance; contains

"egic elements. Available in strip

as .025"; maximum permeability

)0 to 120,000; coercive force is

sted and Rockwell hardness is

0. Hamilton Watch Co.
o. 228 on Subscriber Service Cord.

CAL COOLANT. A chemical

dielectric for airborne elec-

squipment which remains pump-
am —65°F to 400°F is available

; with "black-boxed" electronic

Coolant is a silicate ester-based

afe to handle and compatible
inost all structural and electronic

lis. Monsanto Chemical Co.
lo. 237 on Subscriber Service Card.

PNEUMATIC PRESSURE REDUCER.
Miniature reducer with '/)" ports eon-

forms to MIL-R-8572A; weighs 0.17 to

0.25 lbs. depending on spring. Avail-

able with or without relief valve and
adaptable to hydraulic uses. Operat-
ing temperature range from —65°F to

225 F may be altered with internal de-

sign change. Pneu-Hydro Valve Coro.

Circle No. 230 on Subscriber Service Cord.

EPOXY GLASS LAMINATES. Micaply
epoxy glass laminates for printed cir-

cuitry are available in black material

for uses requiring this type. Standard

thicknesses include from 0.032" to 0.5 .

The laminates are available clad in cop-

per or unclad. Units are also available

with circuits flushed to surface of the

material. Mica Corp.

Circle No. 231 on Subscriber Service Card.

STANDARD DATA ANALYZER. De-

veloped by Control Instrument Co., this

unit simulates and projects machine
operations, using precision potentiom-

eters to control programming. Each

of three dial-potentiometers represents a

different factor in selecting optimum
machining conditions. Control Instru-

ment Co.
Circle No. 232 on Subscriber Service Card.

BLAST GAGE Microphones linear to a

200 db level vs. 0.0002 microbars for

accurate reproduction of transient pres-

sure waves without distortion are being

produced which are capable of operat-

ing continuously at 160 F. Rise times on

the order of 100 microseconds are

measured, showing steepness of a wave
front. Overall dimensions are 2%" x

Massa Laboratories.

Circle No. 233 on Subscriber Service Card.

TRANSISTORIZED CONVERTER. Power
conversion unit weighing 1.06 lbs. and
having a conversion ratio of 85%, with

only about 2% drop in ratio at 1 85 F.

and a ground support unit with 5 DC
and 3 AC outputs and weighing 3700

lbs. are both being manufactured by
Wincharger Corp.

Circle No. 235 on Subscriber Service Card.

FERR1TE CIRCULATOR. A miniature

ferrite phase differential circulator pro-

vides service as a duplexer and load

isolator, functioning as a switching de-

vice between magnetron, receiver and
antenna. The device gives sufficient in-

sulation between the magnetron and
RF energy reflected from line mis-

matches. Units are available in almost

all waveguide sizes. Airtron, Inc.
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MISSILE LITERATURE

DESIGN RELIABILITY HANDBOOK. New
materials, processes, techniques, design

aids and reliability concepts are treated

in this handbook by the Navy Electronics

Laboratory. Also deals with preferred

circuits, construction techniques, design

procedures, application design data,

components applications notes, mechan-
ical considerations, et al. OTS, Depart-

ment of Commerce.
Circle No. 101 on Subscriber Service Card.

DIRECT RECORDING OSCILLO-
GRAPHS. Illustrated bulletin describing

two new models of recording oscillo-

graphs requiring no developing or pro-

cessing »f the record. Midwestern In-

struments.

Circle No. 102 on Subscriber Service Card.

CONVERSION FACTORS. Wall refer-

ence table for engineers and other

executives that contains numerous con-
versions not easily located elsewhere.

Precision Equipment Co.
Circle No. 103 on Subscriber Service Card.

CRYSTAL LATTICE MODELS. Chemical
element, compound, mineral and alloy

models are listed and illustrated in a

6-page bulletin. Models available for

advanced study. Arthur S. LaPine & Co.
Circle No. 104 on Subscriber Service Card.

FLAME EXTINGUISHING AGENTS. Re-
sults of a survey on current knowledge
of physico-chemical means of extinguish-

ing flames. Topics discussed include

methods of flame extinguishment, un-
inhibited and inhibited gaseous flame,

actions of inhibitors and the burning of

rocket-propellant chemicals. Special em-
hasis placed on future planning of

ame-extlngulshing mechanisms. Title is

Survey of Fundamental Knowledge of

Mechanisms of Action of Flame Ex-

tinguishing Agents. Department of Com-
merce.

Circle No. 109 on Subscriber Service Card.

FUME HOODS. Closed type fume hoods
for use in industrial laboratories are
described in two pages of data. Acces-
sories also described. Arthur S. LaPine
& Company.
Circle No. 106 on Subscriber Service Card.

LINEAR ACCELEROMETERS. Bulletin

illustrating and describing redesigned
line of linear accelerometers, including

models specifically designed for record-

ing missile launching accelerations. Over-
all dimension chart included with bul-

letin. B & F Instruments, Inc.

Circle No. 107 on Subscriber Service Card.

TUBE BENDING. A 24 page eafalog
showing products available, a list of

bending dies and data on minimum
bending radii. American Tube Bending
Company.
Circle No. 108 on Subscriber Service Card.

REYERS BALANCES. Illustrated two
page folder describing the Reyers-

Progress balance for laboratory weighing
to 1/100,000 of capacity and the Reyers-
Rapid balance for bulk weighing and
dispensing to I kilogram capacity. Arthur
S. LaPine & Co.
Circle No. 105 on Subscriber Service Card.

ATOMIC RADIATION EFFECTS. Bio-

logical effects of radiation, shielding

methods, monitoring instruments, per-
missible radiation doses and medical
evaluation and treatment of injuries are
discussed in simplified terms in this 120
page book. RCA Service Co.
Circle No. 110 on Subscriber Service Card.

MISSILE DYNAMOTOR. Data sheet «
new 1500 Series units designed specific

ally for missiles use. Induction Motor
Corp.

Circle No. Ill on Subscriber Service Cm

AIRCRAFT STRUCTURAL MATERIAL:
Results of tests contained in two r<

ports, one on aluminum alloys 2024 an

7075 and another on cylindrical «

tubular specimens of structural allot

show causes and effects of stress, met

fatigue, torsion and reduction
strength. Department of Commerce.
Circle No. 112 on Subscriber Service Co

MINIATURIZED AUTOMATIC COL
TROL. Complete circuitry information

available in a 12 page bulletin deseiil

ing automatic control with miniaturiie

non-indicating meter-relays. San Gorcint

Division, Assembly Products, Inc. I

Circle No. 113 on Subscriber Service fl

MAGNETIC TAPE. The effects of

humidity, and tension on magnetic H
are discussed in a three page bufl
dealing with recording of instrumdfl

tion data under extreme conditfl
Minnesota Mining and Manufactufl
Co.
Circle No. 114 on Subscriber Service te

SURFACE FINISH. Booklet shows hoi
reduce machining costs and control I
face finish, defines geometric irregdja

ities, gives symbols for drawings, spl
fications and reports, gives roughii

comparison specimens and classifies I
face characteristics. Brush Electron!

Co.

Circle No. 115 on Subscriber Service Cop

TIME, FREQUENCY CALIBRATIOj
Four page illustrated folder details

number of methods for using tral

missions from stations WWV a

WWVH for time and frequency calibl

tion. Discusses calibration of low p
sources, upward extension of standi

frequencies, AF comparisons, use of 10

cycle time pulses. Covers program sehe

ules, code symbol notices of propagati

disturbances and conditions necessi

for obtaining various levels of sigi

accuracy. Specific Products.

Circle No. 100 on Subscriber Service Cl

MISSILE FACTS. A sixteen page book

covering in general form the eonstr

tion of a missile, major types of missi

functions in a weapons system, resea

on missiles and peaceful uses of missi
1

General Electric.

Circle No. 116 on Subscriber Sevlce C

VALVES. Four page illustrated broch

dealing with check valves, relief vah

shuttle valves and shutoff valves for o

siles applications. Includes "O" r

recommendations; model, material •

connection designations; and flow f

seal characteristics. James, Pond

Clark, Inc.

Circle No. 117 on Subscriber Service C<

TIMING DEVICES. Electric timing »

tors, devices and clock movements
described in a 30-page catalog f

covering hysteresis, inductors, clutch, J

versible, direct-current, miniature <

j

heavy-duty electric timing motors; ti
I

delay, interval and cycle timers <

clock movements. Haydon Mfg. Co. '

Circle No. 118 on Subscriber Service Cm



AIRBORNE SYSTEM CAPABILITY
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The Research and Development
group at Rheem Aircraft is currently

engaged in the conception, evalua-

tion and design of advanced airborne

systems.

The wide scope and diversified

capabilities of this group are evident

in the list of current activities:

• DRONE SYSTEMS
• SMALL MISSILE SYSTEMS
• EXPLOSIVE and ORDNANCE
DEVELOPMENT

• PROPULSION SYSTEM
ANALYSIS

Advanced studies of future missile,

aircraft and ordnance requirements

are currently under way.

// you would like to join this group of

technically capable personnel and partici-

pate in broad and diversified projects,

submit a resume: Personnel Manager.
Aircraft Division, Rheem Manufacturing

Company.

All inquiries held strictly confidential.

RHEEM MANUFACTURING CO./AIRCRAFT DIVISION
/ 77 II woodruff avenue, dou ney. California



communication
is a sometime thing

Lips encouraged to voice new theories helped make possible modern

rocket power Yet -for the sake of our nation's safety-our lips

must remain sealed to our enemies.

RMI has long been known for its "open and shut" communication—

for its encouragement of creative discussion not only within RMI but

also with others who are working to advance America's cause . . .
and

for its constant vigil to protect America's secrets. For over a decade

and a half, RMI engineers and scientists have been cooperating

whole-heartedly with our nation's security program as they blaze new trails

in developing and producing today's ... and tomorrow's . . .
povverplants.

Engineers, Scientists-Perhaps you, too, can work

with America's first rocket family. You'll find the

problems challenging, the rewards great.

Prog ress

REACTION MOTORS, INC
A MEMBER OF THE OMAR TEAM

OENVILLE, NEW JERSEY




